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Curator’s Note
KISHALAY BHATTACHARJEE

‘WHEN I WENT TO CHINA SEVERAL YEARS AGO I FELT A
TOUCH OF THAT GREAT STREAM OF LIFE THAT SPRANG
FROM THE HEART OF INDIA AND OVERFLOWED ACROSS
MOUNTAIN AND DESERT INTO THAT DISTANT LAND,
FERTILISING THE HEART OF ITS PEOPLE.’
abindranath Tagore in his inaugural address at
the opening of Cheena Bhavana, Santiniketan, 1937
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IN

his article, ‘Streams of Life’, Gopal Krishna
Gandhi quotes Tagore and argues that the poet,
‘describes in a burst of imaginative veritas the countergravity flow of a civilizing Indian stream, for China to
take into its heart.’ While the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra
story is ‘one of the most dramatic encounters between
river and mountain’, it also carries with it the drama of
civilizations and imagination. The Brahmaputra, like
its course is an improbable; it swings back and around,
enters an impenetrable gorge, travels to the deepest
chasm of earth and emerges as if from nowhere.

This edition of ArtEast is an imagination
captured by the appealing plurality and
breadth of this river. The river-imagination is
not just watching the water flow; imagining
the river is to discover new meanings and
envision our environment and a find a new
location for us within it.

Virtually inaccessible, the Tsangpo gorge in southeast Tibet is the world’s deepest gorge and the riddle
of the Tsangpo fascinated explorers over generations
to set out and discover ‘Shangri-la’ and the ‘hidden
falls’. It took an illiterate tailor with a prodigious
memory, from Darjeeling in India, to eventually trace
its source. The paradise was prophesied in Tibetan
scriptures to lie in the depths of the gorge, concealed
by the fabled ‘Falls of the Brahmaputra’. Beyul Pemako,
the ‘Hidden-Land Arrayed like Lotuses’, became an
obsession that inspired imaginations across the planet
and established enduring legends. Explorers of the late
19th and early 20th centuries attempted to discover the
fabled waterfall and to solve the riddle of an incredible
11,000-foot drop in elevation between the origins of
the Tsangpo River in Tibet and the lower reaches of
what becomes the Siang and then the Brahmaputra in
Assam.
The waterfall remained an unresolved geographical
mystery until November 1998 when Ian Baker reached
the base of the falls in the depths of the TsangpoBrahmaputra Gorge, an area that had been, until then,
literally a blank spot on the map of world exploration,
concealed by sheer cliffs in a ‘gorge-within-a-gorge so
deep it remains in perpetual shadow.’

This river finds its source in Mansarovar originating at
24,000 feet running east for 1000 miles entering a bottomless gorge and within a span of just 150 miles plunging to the womb of the earth taking a sharp turn to enter
India. It is older than the Himalaya and geologically and
mythically pre-Aryan. It is one of the largest rivers, an
awe inspring body of water with hundreds of stories from
the Vedas to the tunes of bhatiali and paar geet. If singer
Bhupen Hazarika’s unending conversation with the river
became his anthem, then Tagore’s most productive work
has been on the Padma. So why then is the Brahmaputra
not in the ‘Indian’ imagination? Why is it only seen when
it breaks its banks flooding the plains?
The Brahmaputra with its many names unfolds a creative
universe that challenges the imagination of the ‘mainstream’ making sure that those who have been pushed
to the margins must get a voice. The first accounts of the
gorge came from Mishmi and Abor tribesmen but who
knows about them today? Who are they? They remain as
invisible as the gorge.
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Today, the Miyahs (a pejorarative word for Bengali Muslims in Assam), the people who literally inhabit the river,
find themselves suddenly swept away in a whirlpool of
vicious identity politics. For decades the political soundscape has echoed anti-Miyah, anti-Bengali, anti-Bangladeshi and anti-outsider campaigns. It has now reached
a cresendo. Like the legend of Behula and Lakhinder
located on this river, the unforgiving ‘son of Brahma’ is
perhaps testing their perseverence but Hazarika would
ask, ‘why do you flow so indifferent to the cries of millions on your banks?’ Hazarika’s mentor Paul Robeson
would sing, ‘Ol’ Man River, He’ll just keep rollin’ along!’
In the backdrop of a contentious National Register of Citizens (NRC) exercise in Assam threatening to turn several
millions stateless, the capricious course of the river again
broke its banks in the monsoon of 2019. The Miyah,
moving from one char to the other, must now be driven
out at any cost and it is the consensus of the government,
courts and Assamese civil society. The Hindu Bengali is
also caught in it but may just escape given the majoritarian Hindu government’s inclination to amend the Citizenship Law and isolate the Muslims. Protests against the
harassment and alleged human rights violations have
been few and far too weak. The ultra-nationalists went as
far as filing an FIR (First Information Report) in July 2019
against Miyah poets, a genre of poetry from the chars
that raise questions on migration and identity.

The river is swelling and his boat moored to the bank,
Miyah boatman Kujarat Ali sings, Nodir Kul Nai…
‘The river has no bank, no edge.
Which bank should I leave and where should I go
Who do I ask?
The big river’s waters rock my boat…’

It is not only the consensus of a Hindu majority chorus
that the river questions. In its challenge, for example, to
the Ganga, the symbol of Hindu India, the imagination of
Brahmaputra is a cosmos, a forgotten shared space, and
a hidden constitution like the pilgrim guides of Pemako.
It links the local, national and transnational. From a Buddhist world view to tribal beliefs, its Hinduness dotted
along the banks starting from the Parasuram kund to
Ashwaklanta and Umananda temples and of course the
Kamakhya, before it bends to enter Bangladesh, the river
embraces multiple myths, cultures, faiths and people. It
is the Red River that was the ancient highway between
South Asia and South East Asia.
The Brahmaputra then is an offer, an invitation to perpetrate a new thinking, while renewing classical modes
of thought. It captures syncretism in a new emancipating
way with exciting possibilities. It embodies defiance, the
starting point perhaps for another conversation to challenge the consensus.

March, 2019
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A sense of
the flow
“

Paradise was never lost, just well
hidden” and it lies in the heart
of Tibet’s Tsangpo Gorge, near the
bottom of the earth’s deepest chasm.
The mountain ranges from where the
Tsangpo emerges are also home to
another river, the Ganga, which flows
into India.
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A temporal vision of the civilisations that grew
around this river network gives a sense of a land and
people beyond colonial borders. The two rivers traverse ridges and valleys and plains and meet again
to go to the sea together. Myths, legends and explorations help the artist imagine the Tibetan beyul
pemako, an enigma for generations. The “hidden
land arrayed like a lotus” in the heart of the beyul
takes the shape of an abstraction. The “fabled falls
of the Tsangpo” is woven with threads beyond which
lies the unknown; “just because there’s a door doesn’t
mean you can necessarily go through it”.
The Brahmaputra-Ganga basin is not only the largest densely populated river basin in the world, it is
also one of the richest confluence of cultures that
was nurtured by the ancient highway; the river.
Paleozoic and Mesozoic, with scattered outcrops of
Pre-Cambrian rocks make up the vast majority of
the drainage basin. Its implusive course destroys as
well as regenerates. Material memory is displayed
through old black and white photographs from
different households in the island of Majuli (the
largest river island) where the first photo studio was
established in 1975. In the devastating flood of 1998
this studio was washed away. Seemingly mundane
everyday objects, family heirlooms and art are
strewn along the course. The “red river” that gets its
name from the laterite soil it carries is seen on the
flowing across the floor.
While the Ganga meanders, Brahmaputra is braided.
They come together to form the largest delta in the
world. It is not only the physical channels of water
flowing into history and ecology but this imagination goes much beyond into a cosmos of plurality
that seems to have been forgotten; a syncretism
that flourished with people moving, migrating,
trading, exchanging. This is an opening of streams
of thought and conversations for a future, perhaps
guided by the mountains and rivers that modern
civilisation is determined to destroy.
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I must have been ten or eleven years old
when I started singing. My name is Kurajat
Ali. I am from Boro Arikati. Let me tell you
about the Baithal songs. When the river carries away our homes, when we go from one
char to another with our belongings on the
boat, that is when we sing Bhatiyali songs to
express our grief.

Nodir Kul Nai
PARASHER BARUAH

IN
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the morning, singer Kurajat
Ali leaves his village
Boroarikati for the ghat. The shape
of betel nut trees and Ali stand out
in sharp contrast against the sky.
In silhouette, man and tree are the
same. By the time he reaches the
ghat the sun has risen and villagers
are gathering, waiting for a boat to
take them across the river. Ali sits
in a boat and sings about the mad
river which eats into the banks,
turns the village into an open sea
and sends the villagers running for
a little piece of dry land. ‘You have
broken someone’s land, you have
broken someone’s tin house, and
you have broken my budding love’,
Ali sings.
You mad river
In a strange illusion you have trapped me
In a life of happiness
You have drawn a ravine.
You mad, mad river…
– Kurajat Ali

A majority of the inhabitants of
the chars of the Brahmaputra are
known as ‘Miyahs’ or Bengal origin
Muslims who may have migrated
from erstwhile East Bengal, now
Bangladesh, or have lived here
for generations. After all, it was
one contiguous land and it is
the same river on either side of
the man-made border. The river
doesn’t know boundaries, it just
flows. Through their songs and
poetry, the Miyahs explore their
relationship with the river, their
struggle for survival and the larger
issue of migration and identity that
has drowned all other voices in
the recent past. They are as much
outsiders as is water to land.

Manik Kana (Manik the blind), used to sing.
When Goruchar was eroded by the Brahmaputra, he came to this char and sang these
songs. I learnt from Manik Kana.
Ahmed Ali, a schoolteacher from Kacharipam, who is also one of the musicians, says:
Around us is the river. Sometimes the river
takes away our homes. Then land rises in
the middle of the river and we shift there.
During the monsoon there is only water
around us. Then the erosion begins from upstream. Some houses are washed away and
then some more. We get separated. Then we
end up not knowing what to do. Our minds
turn to God who is the only one who can
help us. We have no one to turn to. We are
people from the chars. Who will come to
look for us? Then we look up to God. Our
songs come from that bewilderment.
Our condition becomes like that of a person
clutching for straws in the middle of the sea.
We turn to our maker – our Allah, our Bhagwan to rescue us. These songs are called
‘paargeet’. The gist of the songs is that even
if we can’t make it to the shore, may there
be place for us in God’s land. Our ancestors, grandparents and parents, sang these
songs before us. People from the riverbanks
have these songs of pain as their legacy and
heritage.

At the weekly market at Panikhaiti, very
close to the ghat, people are setting up shop.
A young man fries fritters; a pony cart owner
drives children to the market; and older men
sit at leisure outside tea stalls waiting for
more vehicles to arrive, more dust to rise
and for the market to truly manifest itself.
The market is just a few meters wide. It stops
abruptly at the ghat where women are drying
chillies on the sand.
In the village the market is almost exclusively
a male space. As the sun goes down, Kurajat
Ali and his troupe lay out a mat in front of a
fire and sing. ‘I have charred my bones black’,
goes the song. The woman who has to clean
up after the men leave, looks on patiently.
Nodir Kul Nai
The river has no bank, no edge.
Which bank should I leave and where should I go
Who do I ask?
The big river’s waters rock my boat
Now I see the face of beauty and now it’s gone
The river has no bank, no edge.

Old Man

The winds are roaring

When water fills the lands around the river, the river

And my boat is broken

becomes boundless like a sea.

How can I reach the bank?

Even our boat is broken.

Have mercy on me o merciful Allah

We don’t have the heart to travel from one bank of the

And take me to the bank.

river to the other.

The river has no bank, no edge.

Out of fear we sing these songs.
These songs are messages to God.
We call out to him and say: this river that has turned into a
sea, which bank do we go to?
We have become mobile, transient.
There’s water inside the house, water outside the house,
water all around.
O God, we say, there’s no way out except through you.
Out of the pain in our hearts we sing our songs.
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The songs describe the many moods of the
river, as a mad ravaging force during the
floods; as a source of livelihood, a constant
companion for the people of the sandbanks;
and describes stories of displacement and of
impermanence of the river people:
You mad river
In a strange illusion you have trapped me
In our happy lives
You have drawn a ravine.
You have broken someone’s land
You have broken someone’s tin house
You have broken my new love.
You mad river
In a strange illusion you have trapped me
In our happy lives
You have drawn a ravine.
You have broken someone’s land
You have broken someone’s tin house
You have broken my new love.
You mad river
In a strange illusion you have trapped me
In our happy lives
You have drawn a ravine.
Some go to Mondira
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Some go to Goruchar
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Some go to Norikata reserve
You mad river
In a strange illusion you have trapped me
In our happy lives
You have drawn a ravine.
Amar Har Kala Korlam Re
I have charred my bones
As black as my skin
Charred my soul too
The farmer’s plough is bent
The waters of the river are bent...

* A transcript from the short film Nodir Kul Nai that was
shot on the chars of the Brahmaputra with singers and
boatmen and poets who have created a new genre of music
that emerges from Bhaitiali sangeet and Paargeet. The film
commissioned by ArtEast 2019, was shot in the backdrop of
the National Register of Citizens in Assam. The Miyahs or
Bengali Muslims find themselves in the middle of this divisive
campaign that has courted adequate controversy. Evicting
and deporting alleged illegal migrants from Bangladesh has
been the soundscape of Assam politics for decades, driving a
wedge between communities. Filmmaker Parasher Baruah in
collaboration with Miyah poet Shalim Hussain raise pertinent
questions on identity and home, migration and homelessness
and the indifference of the river that is at once a source of
sustenance and despair.

On time, history and the river
A

rupjyoti Saikia: I am really honoured to be a part
of this panel to share something from my book,
The Unquiet River: A Biography of the Brahmaputra
(OUP, 2019). I will briefly share some ideas that went
into the making of the book.
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A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
ARUPJYOTI SAIKIA, MAHESH
RANGARAJAN, JOYDEEP
GUPTA AND CLAUDE ARPI
MODERATED BY
UMA DAS GUPTA

U

ma Das Gupta: My research on Rabindranath Tagore has
connected me to the life of the river Padma that the poet had so
cherished. Also, like a flashback, the subject evoked in me a bit of
personal history. This was out of a close association that my family
had with the Northeast. When I was a girl of ten to fifteen my father
was in service with the North East Frontier Agency, or NEFA as it was
commonly referred to. My father, late S.C. Ray, was the Agricultural
Advisor to NEFA. In fact, he was one of a group of advisors in the
NEFA administration of the 1950s. There was also a financial advisor,
a legal advisor, and others. They were on deputation to NEFA from
their respective state governments. Some of you would know that
NEFA, at the time, was a totally restricted area. Families could never
travel to the NEFA territory.
Two memories come to mind in particular. One is that of my father
and the other advisors meeting for informal conversations about their
work. They met sometimes in our home. I, therefore, saw and heard
them quite closely and got a sense of what the region was like. For
example, they all had to travel to do their work in airplanes. These
were the Fokker Friendship airplanes of the Dutch Fokker Company.
They were two-engine aircrafts with no doors to them, no doors
because they were used to low flying and airdropping of essential
items in this very remote northeastern region. This was how the
dedicated group of advisors and administrators travelled once or
twice a week to do their work in the northeastern frontier.

My mother used to worry about my father travelling on
these airplanes. But there was no other way that they
could travel there. The other thing that comes to mind
is how my father would come back from the region very
moved by the beauty he saw there. He used to say that
there was very little that could beat the beauty of the
northeast, its high mountains and heavenly lakes, its
flora and fauna, all clearly untouched at the time.
A region that was so remote and unknown has
deservedly come of age. We have at last come close to
one another and become part of the same universe, as
it should be. The festival literature has opened up so
many vistas about which the other panelists will speak.
There is so much more to learn from the subject even
though Kishalay calls it a fringe festival.
Let me introduce the others on this panel: Arupjyoti
Saikia, is a historian and Suryya Kumar Bhuyan
Endowment Chair on Assam History in the Department
of Humanities and Social Sciences at IIT Guwahati;
Mahesh Rangarajan, Professor of Environmental
Studies and History at Ashoka University; Joydeep
Gupta who is South Asia Director of The Third Pole;
Claude Arpi, from France, journalist, historian and
Tibetologist, who lives in Auroville.

I live not too far from the river from where I see the
river every day, hear the sound of the river and feel
how the river is majestic and different. While the river
always intrigued us, we also remained nostalgic of the
river, its waters, flows and panoramic views. But this
view of the river began to change sometime back. This
began to happen a decade ago, when massive popular
protests in Assam and Arunachal Pradesh against the
construction of big dams in the foothills of the eastern
Himalaya put the river back into the centre stage of
Assam’s political life. Those anti-big dam movements
forced many of us to rethink about the river. Since then
multitude of works were produced to describe the river.
Interesting memorandums against big dams were also
penned. On several occasions we have listened to, and
heard those who want and did not want big dams to
block their rivers. This was an extraordinary situation.
But it also became clear that our understanding of the
river still lacked deep historical attention. A biography
of the river can be a partial answer to this.
This work can be partly supported by an increasing
body of rich scholarly works on the river, its floods
and also the surrounding agrarian landscapes. Geomorphologists, hydrologists and climate scientists are
producing exciting works on the river. Anthropologists,
sociologists, historians are not far behind in this race
to grapple with the question of the river. For instance,
floods or the river’s intricate social history has
received serious scholarly attention; several excellent
dissertations have been written on the multifaceted life
of the river. While these works have greatly enriched
our understanding of the river, the river required a
synthesis of all these. A biography of this wonderful
river was possibly a good way to better understand the
river. Let me take the liberty to read out a few excerpts
from the book to explain this better.
The Brahmaputra is a remarkable river. The
Brahmaputra is more an offspring of a natural past than
that of human history. Geological events rather than
human labour shaped its history. Until recently humans
did not, indeed could not fundamentally change the
river. Unlike many great rivers of the world like the
Indus, the Yellow River, the Mekong, the Nile, the
Yangtze, or the Rhine; the Brahmaputra is still largely
untamed. The Brahmaputra is not chained; there are
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no storage dams to produce electricity like those of the
Indus or the Yangtze. It has not been subjected to many
hydro-engineering projects like those on the Nile or
Mekong. There is no large-scale dredging of the river
to excavate the river’s rising bed. Engineers had only
embanked the sides of the river. Dykes are everywhere
but the gushing floodwaters of the river break these
structures regularly.

22

Man, in his short engagement with the river, succeeded
in partially trying to tame the river and its floodplains.
The Brahmaputra still flows through a predominantly
agrarian setting. Today, the river and its environment
are seen as the last bastion of nature and solitude.
The river has not yet heard the voices of grouting
machines and stone crushers. Few rivers in the world
could be fortunate to be untouched by the power of
dredgers, dynamite, mathematical formulas, dams and
locks. To a large extent the Brahmaputra remains free
and unchained. The river is still greatly embedded
in the idea of wilderness and it essentially remains
a rural river. Despite constraints imposed by the
dykes, the river miraculously escaped the tyranny of
technological modernity. This has ensured a relatively
stable ecosystem. Everyone, until the mid-20th century,
looked to the river for sustenance and inspiration. The
river was displaced from this seat of pre-eminence both
due to political as well as natural events like the 1950
earthquake. Till then the river enjoyed a pre-eminent
position in Assam’s life and popular narratives.
Across the globe, many rivers’ fortunes have already
been rewritten by their rulers and engineers. Those
engineers forced the rivers to undergo fundamental
changes, straightened their channels and regulated
their flows. For instance, in the Rhine, flood control
and channelization changed the river’s flow regime and
sediment load pattern. These changes also exposed
the river to uncertainty. Here too, despite many
years of human will to subordinate these rivers, they
refused to bow down. Some rivers’ limbs and arms
were severed from their floodplains resulting in severe
consequences. Industrial pollutants flowing through
these rivers disfigured their ecology. Rivers became the
source of wars and intense rivalry. Humans also stamp
their own templates to them. Humans enchained many
of them. Other rivers across the world act as political
boundaries and also imposed cultural differences.
The Mississippi, Yellow, Volga, Columbia, Rhine,
Nile, Yangtze and Mekong have all endured powerful
human imprints. Further a field, scholars have mapped
contests and competing visions of these rivers. The
interplay of the role of state, of experts and rivers
has found space in other works. There are works on
how energy and work bring humans and the river
together. In his work on Germany, Blackburn argues
he is not writing a history of the river as seen by itself,

but as one of human ideas, practices, contests and
visions of what to make of the river. We also know
how the engineering and administrative decisions of
the 19th century on the European rivers led to rapid
industrialization but equally, profoundly degraded the
rivers’ environment.
Experiments on the Nile show how this led to
unplanned disasters as canals enabled the spread of
schistosomiasis. Canals on the Ganga helped spread
deadly malaria in the 19th century. The Mekong
defied French, then US engineers. Nature is multihued,
complex, and not so amenable to linear interventions.
The rivers in Southeast Asia are no exception. The
best example is that of the Mekong Delta. Here too the
intersections of politics and nature figure in modern
nation building processes. Luckily, the idea of water
and river, being seen as two discreet dimensions of
nature, is also being challenged. By the end of the 20th
century efforts were on across the globe, for instance
in the Rhine, to restore those lost natural endowments,
but with limited success.
The Brahmaputra has hardly been given a central role
in the histories of South Asia. Unlike many rivers of
the world, it has not been the subject of political and
historical narrative. Have historians been unfair to the
Brahmaputra? Astounding as it may be to acknowledge
this fact, it might actually be true: that the most
overwhelming, overpowering and majestic river
flowing through the Indian state of Assam still remains
an outlier to its many and varied historical imaginings.
Perhaps to immediately assuage ourselves we could
claim that the mighty Brahmaputra – the fluvial spine
that connects the mountains, hills, valleys and flood
plains – is too imperious a force to be discussed for
modern history writing. That this powerful river’s
triumph is so complete over us that it comes alive only
as myth and folklore, and in stories of common people,
poetry and song rather than in the dry narrative of
archival fact and the dull prose of cause and effect.
Even more telling, we could argue that historians have
remained too much on land and too firmly behind
the embankment and therefore cannot think like
amphibians.
While historians have thus far missed a clear view of
the Brahmaputra, we might still recover a new sight
by reorienting our gaze. It is time to take a boat to the
middle of the river to observe the land and wherever
the currents are not that strong, perhaps a swim across
some reasonable depth or even getting our feet wet
in the shallows, before we rethink a different history
for Assam. But it is too alarming an idea and requires
many tricks. To reacquire our humility before the
Brahmaputra, we have to begin, above all else, by
recounting as carefully as possible the many types
of histories about Assam that have failed to mingle

their narratives with these great waters that always
surround us and make ideas about Assam possible.
The Brahmaputra is Assam’s principal geological
force. Within a complex nature, the river occupies
a pre-eminent and idealized position. The river
is at the centre of different geographies and also
interconnects hills and plains. While these geographies
may bear diverse ecological features, the river neatly
interconnects these discreet ecologies to make it into
one single unit. The river, in turn, becomes a force
to produce intertwined histories of lands and waters
or plains and hills. If the river fused varied ecology,
cultural spaces and political territories, it also weaved
together communities and fauna lying scattered across
these landscapes. That unchained river created space
for both humans, flora and fauna. Not only did the
people creatively adjust to the river’s great recuperative
powers, millions of these ordinary men and women
remained tough survivors of the river’s grand ferocity.
The river itself is a source of inspiration to withstand
its ferocity and harsh treatment that it meted out to its
residents. People worshipped the river because of its
destructive power but equally reaped benefit from it. It
often played a significant role in shaping and changing
the course of human actions. The river integrated
Assam with faraway places. Since ancient times, it
acted as a geographical passage for the exchange
of goods produced in the floodplains, hills and other
places.
The Brahmaputra is a unique river not only
for not being tamed like many other big rivers
elsewhere, but for its fragile and complex geological,
geomorphological or hydrological features. The river’s
material compositions remained more powerful than
human actions. The river basin has a long history of
high rainfall, and a long wet season. The monsoon
and the Himalaya influence it more than any human
imagination. What comes close to the river’s ecological
features is that of the South East Asian environment.
The river’s environmental features have taken place
over a long period of time – what French historian
Fernand Braudel used to refer to as longee duree – and
this needs to be understood for examining the humanriver interaction fruitfully. The ecological features of
this region are such that any minor human induced
environmental change will have both a long-term
and short-term impact, and thus affect human life.
At the same time, the river’s ecology is also deeply
influenced by life outside of the river. The river acts as
a conduit between the hills and the floodplains and any
disruption can cause serious threats to its residents.
If there was dynamism all along the river, the humans’
tryst with it became more eventful in the floodplains.
This floodplain landscape underwent many layers of

fundamental ecological transformations in the past
through human actions. Notwithstanding this human
intervention, rhinoceros survived in the floodplains
because of the synchronizing role that the river played
between the floodplains and highlands.
There were moderate human imprints on the river. The
people living along the Brahmaputra engraved cultural
patterns into it. Human labour created the idea of the
modern Brahmaputra: boats and steamers plied against
currents, fishermen struggled with currents to catch
fish, washermen washed dirty linen, people bathed, the
dead were cremated, pilgrims travelled down it to reach
out to Indian holy places. Timber carried by the river
was used to construct houses far away from the river;
tea travelled to distant global markets. Only parts of
the river’s long course are filled with concrete houses,
pathways and markets. The Brahmaputra’s banks are
still covered with grasses, trees and temporary houses.
The river does not have a stable bank line.
This bright picture might not always hold true. Hips of
sands stopped the movement of steamers. Its chars are
born and regularly disappear. Only a few remain there
for longer periods. Attempts to disentangle the river
from its floodplains produced disastrous results. The
river’s relationship with the landscape underwent great
changes because of the dykes. The physical texture of
the river underwent a transformation because of those
dykes. The floodplains experienced some of those dramatic changes. The cultivation of jute single-handedly
further transformed this landscape. The river hardly
remains a natural river. But stray ideas of a straightjacket to the river’s braided beds to a single channel, remained a distant dream. The river refused to be tamed.
In that sense, the river could be an unlikely candidate
for an environmental history project.
My book offers a long history of the Brahmaputra
starting with histories of the river much older than
modernity in its various guises; claims that geology,
more than human endeavour, shaped the river well
into the twentieth century. The book draws attention
to a relatively untamed river despite a long history of
human coexistence with the river. The book, however,
tells how adaptation by fishers, boat people, farmers,
and shepherds, and river creatures that might originally date to other geologic periods, subtly altered the
river, just as human and non-human life also changed it
by accommodating the power of river flow, the material
it transported, and the way it redesigned the adjoining
landscapes.
That said, the book springs from two simple ideas. One
is that the history of the river requires treating natural
and human history in a coequal fashion, without privileging one over the other. The other is a visualization
of riverine environmental history as inseparable from
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the environmental histories of mountains and plains
that are the source regions and companion terrain of
the river as it descends through the land into the sea.
These two issues are highly relevant to conceptualizing environmental history through complex ecological relations in which human ecology is part of the
web and more or less determines outcomes for the
larger web of life. The book further claims that human
reshaping of the river and its extended ecological
relations is more evident at the end of the twentieth
century, as various forces plan to further re-engineer
the river and its landscape.
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While writing, and framing this book, I have had
to draw from a wide range of sources including the
literature and poetry on the Brahmaputra. The river
comes alive in literary records even as it appears
marginal in the historical records where the focus in
modern times had already shifted resolutely to land.
Both these kinds of records are valuable in constructing a river biography. For instance, the measurement
of the river – its flows of water and sediment became
a powerful way to know the river and its character
and temperament. These modes of perception and assessment of the river as a set of properties and forces
emerged with the cameral sciences and their spread
into the working of modern states. Many of the ways
of knowing, helped by these new perspectives, focused
attention on the shifts in the course of the river and its
probable causes.
The floods of 1954 set the agenda for flood control and
river basin management schemes, increasing expense
and ambition. And now, the nationalization of the
Brahmaputra and the lessons of sixty years of failure
and aggravated disasters from these river engineering
projects of nation building, are being ignored. The river
is being re-imagined as a storehouse of hydroelectric
power and new re-engineering projects are underway.
The river, assisted by a growing number of regional
skeptics, exercising democratic agency, seem poised to
fight this newest onslaught.
By the turn of the 20th century, grand plans were
in place to build dams on the river and its tributaries. In 2017 India’s national planners had proposed a
dam upstream of the Brahmaputra to produce 10,000
megawatts of electricity. Will the river and its floodplains outlive this onslaught? My book examines this
question – an environmental history of the river written
from the perspective of the life of a major river that is
old, unruly, and historically an agent in both landscape
engineering and in the crafting of different livelihoods.
The river will continue to inspire scholars to think
about the relationship of humans and nature in a more
compelling manner.

David Blackbourn, he begins this book with a question.
He asks, ‘Maybe if you put a question mark, is nature
a subject of conquest? When do you decide to conquer
nature? Is there a moment or does nature strike back?’
The very idea of conquering nature has, within it, a
lot of assumptions about the power of technology, the
power of humanity, and a very different kind of attitude to the river as an entity.

M

ahesh Rangarajan: My sense is that the
timing of The Unquiet River: A Biography of the
Brahmaputra could not have been better. Living at a
time of epochal changes across the world, it is regular
for leaders to tell us that we are in a new era. In India,
in Assam, we are of course in a new India and a new
Assam, or so we are told. And one of the dimensions of
this newness, which I must emphasize, is that we take
entities we are familiar with and remake them.

I recall the very historic elections of 2004, which for
me as a student of history was very important. One of
the images and symbols which was evoked by one of
the very important political formations then, was that
India needed a modern Bhagiratha. Bhagiratha was the
person who, in epic legend and lore, brought Ganga
down to the earth. The Ganga here, of course, was a
symbol which was reviewed. The Ganga was a river
which was respected. The Ganga was an entity that
was worshipped, and the Ganga was the giver of life.
I could not but help recall a song sung by many called
‘Ganga Amar Ma Padma Amar Ma’. The notion of the
river as a harbinger of life is being remade. This remaking is about very large human interventions which
channel the flows of the river. The channelling of river
flows in the 19th and 20th century was about building
embankments to reduce floods. Whether they succeeded or failed has its own history. This is an important
part of the book.
From the 1920s, we have entered a new era in South
Asia of large dam building. There were dams earlier

which we know from the works of people like Kathleen
Morrison, who has written remarkably on the check
dams of Vijayanagar, some of which incidentally are
still standing 600 years on. But those are dryland reservoirs; they transform the seasonal flows into perennial flows in peninsular India, where all the rivers were
seasonal. But when one looks at the snowmelt rivers
of the Himalaya, these great rivers like the Indus, the
Ganga and the Brahmaputra, it is important to keep in
mind that we are living through epochal changes.
Some years ago, one of the major campaigners against
dams brought out a remarkable book in which he
totalled the number of dams that are proposed to be
constructed along this entire range of mountains from
the Hindu Kush through the Himalaya to the subHimalayan tracts, the various smaller promontories in
South Asia and going on towards the headwaters of the
Mekong. At a time when there are such large projects
of hydro engineering that have geological and ecological consequences and consequences for the various
entities that live within and around the rivers, and for
the people who live along the river, downstream and
upstream, and for the lands, such a book is all the more
vital.
In recent years, there has been a lot of thinking about
the role of an environmentalist. Are his histories of the
environment about the environment or are they about
what people think of the environment? To paraphrase
from a very fine book about the Rhine, The Conquest
of Nature by the great British historian of Germany,

Blackbourn poses a very interesting question, and I
think one of the strengths of the manuscript when I
read it, and has become an even better book now, is
that it wrestles with this question. How can any human
being pretend to know how a river thinks, even if we
were to assume that the river is an entity? Blackbourn
takes the easier way out, and I am not going to tell
you how the river thinks. I am going to tell you what
people thought about the river. What did people think
about the river? Now I think we are at a very interesting moment, because in the last 25-30 years there
have been excellent histories of rivers. Alan Mikhail
has taken the great river, the Nile, and shown us the
attempts over the last 200 years to transform the Nile.
Even the most successful attempts, the building of the
great dam of Aswan, was in its own sense, a step that
sowed the seeds of greater failure because it cut-off the
flow of silt which kept the delta of the Nile fertile.
It also led to the spread of bilharzia or schistosomiasis,
a deadly disease spread by snails and it helped in the
growth of malaria, none of it which was intended to be
felt by those who went on and conceived of all these
great dam projects. In a similar work today by David
Biggs on the Mekong, he argues that the Mekong has
actually not been conquered. There have been attempts
to conquer the Mekong but the reason you cannot
conquer the Mekong is because we don’t know the Mekong well enough. The ideas of engineers, and with the
greatest respect to them, are about the cusecs of water,
how fast it flows, how big the dam will be, where the
turbine will be put and how much power it will generate. But there is much more to the river after all than
the waters and the rate at which they flow.
A river, as ecologists continuously remind us, is a living
entity but not in the literal sense. We are now speaking of hard sciences and we may have different sets of
beliefs about the same body of flowing water called a
river, but the river is also an entity with different life
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forms. Looking at my notes of 25 years ago, I was privileged to spend a couple of long evenings with one of
the great conservationists who worked on the Brahmaputra, a man very important in conservation in Assam,
the late Sanjoy Deb Roy, who was the Field Director of
the Manas National Park. The man is credited by many
for having found breeding populations of two animals
regarded as extinct, the hispid hare and the pygmy hog.
Sanjoy Da explained to me that if you went back to the
1920s, the Brahmaputra had around 1000 river islands.
These river islands, each of them, had resilient populations of the hog deer, the swamp deer, wild boar, and in
some cases, rhinos and tigers. He said that almost all of
these islands have now been cleared. They have been
cleared for the cultivation of jute or rice. I remember
wondering then when we would get not a historian of
fauna, which is what he was, but a historian of the land
use changes along the Brahmaputra.
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One of the strengths of this book is that it begins with
geology; how the Brahmaputra came to be what it is
today. A very fascinating truth, the Brahmaputra did
not flow in its present route joining the Ganga. It flowed
by a different route joining the Irrawaddy, and this was
millions of years ago. There were no human beings
around to witness it. We know this through the work
of geologists. But when we come to the present day,
the recent decades of change have been very profound.
There is a remarkable crocodilian which many people
may not have seen, called the gharial. I will date the
gharial by referring to a creature you all have seen on
your screens, the Tyrannosaurus rex. The Tyrannosaurus rex by Michael Crichton, because of literary license
is transformed into a Jurassic creature.
A very intelligent review by a paleontologist said it is
not a Jurassic creature, but rather, a Triassic creature. It
is even older than Jurassic. I am not a geologist, but it is
very very old. The T-Rex doesn’t exist except in bones
in the museums. The gharial still exists and is a deeply
endangered specie today. There are very few gharials,
and those gharials which have been bred and released
back into rivers such as the Ganga or the Chambal are
in trouble because the rivers are drying up. They are
drying up because of dams which are cutting off swift
flowing water, vital for the life cycle of the gharial. It
is fascinating for me to find, through the research of
Professor Saikia, that in the 19th century, gharials were
even more common in the Brahmaputra than the freshwater crocodiles. They were killed.

tre festival. I found the Namani Brahmaputre festival
fascinating. The cultures of the Brahmaputra were
being contested in several of the public events being
held on its banks because the food culture of the North
Indian plains, the Ganga plains, was being imposed on
the people participating in these events. These were
places where the festivals of worship included dishes
of fish, but they were told that they could not eat fish
because it was not part of our culture. I think this is not
only a debate about culture; it is also a debate of how
you relate to the river. The consumption of fish on that
occasion was a form of paying respect to the river. It
is not about exploiting the river but about associations
with the river.

We went to this place along the river near IIT Guwahati a few weeks ago, and he showed me a spot, where
according to the British records, it was killed. We know
only because the person who killed it, skinned it, took it
to the collector, claimed a reward. How do you measure
and give rewards for killing gharials and crocodiles? It
is quite simple. The British administration spent a lot
of time solving these problems; you measured it. So the
more the number of inches the gharial was, the more
money you got. Therefore, this is a river that has been
deeply stretched in terms of its ecology. It has been
stretched by the extermination of the megafauna that
lived around it, the clearing of a lot of the vegetation
around it and the extermination of much of the fauna
within it.
When we look at the remaking of the rivers such as the
Indus, the Brahmaputra, the Ganga and the Mekong, we
may also wish to remember that one of the remarkable
features of Asia is that it is home to so may freshwater
species of dolphins. As students, we had to memorize
the names of rivers. I think it would have been much
more interesting if we had been told that each of these
great rivers had its own varieties of dolphins, almost.
Sometimes, two kinds of dolphins can come together.
There was the Indus, the Ganga, the Irrawaddy, the
Mekong and the Yangtze. The Yangtze dolphin became
extinct a few years ago. There is a remarkable book
about it called The Search for the Yangtze Dolphin.
No prizes for telling you; at the end of the search, they
found the Yangtze but without any dolphins. So, the
Yangtze dolphin is the first freshwater cetacean to become extinct. It did not become extinct only because of
direct prosecution. It became extinct due to unintended
causes; the remaking of the Yangtze River left no space
for the dolphin. This raises a question that goes beyond
the Brahmaputra, which is remarkable because it has
the Irrawaddy dolphin. And I am happy to report that
on one of my trips to IIT Guwahati some enterprising
students put us into a boat, and for a few seconds we
saw this remarkable dolphin jump back into the river.
The notion of the river being unquiet – there are two
ways the river could be unquiet. Unquiet because of
this cycle of life that animates it. The Brahmaputra is
incomplete without a creature such as the Irrawaddy
dolphin or the gharial and all of these creatures. But it
may also be unquiet because there are sets of people,
humans. There isn’t one human history; there are many
human histories. History is contested. It is not the story
of dates and not a tired old story about which king
came to power, who poisoned whom, who fought in
which battle, who had more horses, etcetera. It is also
the story of human aspirations, not only about each
other but also about the land and the waters that surround us.

So much of our story in Asia is such that you cannot
disentangle the story of the land from the story of the
waters. The story of the Brahmaputra becomes a story
of the riverine plains, the plains and the valleys around
it and the hills near it. The story after the 1820s has
been one of relentless transformation – a transformation with the establishment of the tea gardens in the
upper areas. Huge areas were cleared of forests, large
numbers of labour were bought in extremely forcible, I
will not say slavery conditions, but certainly conditions
almost amounting to indenture. Therefore, with the
creation of the tea gardens, there was also a huge boom
in the production of jute. To meet this boom, a new
labour force was brought in.
You are all aware of this big debate about the changing
demographic composition of the Brahmaputra valley.
But part of the changing demographic composition is
because labour was required by the people who were
then powerful, to replace those fields of tall grass
prairies and tall grasslands and wet savannahs, with
jute fields. Of course, when they would grow jute, they
would also grow rice because they had to eat. Therefore, in more recent years, we have this larger story of
huge investments and infusions of capital.
We also have something, which Professor Saikia has
written about elsewhere, that is the discovery of oil
which was to become an explosive political issue in Assam politics by the 1950s. A book such as this can help
us get a sense of perspective. One critical point is that
one has to go beyond thinking of land and water simply
as a source of wealth. The question of what it is worth
can be answered in many ways. But some of those answers simply cannot be quantified in terms of profit and
loss accounts and if I may be permitted to add, in terms
of electoral dividend and for the harvest of votes.
In recent years, it all probably began in 1985 with the
Ganga Festival which was inaugurated by the then
prime minister. There is also a Namani Brahmapu-

So can we have cultures of livelihood, cultures of nature
that are less, rather than more, in conflict with the life
cycle of the river? Can we, in trying to make peace with
the river, not be surrendering to it? I am not suggesting
there should be no protection from the floods, or that
there should be no attempts to look at hydropower, but
can we devise ways that are less exploitative and more
mindful, not only of what we are doing but what the
consequences might be? I will end with David Blackbourn, who made a very important point, and I think
Professor Saikia has a very philosophical position on it.
Blacbourn argues one of the reasons you cannot think
like a river is that the impact of a river can be unintended. But I think humans can think about possible unintended consequences of our actions. I refer
for instance, to the embankments that were built to
protect people from floods. In many cases, the embankments in the long run worsened the situation of floods.
They exposed more people to floods than were being
exposed to the floods prior to the flood. How we think
of rivers in different ways is fundamental to how we
can think of ourselves in different ways. In that sense,
this is a profoundly, deeply, and in some ways a very
fascinating political book. It is certainly about going
out in the river, sitting at the riverbank, sitting on the
island, dipping your feet in the river and swimming in
the river. It is also about contemplating a different kind
of future because in some ways that is how histories
are. Histories are not just about the past; they are also
about the battles for the future. And what better way
to go into battle, however nonviolent we hope it will be
and should be, than with the perspective, the enriching
and deeply vibrant perspective of life as is outlined in
this fascinating book.
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officers like Col Yousuf Ali, Maj S.M. Krishnatry, Col
Pran Luthra or Maj K.C. Johorey, who worked for years
and years under the most difficult climatic and material
conditions in border areas; for them, the human aspect
always came first. Interestingly, they would always
submit lengthy reports. They would write hundreds of
pages about the people, about the rivers, the mountains, the villages and the local customs. Today, it is
very difficult to access these reports but I am sure that
the present IAS officers never write more than a few
lines about the areas under their jurisdiction. The IFAS
records are an invaluable record of the history of these
areas and they provide valuable information on the rivers flowing in the North East.

C

laude Arpi: I have to admit that I have not been to
Assam often. I had a darshan of the Brahmaputra
only three or four times, so I cannot speak about this
river with the authority of my fellow panelists. But
the few times that I have seen the river, I was really
touched by its calm, its majesty, and its width. Now, to
speak after Professor Rangarajan is also very difficult
because he has puts everything in the right perspective.
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As pointed out earlier, my mind is of a political rather
than poetic bend; I am not a poet or even a historian.
I usually see events or developments more from the
political and geo-strategic angle. So I can only tell
you about the dams that the Chinese have built (or
will build) in Tibet; I must however add that India
often does the same thing (or is planning to do the
same thing) on the Indian side of the McMahon Line.
Arunachal Pradesh plans to generate some 50 or 60
gigawatts of electricity through hydropower plants.
Most of the politicians in Arunachal Pradesh today
have become rich thanks to the MoUs signed a few
years ago to set up these plants. In a previous Assembly election, 11 MLAs were elected unopposed.
You may wonder how they got elected unopposed to
a Legislative Assembly? It is very simple. Thanks to
the dams, many local politicians have become rich and
managed to get elected ‘unopposed’. I know of some
MLAs and ministers who were very poor, just had a
charpoy and a few plastic chairs in their home; but
when the next elections came, they declared hundreds
of crores of assets in their affidavits. How in those five
or ten years did they manage to get so many crores?
The answer is, because of the dams.
The human aspect bought out by Dr Rangarajan is
often forgotten; it is an important aspect. Mahesh
spoke about wealth, human wealth; unfortunately, the
Chinese often do not consider this aspect.
In this context, it is a pity that many in India have
forgotten about the Indian Frontier Administrative
Service (IFAS). It consisted of a bunch of remarkable

The Yarlung Tsangpo: At first people did not know
that the Yarlung Tsangpo was the same river as the
Siang and later the Brahmaputra. I discovered this in
the archives, when I came across an interesting map
where the cartographer had marked, with a dotted line,
the river between the Yarlung Tsangpo in Tibet and
the Siang in India. Nobody knew until Kinthup, called a
‘pandit’ by the officers of the Survey of India at Dehradun, went to Tibet and floated logs which were eventually found down the river; he had discovered that the
Yarlung Tsangpo and the Brahmaputra were the same
river. This was at the end of the 19th century.
The seismicity of the area: Those who plan to construct
dams on the Subansiri or the Dibang, or the Chinese
who want to build dams on the Yarlung Tsangpo,
should seriously think about the seismicity of this area
and about the earthquake, which occurred on Independence Day in 1950. In India, it is known as the ‘Assam
Earthquake’; the epicentre was in Tibet in the Lohit
Valley, near Rima. The Dalai Lama’s memoirs mention
that he was then a fifteen-year-old kid when one day
in Lhasa the sky suddenly became red. The Tibetans
thought that some military exercises were being held
in the suburbs of the Tibetan capital. Others saw some
sort of fireworks in the sky, though Rima was located
almost 400 km away. Robert Ford, the British radio
operator working in Tibet (he was later imprisoned by
the Chinese when they invaded Tibet), also mentions
this in his memoir; he was then in Kham province of
eastern Tibet and he described the scene. It appears
that the course of the river (the Yarlung Tsangpo/Brahamaputra) changed; the earthquake measured 8.6 on
the Richter scale. I have a picture of a railway line in
Assam which shows the destruction wrecked by that
earthquake. These areas are not less seismic today as
they were in the 1950s Therefore, whoever plans small
or big dams should think about this.
More recently, on 17 November 2018, the Indian press
reported that the waters of the Siang were black and
started questioning the Chinese about it. Xinhua, the
Chinese news agency, took about three-four weeks to

explain that it was because of a large landslide which
had taken place and that many people had to be displaced; this shows again the instability of the region.
Interestingly, I found in the National Archives a letter
from an officer of the Ministry of External Affairs addressed in the 1950s to Apa Pant, who was then the
Political Officer (PO) in Sikkim. Some Indian officials
and the PO had received information that the Chinese
were planning to build dams across the Brahmaputra
in the Tibetan region. Pant mentioned that the Chinese
had these plans ever since they came to Tibet in 1951.
The dams planned today by China are not a new thing.
While China started planning to dam the river long ago,
India has begun much more recently, probably after the
politicians found it an easy way to get rich.
What worries me is that when China has a plan, it
usually pursues it till completion; sometime it may be
kept in a drawer, but eventually it will see the light one
day; it may be modified taking into account prevailing
conditions, but it will eventually materialize. It is what
happened with the railway line from Shanghai to Lhasa
that was inaugurated in July 2006. The plan originated
during the time of the Nationalists; Sun Yatsen envisioned laying a railway line up to Tibet, though China
was not technologically ready at that time. Similarly
with regard to dams – it may remain a dream for decades.
I have been closely watching what is happening in
Tibet, particularly during the last 20 years (I started
writing about damming and diversion of the Brahmaputra in 2000). At that time the diversion was technically
not possible, but since then the infrastructure has improved tremendously. One of the panelists spoke about
the Great Bend and its mythic aspect – at that time, it
would take weeks to reach places like Pemako or Metok
(the county bordering India). Since 2013, there is a tunnel and tens of thousands of Chinese tourists regularly
visit Metok, north of Gelling and Tuting in Upper Siang
district of Arunachal Pradesh.

There are plans for two different projects: one is a mega
dam on the Yarlung Tsangpo, the other is the diversion
of the Brahmaputra; in some cases both come together.
Many plans have been made for the diversion, some
completely crazy. There was one by a former PLA
General who had worked on a scheme starting in a
place closer to Lhasa. A more serious one appeared in
2013 when the Yellow River Conservancy Commission
posted a detailed plan on its website. But this sort of
scheme is very difficult to implement. It is also true that
there is a lot of academic opposition in China. Many
scientists from the Chinese Academy of Sciences are
opposed to it; they say that it is not feasible or implementable. But today things have changed; the infrastructure has improved tremendously, partly due to the
tourist boom. Last year, seven million tourists visited
the Nyingchi area which borders Arunachal Pradesh.
To cater to these visitors, one needs infrastructure,
roads, hotels, and more. All this could eventually be
used as the basis for building the dam.
The latest scheme appeared last year in the social
media. It was prepared by Wang Hua, a professor at Tsinghua University who planned for 600 km of diversion
valued at 65 billion US dollars. Wang wants to bring the
water of the Yarlung Tsangpo to Xinjiang. During the
first stage, the water would be sent to Qinghai province.
Just as life in Assam is centred on the Brahmaputra,
the Chinese civilization is centred on the Yellow River.
If the river physically dies, it symbolically means the
death of a part of the Chinese civilization. People have
been dreaming about this diversion for decades. What
makes Wang Hua special is that he is a contemporary
of Chen Xi, who is a member of the Politburo. They
were together at Tsinghua University in the early
1970s and President Xi Jinping was on the benches of
the same university at the same time; they know each
other well. Xi Jinping is supposed to have been shown
the project and it is claimed that he called it a ‘good
project’.
Of course, there are political and strategic implications,
particularly with India. If something happens on the
Yarlung Tsangpo, like a diversion of the river, India will
take it seriously. Therefore, China has been careful,
and for the time being, the plans remain in the drawer.
China is a very pragmatic nation. Beijing will calculate
both the benefits and disadvantages of diverting the
river. Ultimately, their decision will be based on practical pros and the cons.
One of the major issues is the pricing of the water. To
divert water is extremely costly, even if the water were
to arrive one day at its destination – its price could be
five times the general average cost per liter of other
water supply. Can China afford this? There are two
ways to go about it; either the government decides to
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subsidize the water, in which case the local government debt will increase and China already has a huge
problem of debt in its provinces. If it is not subsidized,
then the local people will have to pay. Will they agree?
Further, at the origin of the diversion (in southern
Tibet), the populations will suffer with less water, and
though only few Tibetan people live there, it could be
a problem. In the case of the Yangtze, where millions
were displaced, it was problematic. All these factors will
have to be considered before deciding whether to go
ahead with the diversion.
Recently, there were two big landslides in this area, one
in October 2018, the other in November; the former
was close to where the Chinese are planning to lay the
railway line (between Nyingchi and Chengdu), which
will eventually cost hundreds of billions of dollars. It
is the most difficult portion of the railway between
Sichuan and Tibet. The Lhasa-Nyingchi section is a
relatively easy section and the major work has already
been done; it will be completed in two years. However,
the other part between Nyingchi and Sichuan is technically extremely difficult. Fifty per cent this part will be
through tunnels and bridges, one of these tunnels will
be 52 km long.
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Again, let us not forget that the area is very earthquake
prone and landslides often occur. Last year, Beijing got
a hint of what could happen from the landslide that
took place in October. Some 30,000 people had to be
relocated and China had to build a new road (with a new
alignment). The same thing could happen on a larger
scale if a big dam is built.
Another landslide was reported a few weeks later. It
took place near the Great Bend and 10,000 people
had to be relocated. In March 2019, when the National
People’s Congress met in Beijing, President Xi Jinping
and most of the national leaders spoke about the environment. If the Chinese leadership is serious, then it
must take the fragility of southern Tibet into account
before committing to build dams. Whatever I have said
for China applies to India because an earthquake will
not recognize the McMahon Line!
One politician asked me why I was worrying about
dams on the Brahmaputra on the Indian side; he said
that politicians have got what they wanted after signing
the MOUs, and hence most of them are now anti-dam;
it might be partially true. Let us hope for the best – that
common sense will prevail.

J

oydeep Gupta: I would like to remind you of one
particular myth of India as it relates to rivers.
There are only two male rivers in Indian mythology,
in Indian literature. The rest of the rivers are ‘nodi’,
female. There are only two that are male, the Indus
and the Brahmaputra. These are the two male rivers,
as conceived over millennia, because they were tough
to tame. They are far more capricious than the other
rivers. The Brahmaputra, as Professor Rangarajan
pointed out, is a river that in terms of geology predates
the South Asian portion of this landmass coming and
hitting the rest of Asia. It used to flow into the Tethys
Sea before South Asis came and hit Asia and ended up
with the formation of the Himalayas. It has a history
that we cannot even imagine. Today, our problem is the
planners of India, of China, of Bangladesh, of Bhutan,
the four countries that are on the Brahmaputra basin,
are all looking at the river with a very narrow 19th-20th
CE perspective. It simply does not work today and that
is the problem that we have with the river.
The problem we have is that people who are in positions of power are trying to define the river and
therefore, trying to control the river in a way which
is against ecology, nature, people and everything you
can think of. Claude just mentioned the four dams that
the Chinese are building – one almost done, one ready
and two under construction. There are many more, like
ones slightly downstream on the Siang in Arunachal
Pradesh. And these are at an even earlier stage of planning and construction. In most cases, all that has been
built are the approach roads, and you can already see
the results. You can also see that the traditional flood
irrigation or the flood pattern of silt-based farming is
completely breaking down not only in the Brahmaputra
Valley in Assam but also downstream in Bangladesh all
the way to the sea. The moment you stop silt, you stop
the productivity of the soil downstream. It is as simple
as that. Silt is being stopped to some extent before the
Great Bend by the Chinese dam builders. Some more on
the Siang, the Subhansari, the Dibang by all the dams
that are being planned. And we must remember that the
Brahmaputra floods are a part of its nature – it is in the
nature of the river to flood. People are used to it.

When the Brahmaputra used to go back after flooding,
it would leave behind a very rich silt which people used
to farm on. Now, you go to Dibrugarh and see what
happens after the flood. Every farm on the riverside is
filled, not with silt but with sand because the silt is being stopped upstream. You already have this situation
with the current levels of interference with the river.
Much more is planned and I think it is very important
for people sitting here and people not sitting here to
give a second thought or even a third thought and think
about what is being planned. The entire Brahmaputra
Basin is the basis of the interlinking of river schemes.
The water is supposed to come all the way to Gujarat,
Maharashtra and Rajasthan. Are there actually water
surplus places in Assam? We hear enough about the
floods in Assam, do we hear enough about the droughts
in Assam?
Quite apart from the engineering problems of interlinking rivers, one must think about water balance itself.
Fundamental problems are being created. There is
also another scheme that is being planned. This is the
National Waterways II all the way up the Brahmaputra,
from Dhubri to Dibrugarh. A lot of money is going into
it on the assumption that it will carry a lot of industrial
goods. I have not been able to figure out what industrial
goods it is supposed to carry. If we are going to use the
waterways to carry tea, it is not going to work because
it will simply take too long. We will have to carry longer
lasting goods. Transporting timber would mean more
deforestation up and down the Assam Valley. I think
these are basic questions that we need to look at and
think of.
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Like most civilizations around the world, we are a
riverine civilization. We are completely dependent
on our rivers and if we monkey around with them to
this extent, we are going to be in serious trouble. The
problem is basic and needs to be handled at a very basic
level. Civil engineering students today are told that a
river is a water pipe. That is fundamental to them and
hence they look at the river only as a pipe of water to be
moved this way and that way. The fact that a river carries silt and life in it, and that the people on the banks
are dependent on it, are simply not taught to students at
any level. Some very fundamental changes are needed.
While we celebrate this ‘unquiet river’, I would be very
happy if we could make a start with these changes.
* Transcribed by Akshita
Chembolu, Jindal School of
Governance and Public Policy,
and Ashima Sharma, Jindal
School of Journalism and
Communication, from ArtEast
2019 panel discussion on Time,
History and River at the India
International Centre, New
Delhi.

THE TAILOR
WHO SOLVED
THE RIDDLE OF
THE TSANGPO
PARIMAL BHATTACHARYA
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AT

the turn of the 20th century, Darjeeling was
sometimes called the queen of hill stations.
Proximity to Calcutta, the capital of British India,
and a light mountain railway, had helped it gain fame
and size. Pretty bungalows and villas had come up on
both sides of the ridge; electricity had come; the Rink
Theatre, clubs and a race course had been built. For
half the year, the hill town would buzz with the lively
sahib-mems and their babalogs; busy jhampani bells
would jingle along deodar-lined paths all day long; in
the afternoon the Mall would erupt with the flourish of
regimental bands and the summer nights would echo
with laughter and twinkling rickshaw lamps. The age
of Queen Victoria had ended, the corset of prudishness
had been loosened, the air was balmy with the promise
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By the 1870s, thanks to the intrepid spies who were sent to Tibet
disguised as Buddhist monks and
pundits, the British government in
India had more or less mapped the
topography of the forbidden kingdom on the roof of the world. But
a riddle had remained unsolved:
it was the course of a mysterious
river. Originating at 24,000 feet
in western Tibet, the river, known
as Tsangpo and Yarlung Tsangpo,
takes an easterly course until it
enters an impenetrable gorge. And
then, within a span of 200 miles, it
plunges 9,000 feet and debouches
into the plains of Assam. The
river is then known as Dihang and
Brahmaputra. No other river in the
world descends so dizzyingly steep
a gradient with such a volume of
water.

of exciting new times. Englishwomen in India had done away
with their crinolines and stays,
and had learnt to ride bicycles and
experiment with new dress designs.
Darjeeling’s darzi mohulla was
flooded with cheap American-made
sewing machines, the old needle
smiths there were losing jobs.
In a tiny shop tucked away in this
mohulla, an old tailor had been desperately clinging on to his profession. Years of hemming and darning in dimly lit shops had sapped
his eyesight. This had pushed him
to other errands. He now went to
the bungalows around town to take
measurements of the memsahibs.
The ladies felt at ease as they appeared in the thinnest of vests and
knickers before this doddering old
man, who couldn’t even read the
measuring tape as he held it around
their chests and hips, and had to be
told the numbers.
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But the memsahibs didn’t know the
old man couldn’t read. They also
didn’t know he had a monstrous
memory that hadn’t left him even
in old age. They’d write down the
measurements on scraps of paper
and hand it to him, but that really
wasn’t necessary. The old man
would return to the master tailor,
carrying in his head the numbered
contours of half-naked female
bodies, just as he had returned to
town many years ago carrying the
shapes of spurs, hills and forested
valleys in a distant land.
In the afternoon the bazaar would
fall quiet. The jhampani stand near
the railway station would grow
somnolent and wait for the four
o’clock up train from the plains.
The bell in the clock tower would
strike the hour of three. As the
tireless rattle of sewing machines
echoed in the old man’s ears, the
needle in his fingers would freeze,
the spinning steel bobbins would be
transformed into the murmur of a
waterfall. It was a fall that cascaded

down a sheer cliff face into a silent
abyss. Clouds of mists billowed up
from the depths, with a rainbow
shimmering on them, and tiny scarlet mini-vets darting about to catch
waterborne insects. He’d wake up
from the reverie with a start, it
would all seem to be the memory of
a past life.
One such drowsy afternoon the
tailors’ mohulla was roused by the
thud of heavy military boots. The
busy hands stopped mid-stitch,
some even rose to foreheads to
salute the handsome young officer
in a khaki tunic and a blue silk scarf
neatly folded around his neck. The
sahib officer didn’t look anywhere
but strode straight into the lane
until he stopped at the shop where
the old tailor worked. Seeing him at
the door, the old man slowly rose
to his feet, narrowed his eyes as if
he was trying to thread a needle,
and called forth all the lines on his
face. The officer had cold blue eyes,
a walrus moustache, and a revolver
in his belt. He stood there for a few
seconds with arms akimbo, sizing
up the doddering old man, and then
said in a gruff voice, ‘Kinthup, you
cheat! Gimme the big waterfall!’
The old man shrank in fear, his face
took on the pallor of death. By then,
a small crowd had gathered behind
the sahib. All the sewing machines
stopped and a breathless silence
fell over the darzi mohulla.

For long, geographers had suspected that Tsangpo and Brahmaputra
was the same river, but nothing
could be proved conclusively until
someone had actually explored the
gorge enclosed by towering, almost vertical cliffs. The forbidding
topography, politically sensitive
frontier and the warlike tribes who
inhabited the region made this a
difficult, high-risk job. But the mystery was too intriguing to let go. In
1880, the Survey of India picked up
a 30-something Lepcha man, an
illiterate tailor from Darjeeling, for
the job. His name was Kinthup, and
he had accompanied a pundit-spy
to Tibet on an earlier assignment.

‘I did find the rainbow, but not
the big waterfall!’ the officer said.
‘Where did you hide it, old man?’
Frequent errands to the bungalows
had given the old man a smattering
of English. He now began to stutter: ‘I… Sahib… no waterfall… I poor
tailor, Sahib!’
A mysterious smile was fluttering
below the officer’s moustache, like a
butterfly struggling out of a cocoon.
Now it burst across his face. He guffawed, lunged forward and took the
old man in his muscular arms. He
shook the gaunt stunned shoulders
and shouted in his ears, ‘Tsangpo is
Dihang! Kinthup, you were bang on!
By Jove, Tsangpo is Dihang!’
The crowd of people witnessing
the scene couldn’t make out what
was happening, but seeing the
sahib embracing the old man they
clapped enthusiastically.
Now the sahib joined them in clapping. He, Colonel Frederich Marshman Bailey, pulled the blue scarf off
his neck and garlanded the old man
with it.’

* Excerpted with permission
from Bells of Shangri-La:
Scholars, Spies, Invaders
in Tibet by Parimal
Bhattacharya. Speaking
Tiger, New Delhi, 2019.

This time Kinthup was sent disguised as the servant of a Mongolian lama who was then camping
in Darjeeling. But on entering
Tibet, he had a series of harrowing
experiences. The lama turned out
to be a lazy debauch; he abused
Kinthup, and finally sold him to
a village chief and vanished. The
wretched tailor worked for many
months as a slave until he escaped,
was caught, and then bought again
by the abbot of a monastery in
Marpung.

But during the series of misadventures, Kinthup never forgot his
assignment. He mapped the river
into the Tsangpo gorge as far as he
could and, since he couldn’t read
or write, stored all the topographical data in his memory. Now he
prayed for, and was granted, leave
from the monastery to fulfil his
final objective. He carved five hundred wooden sticks, tied specially
marked seals given to him by the
Survey of India, and tossed them
into the swift-flowing river. Before
that he had sent a letter through
a Sikkimese merchant in Lhasa to
the Survey of India office, detailing
the dates of his tossing. The plan
was this: men were to be posted
at places on Brahmaputra and, if a
single stick could be recovered, it
would have solved the mysterious
course of the river.
His job done, Kinthup returned to
Darjeeling after four years, only
to find the officer who sent him on
the secret assignment had died.
The letter had never reached the
Survey of India office, the sticks
had floated away unobserved, and
nobody was ready to give much
credence to the incredible story of
an illiterate native spy.
Thirty years later, Eric Bailey, an
army officer, retraced Kinthup’s
route and was greatly impressed
by the accurate observations of
an illiterate native spy. It was the
time the McMahon Line was being
drawn. Kinthup, an old man now,
was summoned to Shimla. There,
before the members of the Tibet
Frontier Commission, Kinthup
reeled out from memory the vivid
description of the places he had
visited three decades ago. This
time the government awarded him
a medal in recognition of his great
achievement, but refused him a
pension. Kinthup died a year later,
in 1915.
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fourth largest river in the world, the Brahmaputra,
is known by many names as it makes its journey
to the sea. It begins as the Yarlung Tsangpo in southwestern Tibet;
the Siang, Lohit and Brahmaputra in India; and finally the Jamuna
in Bangladesh. It is also known as the Red River when referring to
the entire river including the stretch within Tibet. There is a place
called Parshuram Kund nestled in the hills of Arunachal Pradesh’s
Lohit district. It is a place associated with an origin myth of the
Brahmaputra, son of Brahma.
The story goes that the
Hindu God of creation,
Brahma, sired the river,
which was born as a
kund or lake. Much later,
Parashuram, a Brahmin
who had axed his mother
to death, arrived there to
wash away his terrible
sin. The axe had stuck
to his hand and all his
efforts to get rid of it were
defeated. But here, in this
place, it came loose. He
flung it away with all his
might, carving a path
through the mountains
and a river began to flow.
Its waters were red, and
so it was called Lohit,
from ‘lahu’, meaning
blood.
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Civilizations have evolved
along its banks to coexist
with its rhythms. Legends
and myths grew around it.
Even today, ancient Hindu
pilgrimage sites whose
origins are lost in time,
exist in its remote upper
reaches. The river is central to all forms of life, a
lifeline to the diverse communities that live along
its banks who have a deep
and complex relationship
with the river. Nature has
worked over millennia to
weave an intricate web
around the waters of the
great river and its seasonal
ebbs and flows.
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As the Yarlung Tsangpo, it
is the great river of Tibet.
For over 1,600 km (1,000
miles), it flows west to east,
north of and parallel to
the Great Himalaya Range
from its source at Chemayungdung Glacier, near the
slopes of Mount Kailas. Its
course roughly follows the
boundary that marks the
seam between the Indian
and Eurasian continental
plates. Buckled and folded,
the mountains to the south
block the moist monsoon
winds from reaching the
Tibetan Plateau. It is a
harsh, desolate landscape
of mountain, sand and sky
with a mighty river flowing through it. Collecting
the glacial waters from
the north slopes of the
great Himalayan peaks,
including Everest, the river
spreads out for miles in
shallow, braided channels, then plunges through
short, rocky gorges. It
passes to the south of
Lhasa and continues to
the east for another 480
km (300 miles), seeking a
course to the sea through
the mountains.

For much of the last half
of the 19th century, an
intense debate raged as
to what happened to the
Tsangpo River, where it
disappeared from the map
in southeastern Tibet. In
a narrow gap, about 320
km (200 miles) wide, four
of the major rivers of Asia
descend from the Tibetan
Plateau confined in great
gorges – the Yangtze, the
Mekong, the Salween, and
the Irrawaddy. Some were
convinced the Tsangpo
was a tributary of one of
these rivers. On the plains
of Assam three more rivers
unite to form the Brahmaputra – the Lohit, the
Dibang, and the Dihang.
Others suspected that the
Tsangpo River bent sharply to the south and plunged
wildly through the heart
of the Himalaya to emerge
as one of these rivers. And
if it did indeed bend to the
south abruptly somewhere
in southeastern Tibet, by
what tremendous passage
did it make its descent?
Far to the east of Lhasa,
the Tsangpo is still a
gentle river flowing at
more than 305 m (10,000
ft) above sea level. Yet,
just over 240 km (150
miles) below, in Assam,
the Dihang or Brahmaputra River flows out of the
Abor Hills at 150 m (500 ft)
above sea level. If indeed
the Tsangpo and Dihang
were one and the same,
geographers speculated
that somewhere along its
course there was room
for a waterfall or series of
falls, perhaps to rival Victoria in Africa or Niagara
in North America – a new
wonder of the world.

Jo Woolf of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society
writes – ‘The Lost Falls
of the Brahmaputra: the
name itself has a fairytale
ring to it. These imaginary
falls, believed to be as
much as a thousand feet
high, haunted the dreams
of explorers in the 19th
and 20th centuries. There
was just one problem: they
were located deep within
the earth’s most inaccessible canyon… In an era that
was slightly obsessed with
the activity of tracing rivers from source to ocean,
India’s mighty Brahmaputra posed a unique puzzle.
It was known that its
waters emptied into the
Bay of Bengal, but where
did it begin? If, as suspected by some, its source
was the Tsangpo, a river
fed by meltwater from the
Himalaya, how on earth
could it descend 9,000 feet
over a distance of just 150
miles, from the Tibetan
Plateau to Assam? Surely,
a mighty waterfall was the
only answer.

In 1880 a young Tibetan
guide named Kinthup attempted to solve the riddle.
He and a Mongolian lama
were tasked with gathering logs, carving them
with recognizable symbols,
and throwing them into
the Tsangpo every day
for 10 days; British officials would be looking out
for them further down. It
sounded like a good plan
on paper, no doubt, but
things went badly wrong
from the outset. Kinthup
was sold into slavery by his
treacherous companion; he
escaped, and managed to
fulfil his task, but by this
time no one was looking
out for the descending logs.
Kinthup’s story, when it was
told, included hair-raising
accounts of the canyon’s
depth. But the puzzle remained.
If devotion to duty was not
enough, would craziness
provide the answer? A
young British officer named
Frederick Marshman Bailey
was willing to give it a go.
Nicknamed “Hatter” Bailey
for his daredevil exploits,
in 1913 he plunged into
uncharted regions of the
gorge in the company of
another intrepid officer,
Henry Morshead. Since
Tibet had closed its borders
to foreign visitors, and trespassers faced the threat of
execution, there could be no
outside communication: the
pair effectively vanished off
the face of the planet for
over four months. Not only
did they survive capture
and imprisonment, but
also collected hundreds of
natural history specimens,
many of which were new to
science.

And did they solve the
riddle of the Tsangpo
Gorge? Well, yes… in part,
at least. They saw enough
of the Tsangpo to conclude
that it did indeed flow into
the Brahmaputra, although
it seemed incredible. No
one had imagined that the
raging waters could twist
so abruptly around the
peak of Namcha Barwa, in a
jaw-dropping curve named
the “Great Bend”. This is the
deepest part of the canyon,
where the sheer sides drop
a mind-boggling 19,700 feet
– nearly four miles. Crawling down the treacherous,
near-vertical cliffs was an
exercise that even Bailey
was not willing to attempt.
Just over 10 years later, in
1924, a little-known English
botanist was contemplating
precisely the same obstacle.
Frank Kingdon Ward was
irresistibly lured by the
prospect of discovering new
and exquisitely beautiful
plants. It helped that he
would walk eagerly into
near-death situations, and
was blessed with more lives
than the proverbial cat.
The trees that fringed the
Tsangpo Gorge were festooned with exotic orchids,
while the crimson blooms
of rhododendrons were
almost splashed by the
foaming water. Accompanied by his friend and sponsor, the long-suffering Lord
Cawdor, Ward picked his
way gingerly down into the
abyss to collect new species
for cultivation. Staggered
by the colossal scale of the
place, Ward discovered the
70-foot Rainbow Falls and
then stood and listened to
another cataract, heard but
not seen, thundering into
the bowels of the earth.

Only in recent decades has
it been understood that the
Tsangpo has no thousandfoot waterfalls; instead, it
descends 9,000 feet over
150 miles of continuous
rapids, through a gorge
that is three times as deep
as the Grand Canyon. Not
for nothing is the Tsangpo
called the Everest of rivers.’
It wasn’t until as recently
as 1998, that this riddle
was finally resolved with
the tenacious explorations
of Ian Baker, Buddhist
scholar, traveller, adventurer and mountaineer
who made the arduous
and hazardous journey
through total wilderness
to the unknown reaches
of the Tsangpo’s innermost gorges to discover
there a world of waterfalls
and caves encrusted in
crystals. Recounting his
expedition for The Independent, Baker writes:
‘For Tibetans, paradise
was never lost, just well
hidden. Scrolls attributed
to an 8th century Buddhist
sage describe remote sanctuaries called beyul, secret
or hidden lands, deep in
the Himalaya where animals and plants are credited with miraculous powers, aging is slowed, and
enlightenment can easily
be attained. The greatest of these beyul, which
inspired these antecedents
to the myth of Shangri-La,
is said to lie in the heart
of Tibet’s Tsangpo Gorge,
near the bottom of the
earth’s deepest chasm.

The innermost reaches of
the Tsangpo Gorge have
remained an enigma for
centuries. Despite concerted efforts during the
British Raj to penetrate
its depths, no expedition
had ever succeeded, and
the area remained as one
British field officer had
described it, “one of the
earth’s last secret places”.
…the stories of the beyul,
and the Tsangpo Gorge in
particular, had captured
my imagination. The area
had been sealed to the outside world since the Chinese invasion of Tibet during the 1950s but, in 1993, I
obtained a permit through
a Chinese geological
institute to visit the outer
edges of the region. Following accounts of earlier
explorers, as well as the
coded descriptions in the
scrolls that I found in the
libraries of Tibetan monasteries, I attempted to travel
beyond the limits reached
by earlier expeditions. But
despite my efforts, and
rock climbing experience,
the inner depths remained
as impenetrable as they
had been to the British in
the 19th and early 20th
centuries. In 1998, after a
series of attempts to reach
the unexplored sections of
the Gorge, America’s National Geographic Society
sponsored my eighth expedition in which – along
with my teammates Ken
Storm and Hamid Sardar –
we finally reached the area
that Tibetans hold to be
the portal to their earthly
paradise.

Even in strict geographical
terms the Tsangpo Gorge
is unique. The Tsangpo
River flows across the
length of the Tibetan plateau until it plunges suddenly into a tangled knot
of mountains and gorges
at the eastern edge of the
Himalayan range, forming a chasm three times
the depth of the Grand
Canyon. After turning a
great arc around a spur
of the 25,436 ft summit of
Namche Barwa mountain,
the river cuts through
subtropical jungles and
reemerges in northern
India as the Brahmaputra,
having lost an astonishing
11,000ft in altitude in a
mere 50 miles. Nineteenthcentury geographers connected to the British Raj’s
Survey of India accounted
for the drop by imagining
a colossal waterfall that
they hoped would rival the
newly discovered Victoria
Falls in Africa, or even
Niagara in America. But
all efforts to penetrate and
map the Tsangpo’s inner
gorge met with failure –
including forays by spies
dispatched to Tibet in the
guise of Buddhist pilgrims,
with surveying instruments hidden in their
prayer wheels.
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The last people to search
for the legendary waterfall
were an English plant-collector named Frank Kingdon Ward and his primary
sponsor, a 24-year-old
Scottish lord, who ventured
into the Gorge in 1924,
the same year that George
Mallory disappeared into
the mists near the summit
of Mount Everest… Religious myth or not, nearly
10 miles of the Tsangpo’s
innermost chasms remained unknown to the
outside world, and the possibility of a waterfall “of a
100 ft or more”, as Kingdon
Ward had described it,
did not seem altogether
impossible. I sought out the
texts that Kingdon Ward
had referred to, but villagers at the threshold of the
Gorge told me that, in the
years following the Chinese
invasion in 1959, People’s
Liberation Army troops
had forced them to throw
them into the Tsangpo. But
the knowledge continued
in oral memory, and an elderly lama, since deceased,
told me of three waterfalls
in the depths of the Gorge,
the middle one of which,
he said, was the door to
the promised land at the
heart of Beyul Pemako, the
“Hidden Land Arrayed Like
A Lotus”.
“You won’t find paradise
by doubting it exists”,
wrote the poet Byron and,
following his dictum, our
search for the geographical sources of Shangri-La
led us into a vertiginous
world of eroding landslides
and precipitous subtropical jungles, a place that the
plant-collector Kingdon
Ward had described disparagingly as “the bowels of
the earth”.

After weeks of thrashing
through pathless forests
and across vegetated cliffs,
we neared the depths of
the Gorge and the largest
of the waterfalls that the
lama had described to us.
We abseiled with climbing ropes down a mossdrenched precipice and
finally reached the object
of our desire: a waterfall
that had eluded the best
efforts of the British Raj.
Part of the remit of our
expedition was to measure
the waterfall as precisely
as possible, and the average reading from several
vantage points, both above
and below, revealed it to
be 108 feet: an auspicious
figure in Buddhist numerology and surpassing the
hopes of turn-of-the-century British geographers.
To measure water, though,
seemed a futile task; as
Heraclitus had said, it all
just flows away.

Standing on a sloping
ledge at the base of the
falls, swirling mists and
vegetated cliffs rising into
the clouds, we found ourselves at the threshold of
the Tibetans’ own Shangri-La. If not a passage
to other worlds, we had
hoped to find something
akin to the Cave of the
Winds behind Niagara. But
a disciple of the aged lama
who had directed us to the
falls pointed to something
equally compelling: an
oval passageway leading
into the overhanging cliff
across from the waterfall. “That’s the door”, he
said authoritatively. But
several hundred feet of
seething white water lay
between the opening and
where we stood. Sheer
rock walls lined the far
side of the river. “How do
you get there?” I asked,
and received the inevitable
answer: “You don’t”. In the
year following our return
from the Tsangpo Gorge,
the Chinese authorities
closed the region to all
outsiders…
Ultimately, it matters little
whether the legendary
paradise in the heart of
the Tsangpo Gorge exists
physically, or whether
it’s a metaphor for the
perfection of the human
spirit. On the path from
ignorance to illumination,
the journey is more critical than the destination,
and the Buddhist legend
of the hidden lands urges
us to embrace our highest potential – which must
include the preservation of
the earth’s last remaining
pristine habitats, arguably
the only Eden we will ever
know.’

By the time the Brahmaputra is ready to enter the
plains of Bangladesh, it
is a roaring, rampaging
river, thundering down in
this the last stage of its
journey before joining the
Bay of Bengal. The land is
no match as it tears this
way and that, carving new
courses every year, creating islands in the river
one year, destroying them
the next. Turning south
around the Garo Hills below Dhuburi in India, it enters Bangladesh crossing a
border it does not recognize. After flowing past
Chilmari, Bangladesh, it is
joined on its right bank by
the Teesta River and then
follows a 150 mile (240 km)
course due south as the Jamuna River, undergoing a
change in gender along the
way. In the relative plains
of Bangladesh, the river
that is a single mighty
course one year, within a
couple more can turn into
a watery braid, dotted with
islands.

As in Assam, Bangladesh’s
poorest farmers grow fat
or thin, prosperous or
desperate, according to
the river’s whims. If you
are a poor Bengali peasant and have nothing at all
and with a family to feed,
these sandy chars (a Bengali term for unstable river
islands) are the place to
head. These sandy knobs
are land without people,
fresh-minted, claimed by
no landlord or government, free of gates and
fences, there for the taking. What grows on sand?
Not much, but sand can
be sold to the construction industry in Dhaka. Or
the sand mixed with the
fertilizing silt that the river
carries from the Himalaya
and within months catkin
grass begins to grow, providing thatch for the roofs
of new houses, fences,
fodder for cattle, it can be
dried for fuel and when the
char floods, the grass can
be piled into high mounds
where people and cattle
can take refuge from the
water.
However, the people of the
chars are the most vulnerable, created by the rivers’
caprice, there is absolutely
no way of knowing how
long a char can keep its
head above the waters.
As the roaring river often
does with unpredictable
frequency, changing its
course and sweeping
everything in its path
creating new chars where
none existed before. And
for the peasants, the cycle
of finding a newly minted
char and rebuilding afresh
begins all over again.

In 1787 the river changed
its course and split into
two distributary branches.
The main western branch
which contains the majority of the river’s flow
continues due south as
the Jamuna to merge later
with the lower Ganga,
called the Padma. The
eastern branch, formerly
the much larger, but now
much smaller, is called the
Lower or Old Brahmaputra. South of Gaibanda, the
Old Brahmaputra leaves
the left bank of the main
stream and flows past
Jamalpur and Mymensingh
to join the Meghna River at
Bhairab Bazar.
At the site where the Old
Brahmaputra and Meghna
rivers converged, Sonargaon arose. Sonargaon or
the ‘Golden City’ was the
eastern capital of Bengal
at various times throughout Bengal’s pre-Mughal
history and prior to the
13th century, the centre of
Hindu power. Its strategic
location helped to enhance
its importance making it
a perfect base for trading
the famous Bengal muslin
cloth and as an international centre for trade with
a number of specialized
industries which sprang up
to support it.

The city has been described by a number of
well known travellers,
including Ibn Battuta, Ma
Huan, Niccolò de’ Conti
and Ralph Fitch as a thriving centre of trade and
commerce. However, when
the Mughals took power in
the 17th century, they saw
Dhaka as more strategically protected from the Arakanese invaders and therefore decided to relocate
the capital to Dhaka. And
with the advent of colonial
rule, the British destroyed
almost all the textile skills.
From that time onwards,
the area experienced serious decline and not many
of its historic buildings
remain. Today, Sonargaon
has a ghost town feel to it,
where grand mansions of
merchant families stand
silently in splendid decay,
these aging rajbaris, now
an empty, mossy crumbling museum of successive histories.

Before its confluence with
the Ganga, the Jamuna
receives the combined
waters of the Baral, Atrai,
and Hurasagar rivers on
its right bank and becomes
the point of departure of
the large Dhaleswari River
on its left bank. The Jamuna joins with the Ganga
north of Goalundo Ghat.
Located at the confluence
of the two rivers, Goalundo
Ghat is where the Dacca
Mail of the Eastern Bengal
State Railway terminated and the passengers
boarded a steamer for the
journey to Narayanganj,
the port of Dacca; disembarked at Chandpur
to catch Assam Bengal
Railway’s metre gauge mail
to Chittagong; or, journeyed up the Brahmaputra
to Assam. As the Padma,
their combined waters flow
to the southeast for a distance of about 120 km.
After several smaller
channels branch off to feed
the Ganga-Brahmaputra
delta to the south, the
main body of the Padma
reaches its confluence with
the Meghna River near
Chandpur and then enters
the Bay of Bengal through
the Meghna estuary and
lesser channels flowing
through the delta. The
Meghna forms the eastern
limit of the Sundarbans,
a vast tract of forest and
saltwater swamp that
constitutes much of the
Ganga-Brahmaputra delta,
the world’s largest delta.
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A RIVER JOURNEY
OF A THOUSAND MILES
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YOUNGHUSBAND MILITARY
FORCE CAMPING ON THE
BANKS OF TSANGPO ON
WAY TO LHASA, 1904
Photograph courtesy:
Lt. Nawang Kapadia
Memorial Trust

North-east India was the first pioneering area
where the British colonial government’s first
experiments in the cultivation of the tea plant
were conducted with both China and Assam
indigenous plants. ‘A ‘Scientific Expedition’ to
confirm the presence of tea plants in Assam, led
by surgeon-botanist William Griffiths, arrived
in Assam in 1834, Griffith and his colleagues
travelled from Calcutta to Cachar and then
climbed the Khasi hills and descended to the
Brahmaputra at Guwahati to upper Assam. This
boat and road journey took them four and half
months. The first batch of tea was dispatched
from Assam to London on 8 May 1838, and sold
in London on 10 January 1839 where it received
an enthusiastic response.’1 The tea operation in
upper Assam was being conducted at a distance
from Calcutta almost twice that of the entire
length of the British Isles. On such journeys into
the dark interior, the slow country boat was
poled, and tracked from the banks against the
current of the river, and this was the only way of
travel, apart from the dug-out canoe.
In the late 1830s there
were no regular sailings
by government steamers, and only the occasional one went part
of the way up the Brahmaputra to Gauhati, the
journey onwards being
made by country boat. It
was only after 1856 that
the dispatch steamers
proceeded as far as Dibrugarh. For the new tea
industry struggling to get
established in the wilds
of upper Assam, these
quaint paddle-steamers
were to prove a godsend.

1

In fact, right up until the
turn of the century, the
main traffic artery of
Assam was still the great
Brahmaputra river – and
its paddle steamers. An
incredible journey of
adventure, courage and
physical hardship of over
a thousand miles.
Increasingly the paddle
steamers were used
north east of Calcutta
in Bengal and Assam to
transport not just tea but
jute and other commodities. The steamers would

YARLUNG TSANGPO IN TIBET
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bring their merchandise
through the treacherous
tributaries of the Brahmaputra and return laden
with basic supplies for the
riverine towns and cities.
These vessels worked
together with the railway
companies. Passengers
were transported in both
directions, often connecting to railway services at
hubs such Gauhati and
Goalundo

The Unquiet River: An Environmental Biography of the Brahmaputra
by Arupjyoti Saikia

THE THIRD POLE
The Third Pole encompasses
the snow-covered
mountains surrounding the
Tibetan Plateau. It holds the
largest store of permanent
ice and permafrost outside
the poles themselves. The
region also contains the
world’s highest peaks, an
incredible variety of ethnic
communities, and stunning
biodiversity (including
endangered snow leopards).
The Pole’s thousands of
glaciers and regular snow
melt form the headwaters
for 10 of Asia’s biggest
rivers, which bring drinking
water, power and irrigation
directly to 210 million
people, while these river
basins indirectly support
more than 1.3 billion people

GANGES-BRAHMAPUTRAMEGHNA BASINS

THE SOURCE OF THE
BRAHMAPUTRA
Original engraving with oil
paint by Heinrich Nüsslein,
1943
Size: 49 x 64 cm

REMAINS OF A MONASTERY
ON THE BANKS OF THE
YARLUNG TSANGPO
Photograph: Deb Mukharji

KINTHUP
1914 NOTE IN VINDICATION
OF KINTHUP BY OAKES
Front is piece of Report
published by the
Trigonometrical Survey,
Dehra Dun 1914
Source: www.pahar.in

1911 EXPLORATIONS ON THE
TSANGPO IN 1880-84 BY
EXPLORER KINTHUP
Front is piece of Kinthup’s report
published by the Trigonometrical
Survey Office, Survey of India,
Dehra Dun 1911
Source: www.pahar.in
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THE YARLUNG TSANGPO
GLIDING ACROSS TIBET’S
SOUTHERN PLATEAU. A
NOMAD’S CAMP IN THE
DISTANCE
Photograph: Deb Mukharji

CORACLES ON YARLUNG
TSANGPO
A scene on the Yarlung
Tsangpo River, below
Tsetang, many miles
above the Gorge. Coracles,
much like these, are still
occasionally used to ferry
passengers, belongings,
and animals across the
quieter stretches of the
river. They are made of yak
hide stretched over a willow
frame and rowed with oars
Photograph: Frank Kingdon
Ward

THE YARLUNG
TSANGPO
CROSSING THE
MOUNTAINS
TO ENTER THE
SOUTHERN
PLATEAU OF TIBET
Photograph: Deb
Mukharji
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PAGES FROM THE COUNCIL MINUTES,
ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY, MARCH 1906 BRAHMAPUTRA
Courtesy: Jo Woolf, Royal Scottish
Geographical Society

KINTHUP
Photograph taken by Sir Gerald Burran.
From the frontispiece of China-TibetAssam, by F.M. Bailey, London 1945. This
is Kinthup as he appeared later in life.
The photograph was probably taken
about the time Kinthup was interviewed
with Bailey following his return from
his expedition of the Tsangpo Gorges
in 1913
Photograph courtesy:
Lt. Nawang Kapadia Memorial Trust

YARLUNG
TSANGPO
GRAND
CANYON,
TIBET

KINTHUP’S MAP
This is ‘Kinthup’s map’ drawn by Col. Tanner from,
information ‘supplied by K.P. in 1886-1887.’ It was
published in 1889 to accompany Kinthup’s Report,
Dehra Dun. The ‘Falls of the Sangpo’ appear on the
map for the first time. Many of the place names
correspond with the names of today
Photograph: Deb Mukharji

FREDERICK MARSHMAN
BAILEY
PARIMAL BHATTACHARYA

Frederick Marshman Bailey’s tryst with the TsangpoBrahmaputra began when, as a junior officer in the
British army, he was part of Francis Younghusband’s
team that invaded Tibet in 1904. A keen nature lover,
Bailey was also selected in the team that was formed
to explore the mysterious courseYarlung Tsangpo. But
the mission had to be aborted because the green signal
didn’t come from the headquarters. The British government was wary of the sensitive geopolitical region and
the diplomatic consequences of such a mission.
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MARPUNG MONASTERY, WHERE KINTHUP SPENT
FOUR MONTHS
At the monastery of Marpung, Kinthup was saved
from his pursuers by a benevolent lama who bought
him for fifty rupees. Based at this monastery, Kinthup
worked as a tailor and made several pilgrimages into
remote parts of Pemako until he was freed by the
present abbot’s great-grandfather. The present abbot
is shown here flanked by two younger lamas wearing
masks of Garudas or celestial hawks.
Photograph: Ian Baker

But Bailey was already
smitten with the enigma
of Tsangpo-Brahmaputra,
particularly the possibility of discovering a great
waterfall hidden in the
Tsangpo Gorge. Kinthup
had mentioned that waterfall in his report. A river
that rushed down from a
plateau 12,000 feet high
to almost sea level in just
200 miles, cried out for a
grand waterfall, grander
than the Niagara or the
Victoria, or even a series

THE NAMCHE BARWA MASSIF
AT PEMAKOCHUNG
The Tsangpo river sweeps
around a bend beneath an
amphitheatre of great peaks
at Pemakochung. The Pundit
explorer Kinthup reached here
in 1881. The small monastery,
now in ruins, was situated in a
valley on the right bank of the
river. (Hidden beyond the dark,
forested hill on the right). It
was here that Kinthup said the
Tsangpo ‘falls over a cliff…from
the height of about 150 feet’,
confirming hopes of finding a
large waterfall along the course
of the Tsangpo River deep in its
gorges. In 1913, F.M. Bailey and
Henry Moreshead reached the
fabled spot to find only a 30
ft. falls. Bailey later questioned
Kinthup about the falls and
learned that an error had been
made in the recording of his
report – the 150 ft. falls was
on a side stream, not the main
river

1914 MAP OF
NORTHEASTERN FRONTIER
AND TIBET
Routes taken by Captains
Henry Morshead and
F.M. Bailey
Source: Creative Commons

COURSE OF THE
BRAHMAPUTRA
Article in the Morning Post,
12 April 1906
Courtesy: Jo Woolf, Royal
Scottish Geographical
Society

of falls. The one that Kinthup had referred to, on
whose misty spray shimmered a rainbow, fired Eric
Bailey’s imagination. In
1913, without the approval
of his bosses, he set offon
a clandestine expedition
to the Tsangpo gorge. He
was accompanied with
Captain Henry Morshead,
an officer of the Survey of
India.
Bailey’splan was to follow
Kinthup’s route, traverse
the Tsangpo Gorge that
the Indian had failed to
penetrate, and solve the
mystery that had intrigued
explorers since the time
of James Rennel, the great
18th century geographer.

FREDERICK MARSHMAN
BAILEY (1882-1967)
Courtesy: Jo Woolf,
Royal Scottish
Geographical Society

For this, he started from
the Dibang basin, went
around the famed Gorge,
and tried to explore the
river’s course from its
upstream. But the canyon
turned out to be impassable: the vertical towering
cliffs, clothed with thick
forests, closed in around
the swift-flowing river
and there was practically
no path or track. Bailey
had to turn back. The last

ten miles of the Tsangpoo
Gorge remained uncharted. Four decades later he
would write a book, No
Passport to Tibet, detailing his adventure from
memory and the notes he
had kept then. The camera
he had been carrying was
lost in the Gorge.
Bailey failed to find the
great waterfall mentioned
in Kinthup’s report; he

F.M. BAILEY’S MAP OF 1914
From Note on the Tsangpo
falls by Captain F.M. Bailey
Published in the Scottish
Geographical Magazine 1914
Courtesy: Jo Woolf, Royal
Scottish Geographical Society
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However, his expedition
to one of the least explored regions on earth
had not gone in vain.
Bailey had spotted many
new species of birds and
animals unknown in the
Western world, like takin,
and Himalayan blue poppies that would become a
popular garden flower in
England and get the name
Meconopsis baileyi. But
perhaps his most lasting
contribution was a line
on the map. Retracing the
route an obscure tailor
spy from Darjeeling had
taken thirty years earlier,
fired by the dream a fabled
waterfall, Eric Bailey and
Henry Morshead were
also inadvertently drawing
a border line. An imaginary boundary running
over high knotted ridges,
watersheds, mountain
passes and valleys, it
would later be known as
the McMahon Line.

INTO THE TSANGPO GORGE:
EXPLORING ‘THE EVEREST OF RIVERS’
JO WOOLF
Royal Scottish Geographical Society
- rsgs.org
February 2019
‘The Lost Falls of the Brahmaputra’:
the name itself has a fairytale ring to
it. These imaginary falls, believed to
be as much as a thousand feet high,
haunted the dreams of explorers in
the 19th and 20th centuries. There
was just one problem: they were
located deep within the Earth’s most
inaccessible canyon…

MISHMI CANE SUSPENSION
BRIDGE*

EXPLORATION ON THE
TSANGPO OR UPPER
BRAHMAPUTRA
Front piece of article by
Captain F.M. Bailey

In an era that was slightly obsessed
with the activity of tracing rivers
from source to ocean, India’s mighty
Brahmaputra posed a unique puzzle.
It was known that its waters emptied
into the Bay of Bengal, but where
did it begin? If, as suspected by
some, its source was the Tsangpo,
a river fed by meltwater from the
Himalayas, how on earth could it
descend 9,000 feet over a distance
of just 150 miles, from the Tibetan
Plateau to Assam? Surely, a mighty
waterfall was the only answer.

COOLIES
GOING
DOWN FROM
SII LA

VIEW OF TSANGPO RAPIDS
LOOKING UP STREAM FROM
BELOW PE*

KINTHUP’S FALLS FROM BELOW*
The narrowest part of the Tsangpo
gorge, about 50 yards wide

VIEW DOWN TSANGPO
FROM RIDGE BEYOND
PEMAKOCHUNG*

VIEW UP TSANGPO FROM
BELOW PEMAKOCHUNG*
Gyala Peri in the background

*By F.M. Bailey, Scottish Geographical Magazine 1914
Courtesy: Jo Woolf, Royal Scottish Geographical Society

only found a 150-footdeep cataract. But it was
on a tributary stream of
Yarlung Tsangpo. He also
found a spring on the river
at a narrow defile, with
water rushing down it with
such force that the fall was
not vertical. A large mass
of water hit against the
rocks 30 feet below and
exploded into a billowing
mist, casting a veil over
the fall. And yes, a rainbow appeared on the mist
under the slanting rays
of the sun. But this surely
was not another Niagara
or Victoria Falls.

In 1880 a young Tibetan guide
named Kinthup attempted to solve
the riddle. He and a Mongolian
lama were tasked with gathering
logs, carving them with recognisable
symbols, and throwing them into the
Tsangpo every day for 10 days; British officials would be looking out for
them further down. It sounded like
a good plan on paper, no doubt, but
things went badly wrong from the
outset. Kinthup was sold into slavery
by his treacherous companion; he
escaped, and managed to fulfill his
task, but by this time no one was
looking out for the descending logs.
Kinthup’s story, when it was told,
included hair-raising accounts of
the canyon’s depth. But the puzzle
remained.
If devotion to duty was not enough,
would craziness provide the answer?
A young British officer named Frederick Marshman Bailey was willing
to give it a go. Nicknamed ‘Hatter’
Bailey for his daredevil exploits, in
1913 he plunged into uncharted
regions of the gorge in the company of another intrepid officer,
Henry Morshead. Since Tibet had
closed its borders to foreign visitors
and trespassers faced the threat of

execution, there could be no outside
communication: the pair effectively
vanished off the face of the planet
for over four months. Not only did
they survive capture and imprisonment, but they collected hundreds
of natural history specimens, many
of which were new to science.
And did they solve the riddle of
the Tsangpo Gorge? Well, yes… in
part, at least. They saw enough of
the Tsangpo to conclude that it did
indeed flow into the Brahmaputra,
although it seemed incredible. No
one had imagined that the raging waters could twist so abruptly
around the peak of Namcha Barwa,
in a jaw-dropping curve named the
‘Great Bend’. This is the deepest part
of the canyon, where the sheer sides
drop a mind-boggling 19,700 feet nearly four miles. Crawling down the
treacherous, near-vertical cliffs was
an exercise that even Bailey was not
willing to attempt.
Just over 10 years later, in 1924, a
little-known English botanist was
contemplating precisely the same
obstacle.
Frank Kingdon Ward was irresistibly
lured by the prospect of discovering new and exquisitely beautiful
plants. It helped that he would walk
eagerly into near-death situations,
and was blessed with more lives that
the proverbial cat. The trees that
fringed the Tsangpo Gorge were
festooned with exotic orchids, while
the crimson blooms of rhododendrons were almost splashed by the
foaming water. Accompanied by
his friend and sponsor, the longsuffering Lord Cawdor, Ward picked
his way gingerly down into the abyss
to collect new species for cultivation.
Staggered by the colossal scale of
the place, Ward discovered the 70foot Rainbow Falls and then stood
and listened to another cataract,
heard but not seen, thundering into
the bowels of the Earth.
Only in recent decades has it been
understood that the Tsangpo has no
thousand-foot waterfalls; instead, it
descends 9,000 feet over 150 miles
of continuous rapids, through a
gorge that is three times as deep as
the Grand Canyon. Not for nothing
is the Tsangpo called ‘the Everest of
Rivers’.

FALLS OF THE TSANGPO
This sketch first appeared in an article
by L.A. Waddell in the Geographical
Journal (1895) and was later published in
his book Lhasa and its Mysteries (1905).
A Tibetan lama who had travelled on
pilgrimage to the falls drew this sketch.
It was later identified by Bailey as the
‘Falls of Shingche Cho Gye’ and located
on a side stream flowing into the Tsangpo
River, opposite the village of Gyala, at
the mouth of the gorge. Bailey believed
that this was the falls Kinthup described
in his Report. It entered Kinthup’s report
through an error in transcription as a 150
ft. waterfall on the Tsangpo River, a short
distance below Pemakochung. Only after
Kinthup was interviewed by Bailey after
his return from 1913 expedition was he
able to correct the mistake. Or was it a
mistake? Could this be the ‘sacred’ Hidden
Falls of Dorje Pagmo, located just below
Frank Kingdon Ward’s Rainbow Falls?
Waddell describes the setting: “Their
height is estimated at about 70 feet, and
they are enveloped, as shown in the picture, by clouds of mist and spray, and the
cliffs are covered by subtropical vegetation, and tiger lurk in the neighbourhood”
Source: Riddles of the Tsangpo Gorges,
Published 2001
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FRANK KINGDON WARD

RHODODENDRON WARDII
Names after Frank Kingdon
Ward, this is one of the most
widely grown yellow-flowered
rhododendron species and it has
been used in the breeding of most
larger yellow hybrids. R. Wardii
is extremely variable and its
distribution stretches from Muli
in southern Sichuan to southern
Tibet near the Bhutan border

PARIMAL BHATTACHARYA
Frank Kingdon Ward was an English explorer, botanist
and one the most well-known collector of exotic plants.
By early 20th century, plant hunting as an adventure
had been commercialised, and his expeditions were
funded by British and American nurseries. Of short
stature, thin face and craggy eyebrows, Kingdon Ward
had the stamina of a mountain goat.
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He travelled extensively
in the Himalayas with a
Burmese servant and a
Tibetan dog named Ahpoh. The rich cachet of
unknown plants, the fruits
of his travels, was slowly
changing the appearance of European gardens
during that time. Since
he could not carry the
live plants back home, he
collected their seeds. But
there was a catch: seeding
on plants occurred months
after they bloomed. Like
Kinthup, Kingdon Ward
was endowed with a
stupendous memory. He’d
accurately remember a
plant he had seen in bloom
in the forest and would
go to collect its seeds
weeks or months later,
sometimes from under
knee-deep snow. For this
reason he was forced to
spend months at a stretch
in remote forests and
mountains. He had been
attacked by hostile tribes,
fell from great precipices,
lost his way in deep jungles and even survived the
great Assam earthquake.
In 1924 Frank Kingdon
Ward was smitten with
the riddle of the Tsangpo
Gorge.

FRANK KINGDON WARD
ON A HORSE

Eric Bailey had been able
to advance twelve miles
more than what Kinthup
did thirty years earlier into
the gorge. Ten miles were
still left uncharted. Ten
miles of deep precipices,
erect walls of granite and
primeval forests alive with
fabulous birds and beasts.
No human habitation was
there, no white man had
ever set foot there; the
world’s last unknown ten
miles. Kingdon Ward was
39, and already had an impressive curriculum vitae:
24 expeditions, 25 books
and a collection of 23,000
rare and mostly unknown
species of plants. By that
time, however, Bailey’s
expedition had busted the
myth of a great hidden

waterfall in the Tsangpo
Gorge. But Kingdon Ward
had heard stories of it
from people in remote
mountain villages. A miracle of nature seemed to
have been cascading down
the myths and legends of
these mountain tribes for
generations.
But the riddle of the
Tsangpo Gorge refused
to yield to Frank Kingdon
Ward. He tried to march
upstream, and failed;
he couldn’t find any big
waterfall. He saw the river
running into an unbelievably deep and narrow
course, the heart of the
Tsangpo Gorge, where
sunlight scarcely entered
during the daytime. No
path or ledge was there
across the near vertical
cliffs rising to dizzying
heights. It would take
many years for man to
cover these few miles.

HIMALAYAN BLUE POPPY – MECONOPSIS
BETONICIFOLIA
Kingdon Ward collected the seed of the
famous blue poppy, previously discovered
by F.M. Bailey on his expedition of 1913
Source: Creative Commons

FRANK KINGDON WARD (1885
– 1958)
From the archives of the Royal
Scottish Geographical Society
Courtesy: Jo Woolf, Royal
Scottish Geographical Society

Long after both the poles,
all the deserts, continents
and ocean floors have
been explored, and men
have set foot on the moon,
a team of European adventurers would kayak down
this stretch in the year
2002. By that time, however, satellite cameras had
accurately mapped the
river’s fascinating course.

LOOKING SOUTH INTO PEMAKO FROM
THE ‘LIP OF THE NEXT CLIFF’
This picture was taken in early June
1994. Kingdon Ward crossed it on
29th June. ‘The descent was terrifying’
was Kingdon Ward’s description of
the climb down from what he called
‘the lip of the next cliff’
Photograph: Kenneth Cox

THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE VILLAGE OF
GYALA, GATEWAY TO THE TSANGPO
GORGES
The village of Gyala was the scene of
some complex negotiations to ensure
that Ward and Cawdor were allowed
to continue into the Gorge: ‘When
we reached Gyala, itching to be off, a
difficulty arose. The local Baron, who
lived in Heath Robinson House, had
indeed promised us every assistance;
he now informed us that he could not
supply the transport, but said he was
getting it from a village up the river.
Would we wait two days?...’ The peak
of Gyala Peri towers above on the left
bank of the river.
Photograph: Ian Baker

JACK CAWDOR, THE 5TH EARL OF
CAWDOR
This picture was found at Cawdor
Castle and may have been taken
in Tibet

THE ‘RAINBOW FALLS’
Tsangpo gorge, from 200 ft.
Photograph: Frank Kingdon
Ward

PRIMULA
CAWDORIANA ON
THE TEMO LA
This beautiful
primula was named
after the Earl of
Cawdor, who
accompanied Frank
Kingdon Ward on the
1824-25 expedition.
Easily recognized by
the narrowly tubular
corolla with deeply
cut lobes, it was
first introduced by
Kingdon Ward

THE YARLUNG TSANGPO AND
NAMCHE BARWA FROM TEMO
An unusually calm and clear day
in June brings magnificent views
of the Tsangpo Gorges massif
from the north bank of Tsangpo
near Temo. Namche Barwa is the
sharp peak in the distance. This
picture was taken from near Tsela
Dzong, where Ward and Cawdor
were based for a time
Photograph: Kenneth Cox

WOODED CLIFFS OF THE
TSANGPO GORGE
Photograph: Frank Kingdon Ward
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VISIONS OF PARADISE
IAN BAKER

I would like to start with a quote from the historian Simon Schama who wrote
in his book, Landscape and Memory: ‘There’s always been two kinds of arcadia:
shaggy and smooth; dark and light; a place of bucolic leisure and a place of
primitive panic, the idyllic as well as the wild.’ So, this wonderful sense of paradox that we associate with the idea of paradise is really what Tsangpo Gorge
invokes. You really have the sense of heaven and hell in one. It is a part of its
charm and it is a part of its challenge. This is about Padmasambhava who is
revered by the Tibetans as the second Buddha who came there in the 8th century and established Buddhism in its tantric form. In other words, it was a form
of Buddhism that originally had developed as an outgrowth from the monastic
communities in India at that time to make it relevant to help yogins, both male
and female.
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ABU LASHU, THE SACRED
MOUNTAIN
At the apex of the Great
Bend, the Tsangpo curls
around the sacred peak
of Abu Lashu where local
villagers perform annual
rites in honour of local
spirits. This mountain
is considered one of
the principal ‘seats’ of
DorjeTraktsen, Pemako’s
most important protector
deity
Photograph: Ian Baker

His wonderful accounts
and stories of his own designation of so-called hidden lands or Beyul across
the Himalaya is what
the story of the Tsangpo
Gorge is really about.
Pemako, means the hidden
land or the blissful land,
arrayed like lotuses. And
in one of the first texts of
Padmasambhava, there
is a wonderful passage
from the text. It says that
‘those who contemplate
journeying to the hidden
lands will fall prey to their
doubts and lack the requisite courage, while those

who are overly pious lack
the means to open the way
to the secret places, for all
those who lack the auspicious circumstances to enter the hidden lands, they
will remain as imaginary
paradises, or imagined
paradises. They will not
manifest simply through
idle talk.’ So, the idle talk
that follows will just be a
hint of what this area is.
Of course, the search for
paradise is something that
goes across cultures.
Taking off from an 18th
century image of Hierony-

mus Bosch’s earthly paradise, the Vatican believed
there was a remnant of the
lost Eden somewhere in
the east in the Himalayan
zone. So, they actually
sent out expeditions to
look for it. There were
early expeditions deputed
by the Catholic Church to
look for this lost person
called Prester John who is
believed to preside over
some trace of Eden, as it
were. But they came back
not with the accounts of a
lost Eden, but of Shambhala, which had already
entered into the western
imagination in the 1700s
as a kind of legendary
Buddhist kingdom. We see
this depicted in a painting
by Nicholas Roerich from
the early 20th century.
Shambhala was a kind of
earthly paradise that was
both in this world and beyond it. And it was the story of Shambhala that had
inspired the writer James
Hilton in his novel, The
Lost Horizon, in which the
word ‘Shangri-La’ first appears. This, in the English
language, is a synonym
for an earthly paradise. It
was a very influential book
that was written in 1933
at the time of the great
depression in America
when people needed some

kind of vision or some
hope of change. It was also
the time between the First
and the Second World
Wars. The whole course
and confidence in western civilization had come
into question and people
had begun looking to the
East for answers that the
West was not providing.
This is where the notion
of an earthly paradise was
embodied in the idea of
Shangri-La, which was
completely fictional.
It first arose as an assumption, of which many
are aware. An adaptation
of Lost Horizon, a film
by Frank Capra made in
1937, is when he brought
the story of Shangri-La
to Columbia Pictures. He
stated that the story of
Shangri-La held a mirror
to the faults of every person on this planet. That
was the pitch he made to
Columbia and it became
the most popular film of
all times. The original is
still wonderful.

would be a case of plagiarism. It was from a lesserknown novel called Om,
the Secret of the Ahbor
Valley by Talbot Mundy,
published originally by the
Theosophical Press. What
is fascinating about his
account is that it invokes
the falls of the Tsangpo
River. All this takes place
in what one now calls
Arunachal Pradesh. One
enters through a tunnel
behind the waterfall into
a kind of promised land.
It is a place where longevity and the treasures
of the East and the West
have been preserved for
posterity.

There were adaptations
of Lost Horizon, of how a
group of westerners come
into the area and their
plane crashes. They are at
the northwest frontiers of
India and are rescued by a
group that comes out from
a remote monastery where
the best of East and West
has been preserved for
posterity. That is the myth
of Shangri-La we have
inherited by virtue of the
book and the film.

I highly recommend this
book for anyone who is
interested in the literary
origins of the story of
Shangri-La. The book in
itself was an adaptation
in some ways, or let’s say
deeply inspired by a play
called The Green Goddess
(1921). It has the same story of a group of westerners
who crash-land in their
plane in a remote valley
where they are kept as
prisoners but in the midst
of extraordinary luxury.
So there is a deep tripart
development of the myth
of Shangri-La through a
series of three works of
literature that appeared
in the 1920s and 1930s.
The idea of Shangri-La
resonated during the
1930s at the time of the
great depression and at
the time between the two
world wars.

What is little known
however, is that the story
of Shangri-La written in
the 1930s, was essentially
plagiarized by James Hilton. If it happened today it

It is just an idea, an idea
of the search for paradise
and all the associations
that go with it. This is a
back-story to understand
the deeper literary history

of a hidden land in the
Himalaya. It goes back
to the 8th century, to
Padmasambhava. He left
a literary record of texts
or travel guides to hidden
lands in the Himalaya.
I became obsessed with
these texts, which are
written in a surreal poetic
manner, but which invoke
literal sanctuaries in the
midst of extraordinary
landscapes. It became a
challenge to find some of
those, to identify them,
and to travel to those places. These accounts were
written by Padmasambhava and his consort Yeshe
Tsogyal in the 8th century,
who according to the text
transcribed Padmasambhava’s oral transmission of
these routes leading into
hidden lands. As I became
involved with the exploration of the greatest of
these hidden lands called
Pemako, for about 10
years, I wrote a book about
The Heart of the Journey
to Tibet’s Lost Paradise.
His Holiness, the Dalai
Lama, wrote an introduction to the book. In the introduction, he writes that
hidden lands like Pemako
are not places to escape
the world but to enter it
more deeply. The qualities
inherent in such hidden
places reveal the interconnectedness of all of life
and deepen the awareness of hidden regions in
the mind and spirit. By
visiting such places with
greater motivation and appropriate merit, a pilgrim
can learn to see the world
differently from the way it
commonly appears.
As mentioned, these are
hidden lands that ap-

pear in the creases and
crevices of the Himalaya,
across the range in the
west from Ladakh, to
the east through Nepal,
Sikkim, Bhutan, and into
Arunachal Pradesh. The
texts are very cryptic,
written in a kind of surrealist language, and they
describe the ways in which
they will be revealed by
particular treasure revealers. And then once they
are discovered, the treasure revealer will often go
into meditative retreat to
decipher what were short,
cryptic texts and then create elaborate versions of
them. They will then once
again conceal them to be
discovered centuries later
– still a very living tradition in Tibet. In Tibetan
Buddhist tradition, there
is a cave that is about
18,000 feet high where
Padmashambhava came
from, claiming he gained
enlightenment from the
practice, a sort of inner
fire, an inner heat.
Of the people that we observed during our journey,
women were from nonmonastic, non-celibate
and yogic traditions,
which are rare in Tibet
now. The robes that they
wear are red and white
rather than the pure red
robes of celibate monks
or nuns. The idea of the
hidden lands is described
as mandala – like rounds
that are also equated with
the idea of Shambala as a
hidden world.
As mentioned earlier, the
hidden land of Pemako is a
tribute to Padmasambhava, the king of all hidden
lands in the Tibetan texts.
The very eastern end
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the same source but the
names are also linguistically completely related.
However, this side of Tibet
is outside of our usual
associations with Tibet:
that it is a high altitude
plateau with a river being
less than 5000 feet and a
subtropical zone, with a
very deep, dense forest.
Shambala was represented
as the mandala, a paradisical centre, with different
ways leading into it from
the peripheries. This was

DAWN OVER GYALA PERI
Gyala Peri, the ‘sow’s head’ of the goddess Dorje Pagmo, is
illuminated in the first light of dawn as seen from the small
village of Ganglam above the Po-Tsangpo confluence
Photograph: Ian Baker
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of the Himalayan range
is where the Tsangpo
Brahmaputra river makes
this great bend, a hairpin
bend, around the peak
of Namcha Barwa, at
the very terminus of the
Himalayan range. These
are described as the texts
that provide liberation, by
hearing about the great
and blissful land of Pemako in words atttributed
to Padmasambhava. That
is the path to enlightenment.
These are the texts that
inspired me to go to the
roots and to some of the
other hidden lands. When
the opportunity came to
visit Pemako, the area
had been opened for the
first time, and I went and
continued to go over the
next nine years. Every
year I tried to follow what
is called the sequence of
the outer and inner circle
into Pemako, leading into
a kind of a paradisical
round at the very heart of

the circumambulation.
Gyala Peri at around
23,891 feet, and Namche
Barwa at more than
26,000 feet, is what makes
it to the Guinness Book of
Records claim of being the
world’s deepest point. And
if you draw a line between
the summits of these
two peaks on the eastern
edge of the Himalaya, the
distance is 11 miles. Then
if you drop a line down
from the other line into
the heart of the gorge, it
is 5,500 feet which gives
one a vertical rise in a
relatively short distance
of 11 miles between the
two summits that are over
19,000 feet. That is why it
is considered the world’s
deepest gorge or the deepest point, although it is not
a canyon like the Grand
Canyon. It is the overall
sense of the vast scale
which is very hard to capture in a photograph. This
makes it an extraordinary
place.

Tsangpo is also a direct
translation of Brahmaputra. Po means ‘son’ in the
same way ‘putra’ means
son. So Tsangpo Brahmaputra are etymologic, not
just interconnected as rivers or the same river and

THE WORLD’S DEEPEST RIVER
GORGE, TSANGPO, SOUTH-EAST
TIBET
A snow-covered peak crowns
the Namche Barwa massif
above the Tsangpo River just
above Pemakochung. The gorge
here is over 4880m (16,000ft.)
deep. In places avalanches
thunder down the steep flanks
of the mountain all the way
to the river. The view is from
a saddle on a spur thrown off
Gyala Peri, looking upstream
Photograph: Kenneth Storm, Jr.

the way in which hidden
lands and Shambala were
both represented, a kind of
template for an initiation
into Buddhism. As one
enters the mandala, it is
a transforming as well as
a transformed space and
condition. In Pemako, people describe the body of a
particular tantric Buddhist
goddess called Vajravarahi
in Sanskrit.
The pilgrim symbolically
journeys through the body
of Vajravarahi from top
to bottom if they follow
the course of the Tsangpo
River to the Mahanadi.
That is the central channel
of the goddess which is, at
the same time, the central
channel of the pilgrim.
The whole idea of pilgrimage here is to go through a
tantric initiation, which is
seen from the beginning of
the peak. It is associated
with Vajravarahi’s crown,
shakha, and Vajravarahi,
literally meaning the
diamond sow. You see the
same feature replicated at
the summit of Gyala Peri
representing the apex of
Pemako as a mountain,
symbolic of a crown,
shakha.
Again, you can really get
a sense of the extraordinary depth of the inner

gorge with Namche Barwa
behind it, going into an
area which has a very convoluted landscape. And
once you have come out of
that and gone down south
into parts of Pemako lying
across the line of control
and in Arunachal Pradesh,
it is a gentle and deeply
forested region. The area
which is on trickier terrain
is called the river Yarlung
or the innermost secret
river. There were small
monasteries established
here, mostly by the people
who came from Bhutan
following the prophecies.
Crystal glaciers, the sky
and rainfall were nectar
from the guardians of
this land. Rainbows filled
the sky, and the peaks
touched the sky. It was
believed that this hidden

MASSIF OF NAMCHE
BARWA
Taken on a clear day in
November, the massif of
Namche Barwa (‘Blazing
Meteorite’) and the sacred
pyramid of Dorge Pagmo
are framed by conifers on a
ridge high above the gorge,
To the left of this rock
buttress the Tsangpo begins
its legendary curve to the
north-west and disappears
into the ‘five to ten mile gap’
which Kingdon Ward never
explored
Photograph: Ian Baker

land of Padmasambhava
is from where fortune and
gain would finally come.
This is the kind of evocation that describes the Tibetan Shangri-La. It wasn’t
just a place in literature or
in a Hollywood movie, it
was a place where people
could actually try to get
to or imagine going to. It
was not symbolic of the
western tradition of a lost
paradise; it was a paradise
that was simply well hidden and difficult to reach,
but one that existed on the
planet.
In a wonderful account by
a Tibetan, Lelung Shepe
Dorje, in 1729, called ‘The
Delightful True Stories
of the Hidden Land of
Pemako’, he says: ‘There’s
a constant menace here
of poisonous snakes,
leeches, flies, clawed and
long-snouted animals with
fangs, dangerous wild
men and vicious savages.
Those without courage
or those with lingering
doubts, too many mental conceptions, or who
are strongly attached to
conventional appearances,
or who out of ignorance,
fall into accepting and
rejecting, such people will
have difficulty reaching this land and getting
through unscathed.’ This
is a wonderful challenge
that he presented to
pilgrims of that period in
time. It is extraordinary,
but on the side of Pemako
which lies in Arunachal
Pradesh, there is a very
strong living tradition
or Adi culture. The Adi
headman of the village
where we stayed referred
to some obstacles; the
rustle viper, Himalayan
pit vipers, saying that they

blend in all too well in
the rocks that we walked
over. But it is also a place
where the texts describe
all beings as gods and
goddesses. Again, there is
always a sense of darkness
and light, a sense of this
beautiful lush landscape
that you enter, particularly
on the Arunachal side.
My journey into this
region was inspired by my
first Tibetan teacher in
Nepal in 1977. There was
an opportunity that came
when the region of Pemako first opened in the late
nineties. I was living in
Nepal at the time, travelling overland to Lhasa, an
extraordinary part of the
Tibetan Buddhist world.
In our first opportunity
to go into the Tsangpo
Gorge, we saw a wall of
snow and rock that hid the
innermost gorge and gave
one a sense of dizziness.
The mystery remained of
how this river could travel
through a labyrinth of
ridges and peaks in Tibet,
and relate to this vast
expanse of snow and the
river Brahmaputra, as it
flows.
Nonetheless, it was a place
that the British became
obsessed with because of
their interest in the Great
Game. They wanted to
have reliable maps of the
frontiers. Where they did
not have any direct access
to Tibet, they trained socalled ‘pundits’ who would
be the surveyor spies
trained in Dehradun to
look like pilgrims but with
surveying instruments
concealed inside their
robes. The rosary beads
they carried numbered
one hundred, and not one
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empire. But the area was
extraordinarily difficult to
reach and Kinthup was not
able to retrace his steps
going back to Lhasa and
then, back to Darjeeling.
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On the ledge above Ward’s ‘Falls of the Brahmaputra’,
a lama pacifies local spirits by blowing on a trumpet
fashioned from a human thigh bone. Several waterfalls in
the Tsangpo’s innermost gorge hold religious significance
as aqueous ‘doorways’ to other realms. Lamas maintain
that, through proper rites, indigenous protector deities
can be coerced into revealing the routes into these
paradisiacal spaces hidden in the depths of the gorge
Photograph: Ian Baker

hundred and eight, and
were used by them to
measure their steps. That
resulted in an energetic
fervour to trace this area.
The knowledge of the
Tsangpo Gorge increased
in the 1880s as the British deputed a man called
Kinthup to survey it. We
know a lot more about him
today; there is a book written about him.
This illiterate tailor from
Darjeeling was trained
as one of the pundits and
deputed, along with a
Mongolian lama, to follow
the course of the TsangpoRiver from Tibet down

into Assam through this
kind of no-man’s land of
the Tsangpo Gorges. For
a variety of reasons, they
were not able to make it.
But he did come back and
present an oral report to
the British surveyor in India where he described the
waterfall with an image of
a deity in a drawing found
in the Royal Geographical Society journal. This
led to a new quest for the
waterfall that obsessed the
British. They thought that
they might find a waterfall to rival the Victoria
Falls in Africa. This could
become a symbol of might
and power of the colonial

Our attempt was to go
beyond where Kinthup had
been in the 1880s. Frank
Kingdon Ward in Riddle of
the Tsangpo Gorges describes the Tsangpo Gorges as having two climates
and two weather patterns;
wet and more wet. Kinthup’s travelling companion was also an employee
of the British surveyor. As
the surveyor had gambled
away all the expedition
funds, he sold Kinthup and
his companion as indentured servants and took off
on a horse leaving them
behind. Eventually Kinthup escaped and travelled
down the Tsangpo River,
continuing on his original
KINGDON WARD’S ‘FALLS
OF THE BRAHMAPUTRA’
Kingdon Ward described
the anticipation as they
approached the river:
‘Immediately below this
point, the boulder beach
comes to an end at the
foot of the cliff and what
happened next we could
only guess, for the river, after
hurtling itself through the
gap, rushes headlong into a
gorge so deep and narrow
that one could hardly see
any sky overhead; then it
disappeared.’
Photograph: Ian Baker

mission, which was to
travel the British territory.
The head lama of a nearby
monastery bought him for
50 rupees so he wouldn’t
be sent back as a slave and
he became a tailor at the
monastery.
The British quest to try
and link the Tsangpo and
the Brahmaputra had
begun. In 1904, we see the
Young-husband expedition that led to another
expedition in which Bailey, with Henry Morrison,
try to penetrate into this
unknown area in 1913. As
far as the western world
was concerned we were
exploring a country about
which nothing was known,
but much was speculated. That one of the last
remaining secret places on
earth may have a waterfall
rivalling the Niagara Falls
or Victoria Falls in similar
grandeur, was the great
hope and dream of the
British at the time.
They came back from
their expedition not having reached the innermost
part of the Tsangpo gorge.
But at the same time, they
speculated that the great
falls of the Tsangpo that
Kinthup had reported, did
not exist. They told the
President of the Royal

BELOW THE ‘FALLS OF THE
BRAHMAPUTRA’
Below what Kingdon
Ward called the ‘Falls of
the Brahmaputra’; the
Tsangpo emerges from
the rock-walled canyon
into an area banked
by dense forest. Gyala
Peri rises behind as the
Tsangpo flows towards its
northern-most apex
Photograph: Ian Baker

Geographical Society
posted in London in 1913
about the non-existence of
these falls. The question
of the falls remained in
the air. There was a deep
investment in this idea of
the falls; it was so strong
in the imagination that it
was always talked about
by explorers.

Ward wrote after his
expedition: ‘Every day the
sea would be more savage,
the mountains higher and
steeper and the great river
was plunging down and
down more deeply into the
barrels of the earth. The
snow peaks enclosed us in
a ring of ice. Dense jungles
surged over the cliffs.’

Frank Kingdon-Ward’s
primary sponsor for the
expedition was 24-yearold Lord Cawdor from
Scotland. When Frank
Kingdon-Ward made his
expedition he wrote in his
book The Riddle of the
Tsangpo Gorges: ‘There
remained a gap of about
50 miles in which nothing was known. Was it
possible that hidden in the
depths of this wonderful
gorge is a hidden waterfall? Such a thing was
quite possible and it was
this question we would
resolve to answer. Was it
possible to ride through
the gorge and tear this secret right from its heart?’
The falls of the Brahmaputra remained a geographical mystery for more than
a century.

They reached a point from
where they were not able
to travel further. And it
is an extraordinary account. Lord Cawdor kept
a journal throughout the
expedition. There were six
volumes of them and at
one point he wrote that by
his reckoning, the idea of
the falls must have been
imagined and invented.
How many people had a
tough and miserable time
looking for this mythical
marvel!

Again, as Frank Kingdon-

James White had written
in Far Horizons: An Unforeseen Destiny, that the
search for the falls of the
Tsangpo can be characterized as one of the great romances of geography and
the most obsessive wild
goose chase of modern
times. That is essentially
a prelude to my quest –

to resolve this because
10 miles of the gorge
remained completely
unknown and unexplored
up to the end of the 20th
century.
It is not just that Pemako
is extraordinarily difficult,
it is far more difficult to
penetrate and explore
three sides by the gorges
of the Tsangpo, with the
fourth side blocked by a
mighty range of mountains. Those passes are
only open for few months
in the year. Beyond the
immediate barriers to
the east and west and
south, there were dense
forests inhabited by wild
and friendly tribes. Add
to this the climate which
varied from the subtropical to the arctic. The
only consistent thing was
the perpetual rain, the
snakes and wild animals,
giant stinging nettles,
and a number of biting
and blood sucking ticks.
It is a wonderful passage
because it parallels the
accounts from the 18th
century by the travelling
lama who Kingdon-Ward
would have known.
What was extraordinary

about this region, despite
the difficulty my guide
mentioned from his delightful accounts of Pemako from 1729, was ‘when
journeying into these
sacred places, fear naturally transforms into great
splendour and remains
perfectly at ease. A new
spiritual awareness flares
up in one’s stream of consciousness. The conception free unity, bliss and
emptiness.’ On our first
expedition we were not
able to get into the heart
of where the waterfall
would possibly be. Crossing over snow covered
passes, we reached a point
beyond which we couldn’t
continue. We had to build
bridges over raging waterfalls and eventually found
a hunter who showed us
through this extraordinary
jungle with magical plants,
mushrooms and snakes.
We spent six weeks on
this trip. It was a journey
over multiple passes and
snowfields, over rivers on
single cables. Finally, we
could see a mountain in
the distance surrounded
by lakes, like a mandala,
and each ritual had to be
performed in each of the
lakes according to the
texts. And the vision lay
at the base of it. One of
the pilgrimage guides said
that Padmasambhava was
one of the most fortunate
beings who had directly
perceived the deities.
We were at the heart of
the goddess. We had to
travel down to the navel
which is where this monastery was, and which had
the first human habitation.
We came out of the jungle
and there was a rainbow
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in front of the monastery.
We saw a yogi already
half way to us, crossing
the field. We just sat there
mesmerised by the sky
and the rainbow. He came
up to us with a huge copper bowl full of fermented
grain alcohol. We asked
him where he was going.
‘The only time a rainbow
ever comes in front of the
monastery is if visitors are
coming, so I am coming
to meet you.’ It was a kind
of place where you felt a
world apart.

DAWN OVER THE TSANGPO
GORGE AND THE NAMCHE
BARWA MASSIF
Larch and hemlock in
the autumn in the Gorge.
Kingdon Ward and Cawdor
left the river above Rainbow
Falls and climbed to this
point on the narrow ridge
before descending to the
village of Payi
Photograph: Kenneth Storm,
Jr.

Texts suggest that an extraordinary animal, unique
to the eastern Himalayas,
the Takin, guides you into
the hidden land. And it is
a coincidence that satellite
images show this innermost part of the gorge that
looks almost exactly like
the head of the Takin.
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There were sections where
we had to use skating
ladders to rappel down
till we reached a point
beyond which we couldn’t
continue, and the lama
who was tra-velling with
us performed rituals to
appease the local deities
we might have offended.
We also travelled with a
yogini from central Tibet
who performed her own
rites. This was why it took
a series of 10 expeditions
before finding a way of going back to this lama who
had said that there was
absolutely no way to get
into the innermost gorge.
However, having heard
that we had been to the
mountain to look for the
key, he understood that
we were insiders rather
than just adventurers or
explorers. He told us of
a text that describes the

waterfall in the area that
we were looking for. The
Chinese had forced us to
throw the text into the
river at gunpoint, but fortunately I had the original
and real text under my
belt. He read this extraordinary passage of a series
of waterfalls with a centre
in the tunnel. All this he
said would lead to the the
hidden land behind it.
We were excited and
headed down to the area
he had described from the
ancient texts. The lama
said there was actually a
track, a hunter’s trail that
he could get some people
to take us on. This was the
area that we were heading to, to get to the inner
gorge. But the trail was not
quite user friendly. Some
were wet cliffs with tufts
of grass, difficult to hold
on to. At times there were

vines on the slabs that we
had to batman down.
As we got deeper and
deeper into the gorge,
there was a point where
the clouds came in and
there was no visibility.
Our guides took that as
a very bad omen. They
said, ‘look we have to get
out from here, maybe we
are not welcome.’ But then
suddenly in the midst
of the clouds there were
three circular rainbows
that appeared. Obviously,
it was a meteorological
phenomenon, but the way
our guides understood it
was: ‘beyul beyul, hidden
land, hidden land’. For
them it was an extraordinarily positive sign.
They felt that just when
they had lost faith in the
journey, these rainbows
appeared, and after that
the clouds cleared. We

were the recipients of this
meteorological coincidence that allowed us to
look into the depths of the
gorge in a way that they
said, had never been seen
before.
Trying to find a way down
from that point led to
confronting many precipitous drops. We did see the
rainbow falls. They had
been seen from up-river
by Frank Kingdon-Ward
and Lord Cawdor in 1924
and 1925. So when they
had this 10-mile gap they
had said that the waterfall
could not exist. We heard
this incredible roaring but
the only way we could get
down was to rappel down.
We had been able to get
to the base square with
a clinometer to measure
a waterfall which was
over a hundred feet high.
This would fit the crite-

ria established by Frank
Kingdon-Ward or Lord
Cawdor of a waterfall of
100 feet or more in this
unknown section of the
gorge. There were sheer
cliffs on both sides, but we
were questioning where
the tunnel, supposed to be
behind it, could be.

in the text. It said that if
you follow this trajectory
down for five days you
will enter a completely
parallel dimension. It was
impossible for us to reach
there. This is described as
being the route into the
innermost core of goddess
Dorje Pakmo.

The topography made it
impossible for us to photograph but the waterfall
was hidden behind a ridge.
Opposite the waterfall was
this perfect oval doorway
which was exactly how
it was described in the
ancient texts. These are
also evocations of the
same kind of phenomenon
of a waterfall concealing a passageway into
a promised land. From
across the river looking at
this door, there was this
incredibly compelling oval
portal that was described

This form of Padmasambhava – Dorje Pakmo
riding on the back of a
pregnant tigress – represented extreme danger.
He rode with iron all over
his body representing a
transformed vision. That
was the only way by which
such terrain could ever
be accessed. The idea of
waterfalls, the flow of water swaying into another
parallel, without being
able to cross the river, into
that tunnel that exited
the gorge leading into an
extraordinary hidden land,

would lead us to greater
and greater wonders.
There was an idea of a
mandala in the landscape.
National Geographic
sponsored the last expedition to find this hidden
paradise and the Tibetan
gorge. There was a confluence of two narratives,
the western narrative of a
search for numerous landscapes, and the Tibetan
quest for a paradise in
which the human condition could be transformed.
I will end with a quote
from Mircea Eliade and
his book Myths, Dreams,
and Mysteries: ‘The commencement and at the end
of the religious history of
humanity we find again
the same nostalgia for paradise… the myths by which
this ideology is constituted
are among the most beau-

tiful and profound in existence. They are the myths
of paradise the fall and the
immortality of primordial
man and his conversation
with God, of the origin of
death and the discovery of
the spirit.’

*An edited transcript of an
illustrated presentation by
Ian Baker, Himalayan and
Buddhist scholar and author
of seven books on Tibetan
cultural history, environment,
art, and medicine including
The Heart of the World:
A Journey in Tibet’s Lost
Paradise (Penguin Random
House, 2006). Transcribed
by Ashima Sharma, Jindal
School of Journalism and
Communication.
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PARADISE FOUND
Excerpts from Paradise found,
IAN BAKER,
The Independent, Sunday 6 March 2005
For Tibetans, paradise was never
lost, just well hidden. Scrolls attributed to an 8th -century Buddhist
sage describe remote sanctuaries called beyul, secret or hidden
lands, deep in the Himalayas where
animals and plants are credited
with miraculous powers, aging is
slowed, and enlightenment can
easily be attained. The greatest of
these beyul, which inspired these
antecedents to the myth of ShangriLa, is said to lie in the heart of
Tibet›s Tsangpo Gorge, near the bottom of the earth’s deepest chasm.
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The innermost reaches of the Tsangpo Gorge have remained an enigma
for centuries. Despite concerted
efforts during the British Raj to
penetrate its depths, no expedition
had ever succeeded, and the area
remained as one British field officer
had described it, “one of the earth’s
last secret places”.
Having lived in Kathmandu, Nepal,
since the early 1980s, the stories of
the beyul, and the Tsangpo Gorge in
particular, had captured my imagination. The area had been sealed to
the outside world since the Chinese
invasion of Tibet during the 1950s
but, in 1993, I obtained a permit
through a Chinese geological institute to visit the outer edges of the
region. Following accounts of earlier
explorers, as well as the coded descriptions in the scrolls that I found
in the libraries of Tibetan monasteries, I attempted to travel beyond the
limits reached by earlier expeditions. But despite my efforts, and
rock-climbing experience, the inner
depths remained as impenetrable
as they had been to the British in
the 19th and early 20th centuries.
In 1998, after a series of attempts to
reach the unexplored sections of the
Gorge, America’s National Geographic Society sponsored my eighth
expedition in which - along with my
teammates Ken Storm and Hamid
Sardar - we finally reached the area
that Tibetans hold to be the portal to
their earthly paradise.
Even in strict geographical terms
the Tsangpo Gorge is unique. The

Tsangpo River flows across the
length of the Tibetan plateau until
it plunges suddenly into a tangled
knot of mountains and gorges at
the eastern edge of the Himalayan
range, forming a chasm three times
the depth of the Grand Canyon.
After turning a great arc around
a spur of the 25,436ft summit of
Namche Barwa mountain, the river
cuts through subtropical jungles
and reemerges in northern India
as the Brahmaputra, having lost an
astonishing 11,000ft in altitude in a
mere 50 miles. Nineteenth-century
geographers connected to the British Raj’s Survey of India accounted
for the drop by imagining a colossal
waterfall that they hoped would rival
the newly discovered Victoria Falls in
Africa, or even Niagara in America.
But all efforts to penetrate and map
the Tsangpo’s inner gorge met with
failure - including forays by spies
dispatched to Tibet in the guise of
Buddhist pilgrims, with surveying
instruments hidden in their prayer
wheels.
The last people to search for the
legendary waterfall were an English
plant-collector named Frank Kingdon Ward and his primary sponsor,
a 24-year-old Scottish lord, who
ventured into the Gorge in 1924,
the same year that George Mallory
disappeared into the mists near
the summit of Mount Everest…Religious myth or not, nearly 10 miles
of the Tsangpo’s innermost chasms

remained unknown to the outside
world, and the possibility of a waterfall “of a 100 ft or more”, as Kingdon
Ward had described it, did not seem
altogether impossible. I sought out
the texts that Kingdon Ward had
referred to, but villagers at the
threshold of the Gorge told me that,
in the years following the Chinese
invasion in 1959, People’s Liberation Army troops had forced them
to throw them into the Tsangpo.
But the knowledge continued in oral
memory, and an elderly lama, since
deceased, told me of three waterfalls in the depths of the Gorge, the
middle one of which, he said, was
the door to the promised land at the
heart of Beyul Pemako, the “Hidden
Land Arrayed Like A Lotus”.
“You won’t find paradise by doubting
it exists”, wrote the poet Byron and,
following his dictum, our search for
the geographical sources of ShangriLa led us into a vertiginous world of
eroding landslides and precipitous
subtropical jungles, a place that

THE POME RANGE ABOVE THE
TSANGPO GORGE
The Pome range and the region of the
Su La pass emerge from the clouds
from a ridge high above the Tsangpo
gorge (Sechen La). This picture was
taken in May 1993. The Tsangpo
flows southward through the area
concealed by dense mist
Photograph: Ian Baker

the plant-collector Kingdon Ward
had described disparagingly as “the
bowels of the earth”.
After weeks of thrashing through
pathless forests and across vegetated cliffs, we neared the depths of
the Gorge and the largest of the waterfalls that the lama had described
to us. We abseiled with climbing
ropes down a moss-drenched precipice and finally reached the object
of our desire: a waterfall that had
eluded the best efforts of the British
Raj.
Part of the remit of our expedition
was to measure the waterfall as precisely as possible, and the average
reading from several vantage points,
both above and below, revealed it to
be 108 feet: an auspicious figure in
Buddhist numerology and surpassing the hopes of turn-of-the-century
British geographers. To measure
water, though, seemed a futile task;
as Heraclitus had said, it all just
flows away.
Standing on a sloping ledge at
the base of the falls, swirling mists
and vegetated cliffs rising into the
clouds, we found ourselves at the
threshold of the Tibetans’ own
Shangri-La. If not a passage to
other worlds, we had hoped to find
something akin to the Cave of the
Winds behind Niagara. But a disciple
of the aged lama who had directed

us to the falls pointed to something
equally compelling: an oval passageway leading into the overhanging
cliff across from the waterfall. “That’s
the door,” he said authoritatively.
But several hundred feet of seething
white water lay between the opening and where we stood. Sheer rock
walls lined the far side of the river.
“How do you get there?” I asked, and
received the inevitable answer: “You
don’t”.
In the year following our return from
the Tsangpo Gorge, the Chinese
authorities closed the region to
all outsiders. The Tibetan Forestry
Bureau mapped out a 9,168 km sq
area and declared it an “ecological reserve”. Within months, Beijing
upgraded it to national status and
designated the area as the YarlungTsangpo Great Canyon National
Reserve. Ranging in altitude from
less than 1,000 m along the border
with India right up to the 7,782 m
high massif of Namche Barwa to the
west, the reserve contains a wealth
of medicinal plants, as well as Tibet’s
last remaining tigers and other rare
mammals including black muntjacs
and capped leaf monkeys.
Ultimately, it matters little whether
the legendary paradise in the heart
of the Tsangpo Gorge exists physically, or whether it’s a metaphor
for the perfection of the human
spirit. On the path from ignorance

THE VALLEY LEADING SOUTH FROM
THE FOOT OF THE DOSHONG LA
TOWARDS THE DIHANG RIVER
Kingdon Ward described this wide,
‘U’ – shaped valley which descends
gradually towards the Brahmaputra
(or Dihang), as ‘a large amphitheatre’.
As the valley descends, the flora
gradually becomes more tropical.
Steep slopes on both sides are
covered with rhododendrons,
primulas and other plants
Photograph: Kenneth Cox

to illumination, the journey is more
critical than the destination, and
the Buddhist legend of the hidden
lands urges us to embrace our highest potential - which must include
the preservation of the earth’s last
remaining pristine habitats, arguably
the only Eden we will ever know.
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PARSHURAM KUND

PEMAKO
Pemako is one of the hidden lands,
or beyuls, blessed by the 8th century
Buddhist master Padmasambhava
as places of refuge. He predicted
that in times of great confusion
and danger the elements would be
so imbalanced that it would affect
meditators, so he concealed many
valleys in the Himalayas as termas
or hidden treasures with guidebooks
to be revealed at precisely the right
time. These termas describe valleys
reminiscent of paradise that can
only be reached with enormous
hardship.
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THE TANTRIC DEITY VAJRA YOGINI IN
HER FORM AS DORJE PAGMO
Tibetans conceive of the Tsangpo
gorges as the terrestrial form of the
Tantric deity Vajra Yogini in her form
as Dorje Pagmo, the sow-headed
goddess. She is shown here in another
of her avatars wielding a bow made
from fragrant flowers
Photograph: Ian Baker

Pemako, literally “shaped like a
lotus”, is considered the supreme
hidden valley and the most sacred
place blessed with holy virtues.
Located in a secluded plateau in the
Himalayan mountains, in the region
of Tsangpo gorges …the northern
part of this exquisite, ancient land
(known as Upper Pemako) belongs
to China, and the southern part
(known as Lower Pemako) belongs
to India.
Pemako was cherished by Guru
Padmasambhava. In many texts,
he refers to it as the king of all the
other hidden lands. In the Tsa Sum
Gongdus, he says:
“In this hidden land, all mountains
are like blooming flowers. All rivers spontaneously recite mantras
and flow with nectar; rainbows are
arched on trees and bushes. All the
oath-bound protectors watch closely
and protect true practitioners and
punish those who merely pretend to
be. Those who practice sincerely will
attain enlightenment in this lifetime.
Pure samadhi will spontaneously
arise just by being in this land.
One session of practice in this
blessed land is equal to a year of
practice in other places. Those who
make three prostrations here will
never take lower rebirth. Those who
die after seven steps taken with the
intention of arriving here will definitely be reborn in this land. Those
who build stupas and temples, and
perform other works of virtue in this
land are my messengers. Therefore,
my fortunate sons and daughters,
keep devotion to this land. You will
soon realize its significance.”

The geography of Pemako resembles
the dakini Vajravahini, lying on her
back. The different areas of this
hidden land correspond to different
parts of Vajravarahi’s body. Tsangpo
Gorge, the world’s deepest canyon,
is considered to be her life-current.
Some Tibetans are of the belief that
in the lowest part of the gorge there
are waterfalls which are the doorways to Pemako’s hidden centre.

UNBRAIDING THE
BRAHMAPUTRA,
SAMRAT,
THE HINDU
JULY 01, 2017

This area contains numerous minor
as well as four major holy places.
The first of these is Dharmakaya
Amitabha’s holy place, Padma Shri;
Samboghakaya Avalokiteshvara’s
holy place, RiwoTala; a third site is
Nirmanakaya Guru Padmasambhava’s holy place, Citta Puri; and the
fourth holy site, Devi Kota, is centered between the other three and
embodies the blessings of all three.
An eighteen’s century terton,
Tibetan yogi Lelung Shepe Dorje,
vividly describes the challenges
awaiting pilgrims who attempt to
enter Pemako in the The Delightful
True Stories of the Supreme Land of
Pemako:
“In the borderlands between Tibet
and India, in the land of savages, lies
Pemako, the supreme of all hidden
lands… The land is full of mischievous spirits that constantly display
magic and miracles. Those without
courage, or those with lingering
doubts, too many mental conceptions… those who fall into accepting
and rejecting… such people will have
difficulty reaching this land… When
obstructed in their essential nature, all the mountains, rocks, trees
and rivers [here] appear as magical
realms or deities…”
For the pilgrim, Pemako embodies
not so much a journey about reaching a particular destination, but is an
inward journey, an awakening.
Excerpts from The Yogini Project

The Brahmaputra is
central to all forms of life
in the valley that bears
its name. Nature has
worked over millennia
to weave an intricate
web around the waters
of the great river, and its
seasonal ebbs and flows.
Civilisations evolved
along its banks to
coexist with its rhythms.
Legends and myths grew
around it. Even today,
ancient Hindu pilgrimage
sites whose origins are
lost in time exist in its
remote upper reaches.

PARSHURAM KUND
The river Lohit in Arunachal
Pradesh

There is a place called
Parshuram Kund nestled
in the hills of Arunachal
Pradesh’s Lohit district.
It is a place associated
with an origin myth of
the Brahmaputra, son of
Brahma. The story goes
that the Hindu god of creation, Brahma, sired the
river, which was born as a
kund or lake. Much later,
Parashuram, a Brahmin
who had axed his mother
to death, arrived there to
wash away his terrible
sin. The axe had stuck to
his hand and defeated all
his efforts to get rid of it.
But here, it came loose.
He flung it away with
all his might. It carved a
path through the moun-

tains, and the river began
to flow. Its waters were
red, and so it was called
Lohit, from ‘lahu’, meaning
blood.
Parshuram Kund today
is a small village with a
few ramshackle bamboo
dhabas. The owner of one
where we stopped to eat
was having a discussion
with his neighbour when
my friend Akshay and I
arrived. A snake was stuck
in the water pipe, and the
dhaba’s water supply was
disrupted. I suggested putting netting at the inlets
to prevent such incidents.
After a simple but tasty
meal, we went to look for
lodging for the night.

There was only one place
to stay—the Parshuram
ashram. A kindly baba
gave us rooms that had
not been opened since
Makar Sankranti nine
months ago. We gingerly
cleared out rat droppings
and cobwebs and rolled
out our sleeping bags,
hoping no snake or animal
would disturb us. It was a
night of darkness such as
no city dweller ever sees.
The stars were jewels of
light in a blanket of blackness so thick you could not
see your hand in front of
you. The roar of the Lohit
River, one of the principal
tributaries of the Brahmaputra, was loud in the
silence.
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THE LANDING GHAT AT
TEZPORE, ASSAM
View of the banks of the
Brahmaputra River at Tezpur
in Assam; a steamer and small
boat are moored on the right
with several piles of goods on
the embankment
Photograph: Oscar Jean
Baptiste Mallitte, 1860s
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CAPTAIN, PILOT AND
WHEELMAN POSED ON
DECK OF BRAHMAPUTRA
RIVER STEAMER
Photograph: William Henry
Jackson, 1895

ASSAM, ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS
IN THE BRAHMAPUTRA
Above Rakusni Hill 1800-1899
Lithograph with watercolour
Source: Wellcome Trust
Collection

Excerpt from “From the Hooghly to the Himalayas” Being an Illustrated Handbook to the chief places of
interest reached by the Eastern Bengal State Railway,
The Times Press, Bombay, 1913
Those who have time to go up the Brahmaputra from Goalundo will find themselves amply rewarded, for the scenery
there is wild and the deep gorges cut by contributory rivers
- if not comparable in beauty with the celebrated defiles on
the Irrawaddy - are very fine and the forest-clad uplands provide a welcome contrast to the dead level of the land farther
south. Yet it must not be supposed that the low-lying lands (a
wicked poet once said that the people inhabiting those lands
were low, lying people) are devoid of interest: far from it, and
even those familiar with the scenery of more famous river
haunts frequented by the tourist will enjoy a journey through
this flat and fertile country. From Goalundo to Narayanganj
by steamer on the Padma, as the Ganges is called on its
lower reaches, takes about seven hours, and as the boats are
comfortable and the prospect always pleases, the journey is
well worth making and serves as a introduction to the great
system of waterways that is the main characteristic of this
province. The amazing width of the river, the fights and
shades reflected on its muddy waters, the vivid green of the
fields of rice and jute that fringe the banks and recede into
the mists of the far horizon across the flat alluvial plains, the
thatched huts with hog’s-back roofs - or huts modernized
and ugly with the more water-proof iron tops—and the little
clusters of palms and other trees - all this makes up a moving panorama that one may watch for hours untired. This, it
is forcibly brought home to one, is the India that knows not
the horrors of famine. This is, indeed, the land of the pagoda
tree: here if anywhere have the teeming peasantry reason to
be content with their lot. This is the pulcher Ganges which,
Vergil said, could not compete with the glories of Italy.

RIVER STEAMER, GOALUNDO
Photograph: William Henry
Jackson, 1895

GOWHATTY FROM THE
RIVER, ASSAM
View of the riverbank of the
Brahmaputra at low tide.
Various figures are posed in
the middle distance, boats
are moored at the water’s
edge and a temple is at the
top of the embankment on
the right
Photograph: Oscar Jean
Baptiste Mallitte, 1860s
ADI TRIBESMAN AT THE
VILLAGE OF DAMRO
Adi tribesmen in locally
woven costumes and hats
and helmets made out
of bamboo performing a
traditional dance. Damro
is one of the oldest villages
in the upper Siang district,
with its origins going back
at least 500 years. Many of
Arunachal’s government
members trace their lineage
back to this village
Photograph: Kenneth Cox

TRAVELLING
ON THE
BRAHMAPUTRA

VIEW OF TSANGPO-SIANG
VALLEY AS SOON IT ENTERS
INDIA FROM THE S BEND IN
THE FAR DISTANCE
Courtesy: Lt. Nawang
Kapadia Memorial Trust

SANDBANKS ON THE
BRAHMAPUTRA NEAR
MAJULI, ASSAM
Photograph: Parasher
Baruah

The timetable between
Calcutta and Dibrugarh
from Indian Bradshaw 1934
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THE
SUNDARBANS
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The Sundarbans mangrove forest, one of the
largest such forests in
the world (140,000 ha),
lies on the delta of the
Ganges, Brahmaputra
and Meghna rivers on
the Bay of Bengal. It is
adjacent to the border
of India’s Sundarbans
World Heritage site
inscribed in 1987. The
site is intersected by
a complex network
of tidal waterways,
mudflats and small
islands of salt-tolerant
mangrove forests, and
presents an excellent
example of ongoing ecological processes. The
area is known for its
wide range of flora and
fauna, including 260
bird species, the Bengal
tiger and other threatened species such as the
estuarine crocodile and
the Indian python.

SUNDARBANS
One of the many rivers

The Sundarbans Reserve
Forest (SRF), located n
the south-west of Bangladesh between the river
Baleswar in the East and
the Haribanga in the West,
adjoining to the Bay of
Bengal, is the largest contiguous mangrove forest
in the world. 60% of the
property lies in Bangladesh and the rest in India.
The land area, including
exposed sandbars, occupies 414, 259 ha (70%) with
water bodies covering 187,
413 ha (30%).
The three wildlife sanctuaries in the south cover an
area of 139,700 ha and are
considered core breeding areas for a number
of endangered species.
Situated in a unique
bioclimatic zone within
a typical geographical
situation n the coastal
zone within the Bay of

Bengal, it is a landmark
of ancient heritage of
mythological and historical events. Bestowed with
magnificent scenic beauty
and natural resources, it is
internationally recognized
for its high biodiversity of
mangrove flora and fauna
both on land and water.
The immense tidal mangrove forests of Bangladesh’s Sundarbans Forest
Reserve, is in reality a mosaic of islands of different
shapes and sizes, perennially washed by brackish water shrilling in and
around the endless and
mind-boggling labyrinths
of water channels. The
site supports exceptional
biodiversity in its terrestrial, aquatic and marine
habitats: ranging from
micro to macro flora and
fauna. The Sundarbans is

of universal importance
for globally endangered
species including the Royal Bengal Tiger, Ganges
and Irrawaddy dolphins,
estuarine crocodiles and
the critically endangered
endemic river terrapin
(Batagur baska). It is the
only mangrove habitat
in the world for Panthera
tigris tigris species.
As part of the world’s
largest delta, formed from
sediments deposited by
three great rivers; the
Ganges, Brahmaputra and
Meghna, and covering the
Bengal Basin, the land has
been moulded by tidal action, resulting in a distinctive physiology.

MAP OF BANGLADESH
SUNDARBAN
Source: Banglapedia

BOAT BUILDING TRADITION
IN BANGLADESH
Traditional wooden boats have long plied the 600 rivers
of Bangladesh...While sea-faring boats were influenced
by foreign designs to some extent, the river boats are
almost completely indigenous.

Excerpts from
The Last Bastion
of Traditional
Boatbuilding, Meliha
Khan, The Daily Star,
June 22 2018

CHAND NOUKA OR MOON
BOAT
The arches of the crescent
moon are reflected within
the curving lines of the
chandnouka. These
moon boats still dot the
coastlines of Southern
Bangladesh. The mid-sized
fishing vessels sail out
to the open sea with the
tide, only to return with
the next. In earlier times,
the celestial shape of the
chandnouka, allowed
the boat to sail in either
direction, although now,
with the introduction of the
engine the primary utility
of the shape has gone

Among the various
river boats is the patam,
a smooth-skinned boat
native to Sylhet which also
uses the metal clipping
technique from which its
name is derived. Others include the balar of
Kushtia, podi of Khulna,
and the goina of Rajshahi.
Sea-faring boats include
the shampan of Chittagong, shuluk of Kutubdia
and chand nouka, still
commonly seen around
Teknaf and Cox’s Bazar.
The dingi, one of the
smallest river boats, has
given its name to similar
boats around the world.
Boat designs and names
differed according to the
various regions and were
dictated by the rivers
these would traverse.
Many of these boats now
exist only as scale models.
“We came to the idea of

making miniatures, using
techniques which go back
completely unchanged
for about 3,000 years,”
says Wasama Doja, head
of cultural preservation
at Friendship...Unlike
other cultures, no written
records of the techniques
used or drawings of the
construction process by
the master carpenters
historically exist in Bengal, with the knowledge
passing from craftsman
to craftsman by word of
mouth.
Bhojon Chondro Shutrodhar, master carpenter
Boidhonath’s son, became
an apprentice at the age
of 15. He first worked on
a life-sized malar under
his father. Though now a
master carpenter himself,
he says, “There is no end
to learning this job. I’m
still learning,” as he works

on a replica mayur pankhi,
a boat specific to Mymensingh.
With the advent of imported diesel engines in
the 1980s, these diverse
wooden boats dwindled.
Steel-built and diesel-powered boats today dominate
Bangladesh’s rivers, as
these are faster and more
efficient than sail boats
and earth-dyed sails are
practically non-existent.
What this has meant is
not just a disappearing
heritage of traditional
boatbuilding, but also a
loss of livelihood and the
valuable skills of carpenters such as Boidhonath as
well as the entire industry
of boatbuilding which also
employed blacksmiths,
rope makers and sail makers.
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THE LEGEND BEHIND
GOALONDO STEAMER
CHICKEN

Excerpts from The legend
behind Goalondo Steamer
Chicken by Pritha Sen, The
Times of India, November
24, 2014

The chicken cooked on the Goalondo steamer
has gone down in Bengali folklore. Those who
have travelled this route still swear by the taste.
But can it be recreated?
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It all started with celebrated author and scholar
Syed Mujtaba Ali, perhaps
the first foodie writer of
the early 20th century,
throwing me a challenge.
His fascinating literary
musings, sooner or later,
always came back to some
aspect of food. Quite
frankly, critical of the
Bengali’s inability to cook
a good meat curry, he
wrote in one of his essays:
“I am amazed that the
young girl from Bikrampur
(the women of Bikrampur
were reputed to be the finest cooks in all of Bengal)
travels to her college hostel in Calcutta on the Goalondo steamer, dining on
rice and curry on board,
yet has never been able
to produce the Steamer
Fowl Curry cooked by the
simple boatmen!”
With roots in Dhaka,
Bikrampur, these lines
stuck in my head as did
his observations in yet
another piece — “For 30
years I have travelled on
the Goalondo steamer. A
few things have changed
here and there but not the
smell. It’s a little damp, a
little musty but the overriding smell is that of the
‘murgirjhol’ being cooked
by the khalasis. I have
often imagined the entire

steamer itself to be a giant chicken being cooked
inside out, the aroma
permeating the entire
route from Chandpur to
Narayanganj to Goalondo”.
And thus started my own
personal journey aboard
this steamer, travelling on
the Padma in the pre-Independence era, tempered
with familial nostalgia and
curiosity about an Undivided Bengal.
From the late 19th century, those travelling to
East Bengal, Assam or
Burma took the steamer
from Goalondo, a small
station at the confluence
of the Padma and the
Brahmaputra, where the
Eastern Bengal Express
from Sealdah terminated.
The Goalondo steamer
then travelled up to
Narayanganj in Dacca
and from thereon people
moved ahead to Sylhet or
Chittagong or further on
into Burma on the one side
and to the tea gardens of
Assam on the other. An
overnight journey, the
‘fowl’ curry served aboard
the steamer, cooked by
Muslim boatmen has gone
down in Bengal’s gastronomic history and is what
legends are made of.It
shares a place with other
historical dishes like the

Dak Bungalow Chicken
Curry or the Madras Club
Qorma or the Railway
Mutton Curry. It was a
simple rustic preparation
with basic spices but those
who have tasted it and are
still alive to talk about it,
insist that they have never
tasted a curry as delicious
as this anywhere else.
“Why?” asks one writer.
No one knows, he says!
I trawled through realms
of historical data and
found mention of it everywhere — in the Bengal
Gazette, Imperial Gazeteer, in old journals of tea
planters and forest rangers, in documents related
to the erstwhile Imperial
Railways and the Joint
Steamer Company and, of
course, Bengali literature.
One common thread running through was that it
was a “fiery, thin red curry
with oil floating on top.” In
some cases, I found it was
also cooked with eggs and
potatoes. For three years
I tried out all the inputs
I got, beginning with the
basic “it was nothing but
a rustic curry made from
grated onions, garlic,
ginger and lots of chilies
and mustard oil.” No harm
in that but meat curries
all over rural Bengal are
cooked exactly like this

even to this day and what
Syed Mujtaba bemoans!
So what was the oomph
factor?

GOALUNDO GHAT
To visit Bengal without
travelling on the great
rivers which intersect
that province would be
almost as bad as going to
Agra without seeing the
Taj Mahal, and one may
see something of the rivers and appreciate their
importance as highways
of commerce without
making the long journey
to Dibrugarh. For example,
it one goes from Calcutta
to Dacca the rail journey
is broken at Goalundo and
from there to Narayanganj
is continued by steamer.
The night mail from Calcutta deposits one at Goalundo in the early hours of
the morning, and there is
little time for the tourist in
a hurry to see much of this
village and to appreciate
its importance as a trade
centre before he leaves on
the steamer for Narayanganj. But Goalundo, the
terminus of one section of
the Eastern Bengal State

Railway, merits some
description. The groups of
thatched huts of which the
village consists are a poor
index to the transhipment
trade of this busy mart. It
is situated at the junction
of the Padma, or Ganges,
and the Brahmaputra, and
daily services of steamers
connect it with the railway
systems at Narayanganj
and Chandpur, and with
the steamer services to
Madaripur, Barisal, Sylhet,
and Cachar. There are also
daily services of steamers
up the Padma to Digha
Ghat in the dry season,
and Buxar in the rains,
and up the Brahmaputra
to Dibrugarh. From that it
will be seen that Goalundo
occupies a very strong
strategic position in the
waterways of Bengal, a
position which has been
made much stronger by
railway development.
But this strengthening has

BOATS ON THE RIVER
PADMA, 1860

Excerpts from From the Hooghly to
the Himalayas - Being an Illustrated
Handbook to the chief places of interest
reached by the Eastern Bengal State
Railway, The Times Press, Bombay, 1913

not been effected without much difficulty, for
Goalundo has the wandering habits of the prodigal son and constantly
evinces a strong desire
to escape from doing its
duty in that state of life to
which it has pleased an
imperious trade to call it.
It is the unstable water
which has misled it, as it
has misled many another
Eastern town, into these
ways. Formerly Goalundo
was situated exactly at
the junction of the rivers
Padma and Brahmaputra,
and large sums were spent
in protecting the site from
erosion; but in 1875 the
spur was washed away,
and since that date the
terminus has constantly
been on the move, with
the result that it is now
to be found about seven
miles south of its former
position. This being the
case there are no permanent landing stages. The
steamers come as close
alongside as they can and
narrow planks serve as
gangways for the use of
passengers and coolies
carrying the cargo to and
from the shore.

The crumbling nature of
the alluvial soil renders
the banks easily adaptable to these makeshift
arrangements, and an
occasional fall of a few
tons of earth into the river
seems to inconvenience
no one. It might be supposed that those who live
in the extensive bazar of
Goalundo and the officials
of the railway and steamer
companies would find it
somewhat bewildering
to live in a port of such
erratic habits: but their
houses are of the flimsiest build and so they are
enabled to move snail-like
after the peripatetic terminus, to whose vagaries
they must by now be
accustomed. In fact the
history of Goalundo and
its inhabitants affords a
capital argument against
the platitudinous thesis
that a rolling stone gathers no moss. The volume
of trade passing through
it is enormous, the chief
commodities dealt in being
jute, oilseeds, food-grains,
and hilsa fish for the Calcutta market.
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LIFE
ON
THE
CHARS
For centuries,
the farmers of
Bangladesh’s sandy
chars (a Bengali term
used for unstable river
islands) have eked
out an existence at
the mercy of South
Asia’s great rivers. But
as temperatures rise,
time is running out for
them
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Life on the watery margins
of Bangladesh is the poor
man’s Las Vegas. You can
start with nothing and, if
the heavens smile on you,
within a couple of years
you can be the master of
what looks like a prosperous little farm, in one of
the most wildly fertile corners of the planet. Then
weeks later you can lose
the whole lot to the floods.

Excerpt from Bangladesh: Life on the Edge, Peter Popham, The Independent, 15 September 2007

The risks and the rewards
of life on the delta’s fissiparous edges have been
of this order for centuries.
But with global warming
the odds are steadily worsening. More than 600,000
people live on these margins, and their lives are
getting more precarious
every year. With changing climate, the flooding
grows ever more extreme
and unpredictable, the
rivers even wilder. At the
same time a general rise in
the ocean’s level threatens the viability of the
entire watery way of life:
fresh water goes brackish, threatening drinking
water and water for the
crops and livestock. The
line between survival and
destruction grows ever
finer.

Every year the waters of
South Asia’s great rivers, the Ganges and the
Brahmaputra (known locally as the Padma and the
Jamuna), come thundering
down into Bangladesh
from India and Tibet, bearing millions of tons of silt.
At any point in their progress, whether slow, stately
and corpse-encrusted at
Benares or roaring like
an express train through
Assam, these vast rivers
inspire awe. They feed
and fertilise a subcontinent, and by the time they
reach the last stage of
their journey to the Bay of
Bengal they are rampant
and rampaging and the
land is no match for them.
They toy with it, tear it
this way and that, carve
new courses every year,
create islands in the rivers
one year, destroy them the
next or 10 years later or

even 20. A river that is a
single mighty course one
year, within a couple more
can turn into a watery
braid, dotted with islands.
And Bangladesh’s poorest
farmers grow fat or thin,
prosperous or desperate,
according to the rivers’
whims. If you are a poor
Bengali peasant and you
have nothing at all and a
family to feed, the chars
are the place to head:
sandy riverine islands or
peninsulas created by the
rivers’ caprice. For the
peasants without land,
these sandy knobs are
land without people, freshminted, claimed by no
landlord or government,
free of gates and fences,
there for the taking.

What grows on sand? Not
much, but sand can be
shovelled into boats and
sold to the construction
industry in Dhaka. Or the
sand can be mixed with
the fertilising silt from the
Himalayas: within months
catkin grass begins to bed
into it, providing thatch
for the roofs of new huts,
fences (fashioned from the
stems) fodder for cattle,
shelter for the huts of the
betel nut farmers. When it
is dry you can burn it for
fuel. When the char floods
you pile the grass into
high mounds where the
cattle can take refuge from
the water.

Then the catgrass decomposes and draws in more
silt and the wondrous
fertility of the delta works
its magic, and on the land
that was water emerge
banana palms, bamboo,
jackfruit, guava, mango…
once out of the toxic hell
of Dhaka it’s the garden of
Eden, a riot of fecundity.
On land that never existed
before, and that cost nothing, and on which no title
deeds existed nor ever
will…

But then there is the price
to pay. Because it’s easy
come and easy go. You live
by the water and die by it
too. There is absolutely
no knowing how long a
char can keep its head
above the water. So there
are crops, quick and easy
trees, flimsy huts. But no
pukka houses, no roads,
no schools, no infrastructure at all. It’s life on the
edge. You might be there,
reaping the catgrass,
plucking the mangos for
years. Or next week your
life and the lives of your
family could be in dire
jeopardy – as the roaring
river changes its mind.
Then scrambling into the
flimsy boats to find a newmade char elsewhere and
start all over again.

The people of the chars
are the most vulnerable
of all in a country that is
one of the most at risk as
the climate heats up. The
Intercontinental Panel on
Climate Change indicates
that a one metre rise in
sea level “could displace
nearly 15 million people”
from their homes in Bangladesh – more than twice
as many as in the whole
of India; 30,000 square
kilometres of land could
disappear permanently.
The char-dweller’s poker
game is steadily changing
into Russian roulette.
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RABINDRANTH TAGORE
AND
THE PADMA
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Kuthibadi, which translates as “retreat”, was the
family home of Rabindranath Tagore, in Shilaidaha,
near Kushtia in Bangladesh...The poet’s grandfather,
Dwarkanath Tagore, had acquired the estate in 1807,
and young Rabindranath often came here from Calcutta
(now Kolkata). The tranquil landscape, the pastoral
countryside, the timeless fields, and the flowing waters
of the Padma moved him deeply. “The holy place of my
literary pursuits during my youth and middle age was
the village of Shilaidaha, kissed by the waves of the
Padma,” he would write later.

Excerpts from Waiting
for the Golden Boat,
Salil Tripathi, livemint
6 April 2013

Tagore couldn’t travel to receive the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1913, but he made it to Stockholm in 1921, and made
what is now considered his Nobel Prize acceptance
speech. He then recalled his time in Shilaidaha, the
“obscure Bengal village” where he lived “in utmost
seclusion...in a boat house. The wild ducks which came
during the time of autumn from the Himalayan lakes
were my only living companions and in that solitude I
seem to have drunk in the open space like wine overflowing with sunshine and the murmur of the river used
to speak to me and tell me the secrets of nature. And
I passed my days in the solitude dreaming and giving
shape to my dream in poems...”
...In his famous poem, The Golden Boat, Tagore writes
about the rumbling clouds and anticipating the teeming rain. He speaks of being sad and alone along the
riverbank. The harvest has ended and the fierce river is
swollen, its flood waters twisting and swirling everywhere. There he sees the boat, steering close to the
shore.
I feel that she is someone I know.
The sails are filled wide, she gazes ahead,
Waves break helplessly against the boat each side.
I watch and feel I have seen her face before.

SHILAIDAHA KUTHIBARI
In 1890, Rabindranath Tagore started
managing their family estates in
Shilaidaha, staying in the country house
built by Dwarkanath Tagore. Tagore
stayed at Shilaidaha for over a decade at
regular intervals looking after the family
estates, between 1891 and 1901. Located
on the south bank of the river Padma in
Kushtia district, Bangladesh, sitting at
his desk in the Kuthibadi or on a boat on
the Padma, Tagore wrote a number of
masterpieces: Sonar Tari, Chitra, Chaitali,
Katha O Kahini, Ksanika, most of the
poems of Naibedya and Kheya, and the
songs of Gitanjali and Gitimalya

He then requests the boat to come to his shore and take
away his golden paddy. And:
Now take me as well, be kind, take me abroad.
But:
No room, no room, the boat is too small...
Across the rain-sky clouds heave to and fro,
On the bare river-bank, I remain alone.
What I had has gone: the golden boat took it all

SONARGAON AND
PANAM NAGOR
CRUMBLING HOUSES OF
PANAM NAGOR
Located close to Dhaka
in Bangladesh, the
ghost town of Panam
city or Panam Nagor,
in Sonargaon, a former
Hindu settlement dating
to the early 13th century.
The striking IndoEuropean architecture
of the many grand
town houses, now
abandoned, presents a
ghost town appearance
Photograph: Fahad
Faisal, 2016
Source: Creative
Commons
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Sonargaon was the eastern capital of Bengal at
various times throughout
Bengal’s pre-Mughal history and prior to the 13th
century it was a centre
of Hindu power. Sonargaon’s strategic location
at the convergence of the
then Brahmaputra (now
Jamuna) and Meghna
rivers helped to enhance
its importance making it
a perfect base. When the
Mughals took power in
the 17th century, they saw
Dhaka as more strategically protected from
Arakanese invaders and
therefore decided to relocate the capital to Dhaka.
From that time, the area
experienced its serious
decline and not many of
its historic buildings still
remain.

At its zenith, however, Sonargaon was known as the
‘Golden City’, and a number of specialised industries sprang up to support
it. It was the trading centre
for Bengal’s famous muslin
cloth, and as an international centre for trade. The
city has been described by
a number of well-known
travelers, including Ibn
Battuta, Ma Huan, Niccolò de’ Conti and Ralph
Fitch as a thriving centre
of trade and commerce.
However, most of the
textile skill was destroyed
under British colonial rule.
Today, Sonargaon feels
like a bit like a ghost town
in which the Hindu zamindars lingers among the
old mosques, rajbaris and
architecture that survived
the decline.

Panam Nagor is an old
neighbourhood in Sonargaon, where grand
mansions of merchant
families stand silently in
splendid decay. A unique
settlement established
in the late 19th century,
according to historians,
90 Hindu Talukdars lived
in Panam as traders and
money changers. Trading
goods from the larger cities of Bengal – Dhaka and
Calcutta selling the commodities to the villages
around, they also traded
extensively with cotton
and English piece goods in
and around Panam.

Panam is built around a
single narrow street with
over 50 stately homes
and impressive commercial buildings in a
neo-classical imitation of
European buildings replete
with columns, curlicues,
wrought iron balustrades
and intricate pilaster
work. All the buildings are
characteristic of urban
street front houses and
include both residential
as well entertainment
buildings used as ballrooms for gatherings and
parties. Most of the Hindu
zamindars fled these mansions during the partition
of India in 1947, or later on
during the Indo-Pakistan
riots of 1964. Leaving behind these aging rajbaris,
now an empty, mossy,
crumbling museum of successive histories.

VISIONS OF
PARADISE
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I would like to start with a quote from
the historian Simon Schama who wrote
in his book, Landscape and Memory:
‘There’s always been two kinds of arcadia:
shaggy and smooth; dark and light; a
place of bucolic leisure and a place of
primitive panic, the idyllic as well as the
wild.’ So, this wonderful sense of paradox
that we associate with the idea of paradise
is really what Tsangpo Gorge invokes.
You really have the sense of heaven and
hell in one. It is a part of its charm and
it is a part of its challenge. This is about
Padmasambhava who is revered by the
Tibetans as the second Buddha who came
there in the 8th century and established
Buddhism in its tantric form. In other
words, it was a form of Buddhism that
originally had developed as an outgrowth
from the monastic communities in India
at that time to make it relevant to help
yogins, both male and female.

IAN
BAKER

His wonderful accounts
and stories of his own designation of so-called hidden lands or Beyul across
the Himalaya is what
the story of the Tsangpo
Gorge is really about.
Pemako, means the hidden
land or the blissful land,
arrayed like lotuses. And
in one of the first texts of
Padmasambhava, there
is a wonderful passage
from the text. It says that
‘those who contemplate
journeying to the hidden
lands will fall prey to their
doubts and lack the requisite courage, while those
who are overly pious lack
the means to open the way
to the secret places, for all
those who lack the auspicious circumstances to enter the hidden lands, they
will remain as imaginary
paradises, or imagined
paradises. They will not
manifest simply through
idle talk.’ So, the idle talk
that follows will just be a
hint of what this area is.
Of course, the search for
paradise is something that
goes across cultures.
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Taking off from an 18th
century image of Hieronymus Bosch’s earthly paradise, the Vatican believed
there was a remnant of the
lost Eden somewhere in
the east in the Himalayan
zone. So, they actually
sent out expeditions to
look for it. There were
early expeditions deputed
by the Catholic Church to
look for this lost person
called Prester John who is
believed to preside over
some trace of Eden, as it
were. But they came back
not with the accounts of a
lost Eden, but of Shambhala, which had already
entered into the western
imagination in the 1700s
as a kind of legendary
Buddhist kingdom. We see
this depicted in a painting
by Nicholas Roerich from
the early 20th century.
Shambhala was a kind of
earthly paradise that was
both in this world and beyond it. And it was the story of Shambhala that had
inspired the writer James
Hilton in his novel, The
Lost Horizon, in which the
word ‘Shangri-La’ first appears. This, in the English
language, is a synonym
for an earthly paradise. It
was a very influential book
that was written in 1933
at the time of the great
depression in America
when people needed some
kind of vision or some
hope of change. It was also
the time between the First
and the Second World
Wars. The whole course
and confidence in west-

ern civilization had come
into question and people
had begun looking to the
East for answers that the
West was not providing.
This is where the notion
of an earthly paradise was
embodied in the idea of
Shangri-La, which was
completely fictional.
It first arose as an assumption, of which many
are aware. An adaptation
of Lost Horizon, a film
by Frank Capra made in
1937, is when he brought
the story of Shangri-La
to Columbia Pictures. He
stated that the story of
Shangri-La held a mirror
to the faults of every person on this planet. That
was the pitch he made to
Columbia and it became
the most popular film of
all times. The original is
still wonderful.
There were adaptations
of Lost Horizon, of how a
group of westerners come
into the area and their
plane crashes. They are at
the northwest frontiers of
India and are rescued by a
group that comes out from
a remote monastery where
the best of East and West
has been preserved for
posterity. That is the myth
of Shangri-La we have
inherited by virtue of the
book and the film.

What is little known
however, is that the story
of Shangri-La written in
the 1930s, was essentially
plagiarized by James Hilton. If it happened today it
would be a case of plagiarism. It was from a lesserknown novel called Om,
the Secret of the Ahbor
Valley by Talbot Mundy,
published originally by the
Theosophical Press. What
is fascinating about his
account is that it invokes
the falls of the Tsangpo
River. All this takes place
in what one now calls
Arunachal Pradesh. One
enters through a tunnel
behind the waterfall into
a kind of promised land.
It is a place where longevity and the treasures
of the East and the West
have been preserved for
posterity.
I highly recommend this
book for anyone who is
interested in the literary
origins of the story of
Shangri-La. The book in
itself was an adaptation
in some ways, or let’s say
deeply inspired by a play
called The Green Goddess
(1921). It has the same story of a group of westerners
who crash-land in their
plane in a remote valley
where they are kept as
prisoners but in the midst
of extraordinary luxury.
So there is a deep tripart
development of the myth
of Shangri-La through a
series of three works of
literature that appeared
in the 1920s and 1930s.
The idea of Shangri-La
resonated during the
1930s at the time of the
great depression and at
the time between the two
world wars.

It is just an idea, an idea
of the search for paradise
and all the associations
that go with it. This is a
back-story to understand
the deeper literary history
of a hidden land in the
Himalaya. It goes back
to the 8th century, to
Padmasambhava. He left
a literary record of texts
or travel guides to hidden
lands in the Himalaya.
I became obsessed with
these texts, which are
written in a surreal poetic
manner, but which invoke
literal sanctuaries in the
midst of extraordinary
landscapes. It became a
challenge to find some of
those, to identify them,
and to travel to those places. These accounts were
written by Padmasambhava and his consort Yeshe
Tsogyal in the 8th century,
who according to the text
transcribed Padmasambhava’s oral transmission of
these routes leading into
hidden lands. As I became
involved with the exploration of the greatest of
these hidden lands called
Pemako, for about 10
years, I wrote a book about
The Heart of the Journey
to Tibet’s Lost Paradise.
His Holiness, the Dalai
Lama, wrote an introduction to the book. In the introduction, he writes that
hidden lands like Pemako
are not places to escape
the world but to enter it
more deeply. The qualities
inherent in such hidden
places reveal the intercon-

nectedness of all of life
and deepen the awareness
of hidden regions in the
mind and spirit. By visiting
such places with greater
motivation and appropriate merit, a pilgrim can
learn to see the world
differently from the way it
commonly appears.

robes that they wear are
red and white rather than
the pure red robes of celibate monks or nuns. The
idea of the hidden lands
is described as mandala –
like rounds that are also
equated with the idea of
Shambala as a hidden
world.

As mentioned, these are
hidden lands that appear in the creases and
crevices of the Himalaya,
across the range in the
west from Ladakh, to
the east through Nepal,
Sikkim, Bhutan, and into
Arunachal Pradesh. The
texts are very cryptic,
written in a kind of surrealist language, and they
describe the ways in which
they will be revealed by
particular treasure revealers. And then once they
are discovered, the treasure revealer will often go
into meditative retreat to
decipher what were short,
cryptic texts and then create elaborate versions of
them. They will then once
again conceal them to be
discovered centuries later
– still a very living tradition in Tibet. In Tibetan
Buddhist tradition, there
is a cave that is about
18,000 feet high where
Padmashambhava came
from, claiming he gained
enlightenment from the
practice, a sort of inner
fire, an inner heat.

As mentioned earlier, the
hidden land of Pemako is a
tribute to Padmasambhava, the king of all hidden
lands in the Tibetan texts.
The very eastern end
of the Himalayan range
is where the Tsangpo
Brahmaputra river makes
this great bend, a hairpin
bend, around the peak
of Namcha Barwa, at
the very terminus of the
Himalayan range. These
are described as the texts
that provide liberation, by
hearing about the great
and blissful land of Pemako in words atttributed
to Padmasambhava. That
is the path to enlightenment.

Of the people that we observed during our journey,
women were from nonmonastic, non-celibate and
yogic traditions, which
are rare in Tibet now. The

These are the texts that
inspired me to go to the
roots and to some of the
other hidden lands. When
the opportunity came to
visit Pemako, the area
had been opened for the
first time, and I went and
continued to go over the
next nine years. Every
year I tried to follow what
is called the sequence of
the outer and inner circle
into Pemako, leading into
a kind of a paradisical
round at the very heart of
the circumambulation.
Gyala Peri at around
23,891 feet, and Namche
Barwa at more than
26,000 feet, is what makes
it to the Guinness Book of
Records claim of being the

world’s deepest point. And
if you draw a line between
the summits of these
two peaks on the eastern
edge of the Himalaya, the
distance is 11 miles. Then
if you drop a line down
from the other line into
the heart of the gorge, it
is 5,500 feet which gives
one a vertical rise in a
relatively short distance
of 11 miles between the
two summits that are over
19,000 feet. That is why it
is considered the world’s
deepest gorge or the deepest point, although it is not
a canyon like the Grand
Canyon. It is the overall
sense of the vast scale
which is very hard to capture in a photograph. This
makes it an extraordinary
place.
Tsangpo is also a direct
translation of Brahmaputra. Po means ‘son’ in the
same way ‘putra’ means
son. So Tsangpo Brahmaputra are etymologic, not
just interconnected as rivers or the same river and
the same source but the
names are also linguistically completely related.
However, this side of Tibet
is outside of our usual
associations with Tibet:
that it is a high altitude
plateau with a river being
less than 5000 feet and a
subtropical zone, with a
very deep, dense forest.

Shambala was represented
as the mandala, a paradisical centre, with different
ways leading into it from
the peripheries. This was
the way in which hidden
lands and Shambala were
both represented, a kind of
template for an initiation
into Buddhism. As one
enters the mandala, it is
a transforming as well as
a transformed space and
condition. In Pemako, people describe the body of a
particular tantric Buddhist
goddess called Vajravarahi
in Sanskrit.
The pilgrim symbolically
journeys through the body
of Vajravarahi from top
to bottom if they follow
the course of the Tsangpo
River to the Mahanadi.
That is the central channel
of the goddess which is, at
the same time, the central
channel of the pilgrim.
The whole idea of pilgrimage here is to go through a
tantric initiation, which is
seen from the beginning of
the peak. It is associated
with Vajravarahi’s crown,
shakha, and Vajravarahi,
literally meaning the
diamond sow. You see the
same feature replicated at
the summit of Gyala Peri
representing the apex of
Pemako as a mountain,
symbolic of a crown,
shakha.
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Again, you can really get
a sense of the extraordinary depth of the inner
gorge with Namche Barwa
behind it, going into an
area which has a very convoluted landscape. And
once you have come out of
that and gone down south
into parts of Pemako lying
across the line of control
and in Arunachal Pradesh,
it is a gentle and deeply
forested region. The area
which is on trickier terrain
is called the river Yarlung
or the innermost secret
river. There were small
monasteries established
here, mostly by the people
who came from Bhutan
following the prophecies.
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Crystal glaciers, the sky
and rainfall were nectar
from the guardians of
this land. Rainbows filled
the sky, and the peaks
touched the sky. It was
believed that this hidden
land of Padmasambhava
is from where fortune and
gain would finally come.
This is the kind of evocation that describes the Tibetan Shangri-La. It wasn’t
just a place in literature or
in a Hollywood movie, it
was a place where people
could actually try to get
to or imagine going to. It
was not symbolic of the
western tradition of a lost
paradise; it was a paradise
that was simply well hidden and difficult to reach,
but one that existed on the
planet.
In a wonderful account by
a Tibetan, Lelung Shepe
Dorje, in 1729, called ‘The
Delightful True Stories
of the Hidden Land of
Pemako’, he says: ‘There’s
a constant menace here
of poisonous snakes,

leeches, flies, clawed and
long-snouted animals with
fangs, dangerous wild
men and vicious savages.
Those without courage
or those with lingering
doubts, too many mental conceptions, or who
are strongly attached to
conventional appearances,
or who out of ignorance,
fall into accepting and
rejecting, such people will
have difficulty reaching this land and getting
through unscathed.’ This
is a wonderful challenge
that he presented to
pilgrims of that period in
time. It is extraordinary,
but on the side of Pemako
which lies in Arunachal
Pradesh, there is a very
strong living tradition
or Adi culture. The Adi
headman of the village
where we stayed referred
to some obstacles; the
rustle viper, Himalayan
pit vipers, saying that they
blend in all too well in
the rocks that we walked
over. But it is also a place
where the texts describe
all beings as gods and
goddesses. Again, there is
always a sense of darkness
and light, a sense of this
beautiful lush landscape
that you enter, particularly
on the Arunachal side.
My journey into this
region was inspired by my
first Tibetan teacher in
Nepal in 1977. There was

an opportunity that came
when the region of Pemako first opened in the late
nineties. I was living in
Nepal at the time, travelling overland to Lhasa, an
extraordinary part of the
Tibetan Buddhist world.
In our first opportunity
to go into the Tsangpo
Gorge, we saw a wall of
snow and rock that hid the
innermost gorge and gave
one a sense of dizziness.
The mystery remained of
how this river could travel
through a labyrinth of
ridges and peaks in Tibet,
and relate to this vast
expanse of snow and the
river Brahmaputra, as it
flows.
Nonetheless, it was a place
that the British became
obsessed with because of
their interest in the Great
Game. They wanted to
have reliable maps of the
frontiers. Where they did
not have any direct access

to Tibet, they trained socalled ‘pundits’ who would
be the surveyor spies
trained in Dehradun to
look like pilgrims but with
surveying instruments
concealed inside their
robes. The rosary beads
they carried numbered
one hundred, and not one
hundred and eight, and
were used by them to
measure their steps. That
resulted in an energetic
fervour to trace this area.
The knowledge of the
Tsangpo Gorge increased
in the 1880s as the British deputed a man called
Kinthup to survey it. We
know a lot more about him
today; there is a book written about him.
This illiterate tailor from
Darjeeling was trained
as one of the pundits and
deputed, along with a
Mongolian lama, to follow
the course of the TsangpoRiver from Tibet down
into Assam through this
kind of no-man’s land of
the Tsangpo Gorges. For
a variety of reasons, they
were not able to make it.
But he did come back and
present an oral report to
the British surveyor in India where he described the
waterfall with an image of
a deity in a drawing found
in the Royal Geographical Society journal. This
led to a new quest for the
waterfall that obsessed the
British. They thought that
they might find a waterfall to rival the Victoria
Falls in Africa. This could
become a symbol of might
and power of the colonial
empire. But the area was
extraordinarily difficult to
reach and Kinthup was not
able to retrace his steps
going back to Lhasa and

hope and dream of the
British at the time.

then, back to Darjeeling.
Our attempt was to go
beyond where Kinthup had
been in the 1880s. Frank
Kingdon Ward in Riddle of
the Tsangpo Gorges describes the Tsangpo Gorges as having two climates
and two weather patterns;
wet and more wet. Kinthup’s travelling companion was also an employee
of the British surveyor. As
the surveyor had gambled
away all the expedition
funds, he sold Kinthup and
his companion as indentured servants and took off
on a horse leaving them
behind. Eventually Kinthup escaped and travelled
down the Tsangpo River,
continuing on his original
mission, which was to
travel the British territory.
The head lama of a nearby
monastery bought him for
50 rupees so he wouldn’t
be sent back as a slave and
he became a tailor at the
monastery.
The British quest to try
and link the Tsangpo and
the Brahmaputra had
begun. In 1904, we see the
Young-husband expedition that led to another
expedition in which Bailey, with Henry Morrison,
try to penetrate into this
unknown area in 1913. As
far as the western world
was concerned we were
exploring a country about
which nothing was known,
but much was speculated. That one of the last
remaining secret places on
earth may have a waterfall
rivalling the Niagara Falls
or Victoria Falls in similar
grandeur, was the great

They came back from
their expedition not having reached the innermost
part of the Tsangpo gorge.
But at the same time, they
speculated that the great
falls of the Tsangpo that
Kinthup had reported, did
not exist. They told the
President of the Royal
Geographical Society
posted in London in 1913
about the non-existence of
these falls. The question
of the falls remained in
the air. There was a deep
investment in this idea of
the falls; it was so strong
in the imagination that it
was always talked about
by explorers.
Frank Kingdon-Ward’s
primary sponsor for the
expedition was 24-yearold Lord Cawdor from
Scotland. When Frank
Kingdon-Ward made his
expedition he wrote in his
book The Riddle of the
Tsangpo Gorges: ‘There
remained a gap of about
50 miles in which nothing was known. Was it
possible that hidden in the
depths of this wonderful
gorge is a hidden water-

fall? Such a thing was
quite possible and it was
this question we would
resolve to answer. Was it
possible to ride through
the gorge and tear this secret right from its heart?’
The falls of the Brahmaputra remained a geographical mystery for more than
a century.
Again, as Frank KingdonWard wrote after his
expedition: ‘Every day the
sea would be more savage,
the mountains higher and
steeper and the great river
was plunging down and
down more deeply into the
barrels of the earth. The
snow peaks enclosed us in
a ring of ice. Dense jungles
surged over the cliffs.’
They reached a point from
where they were not able
to travel further. And it
is an extraordinary account. Lord Cawdor kept
a journal throughout the
expedition. There were six
volumes of them and at
one point he wrote that by
his reckoning, the idea of
the falls must have been
imagined and invented.
How many people had a
tough and miserable time
looking for this mythical
marvel!
James White had written
in Far Horizons: An Unforeseen Destiny, that the
search for the falls of the
Tsangpo can be characterized as one of the great romances of geography and
the most obsessive wild
goose chase of modern
times. That is essentially
a prelude to my quest –
to resolve this because
10 miles of the gorge
remained completely
unknown and unexplored
up to the end of the 20th

century.
It is not just that Pemako
is extraordinarily difficult,
it is far more difficult to
penetrate and explore
three sides by the gorges
of the Tsangpo, with the
fourth side blocked by a
mighty range of mountains. Those passes are
only open for few months
in the year. Beyond the
immediate barriers to
the east and west and
south, there were dense
forests inhabited by wild
and friendly tribes. Add
to this the climate which
varied from the subtropical to the arctic. The
only consistent thing was
the perpetual rain, the
snakes and wild animals,
giant stinging nettles,
and a number of biting
and blood sucking ticks.
It is a wonderful passage
because it parallels the
accounts from the 18th
century by the travelling
lama who Kingdon-Ward
would have known.
What was extraordinary
about this region, despite
the difficulty my guide
mentioned from his delightful accounts of Pemako from 1729, was ‘when
journeying into these
sacred places, fear naturally transforms into great
splendour and remains
perfectly at ease. A new
spiritual awareness flares
up in one’s stream of consciousness. The conception free unity, bliss and
emptiness.’ On our first
expedition we were not
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able to get into the heart
of where the waterfall
would possibly be. Crossing over snow covered
passes, we reached a point
beyond which we couldn’t
continue. We had to build
bridges over raging waterfalls and eventually found
a hunter who showed us
through this extraordinary
jungle with magical plants,
mushrooms and snakes.
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We spent six weeks on
this trip. It was a journey
over multiple passes and
snowfields, over rivers on
single cables. Finally, we
could see a mountain in
the distance surrounded
by lakes, like a mandala,
and each ritual had to be
performed in each of the
lakes according to the
texts. And the vision lay
at the base of it. One of
the pilgrimage guides said
that Padmasambhava was
one of the most fortunate
beings who had directly
perceived the deities.
We were at the heart of
the goddess. We had to
travel down to the navel
which is where this monastery was, and which had
the first human habitation.
We came out of the jungle
and there was a rainbow
in front of the monastery.
We saw a yogi already
half way to us, crossing
the field. We just sat there
mesmerised by the sky
and the rainbow. He came
up to us with a huge copper bowl full of fermented
grain alcohol. We asked
him where he was going.
‘The only time a rainbow
ever comes in front of the

monastery is if visitors are
coming, so I am coming
to meet you.’ It was a kind
of place where you felt a
world apart.
Texts suggest that an extraordinary animal, unique
to the eastern Himalayas,
the Takin, guides you into
the hidden land. And it is
a coincidence that satellite
images show this innermost part of the gorge that
looks almost exactly like
the head of the Takin.
There were sections where
we had to use skating
ladders to rappel down
till we reached a point
beyond which we couldn’t
continue, and the lama
who was tra-velling with
us performed rituals to
appease the local deities
we might have offended.
We also travelled with a
yogini from central Tibet
who performed her own
rites. This was why it took
a series of 10 expeditions
before finding a way of going back to this lama who
had said that there was
absolutely no way to get
into the innermost gorge.
However, having heard
that we had been to the
mountain to look for the
key, he understood that
we were insiders rather
than just adventurers or
explorers. He told us of
a text that describes the
waterfall in the area that
we were looking for. The
Chinese had forced us to
throw the text into the
river at gunpoint, but for-

tunately I had the original
and real text under my
belt. He read this extraordinary passage of a series
of waterfalls with a centre
in the tunnel. All this he
said would lead to the the
hidden land behind it.
We were excited and
headed down to the area
he had described from the
ancient texts. The lama
said there was actually a
track, a hunter’s trail that
he could get some people
to take us on. This was the
area that we were heading to, to get to the inner
gorge. But the trail was not
quite user friendly. Some
were wet cliffs with tufts
of grass, difficult to hold
on to. At times there were
vines on the slabs that we
had to batman down.
As we got deeper and
deeper into the gorge,
there was a point where
the clouds came in and
there was no visibility.

Our guides took that as
a very bad omen. They
said, ‘look we have to get
out from here, maybe we
are not welcome.’ But then
suddenly in the midst
of the clouds there were
three circular rainbows
that appeared. Obviously,
it was a meteorological
phenomenon, but the way
our guides understood it
was: ‘beyul beyul, hidden
land, hidden land’. For
them it was an extraordinarily positive sign.
They felt that just when
they had lost faith in the
journey, these rainbows
appeared, and after that
the clouds cleared. We
were the recipients of this
meteorological coincidence that allowed us to
look into the depths of the
gorge in a way that they
said, had never been seen
before.
Trying to find a way down
from that point led to
confronting many precipitous drops. We did see the
rainbow falls. They had
been seen from up-river
by Frank Kingdon-Ward
and Lord Cawdor in 1924
and 1925. So when they
had this 10-mile gap they
had said that the waterfall
could not exist. We heard
this incredible roaring but
the only way we could get
down was to rappel down.
We had been able to get
to the base square with
a clinometer to measure
a waterfall which was
over a hundred feet high.
This would fit the criteria established by Frank

Kingdon-Ward or Lord
Cawdor of a waterfall of
100 feet or more in this
unknown section of the
gorge. There were sheer
cliffs on both sides, but we
were questioning where
the tunnel, supposed to be
behind it, could be.
The topography made it
impossible for us to photograph but the waterfall
was hidden behind a ridge.
Opposite the waterfall was
this perfect oval doorway
which was exactly how
it was described in the
ancient texts. These are
also evocations of the
same kind of phenomenon
of a waterfall concealing a passageway into
a promised land. From
across the river looking at
this door, there was this
incredibly compelling oval
portal that was described
in the text. It said that if
you follow this trajectory
down for five days you
will enter a completely

parallel dimension. It was
impossible for us to reach
there. This is described as
being the route into the
innermost core of goddess
Dorje Pakmo.

man and his conversation
with God, of the origin of
death and the discovery of
the spirit.’

This form of Padmasambhava – Dorje Pakmo
riding on the back of a
pregnant tigress – represented extreme danger.
He rode with iron all over
his body representing a
transformed vision. That
was the only way by which
such terrain could ever
be accessed. The idea of
waterfalls, the flow of water swaying into another
parallel, without being
able to cross the river, into
that tunnel that exited
the gorge leading into an
extraordinary hidden land,
would lead us to greater
and greater wonders.
There was an idea of a
mandala in the landscape.
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National Geographic
sponsored the last expedition to find this hidden
paradise and the Tibetan
gorge. There was a confluence of two narratives,
the western narrative of a
search for numerous landscapes, and the Tibetan
quest for a paradise in
which the human condition could be transformed.
I will end with a quote
from Mircea Eliade and
his book Myths, Dreams,
and Mysteries: ‘The commencement and at the end
of the religious history of
humanity we find again
the same nostalgia for paradise… the myths by which
this ideology is constituted
are among the most beautiful and profound in existence. They are the myths
of paradise the fall and the
immortality of primordial

*An edited transcript of an
illustrated presentation by
Ian Baker, Himalayan and
Buddhist scholar and author
of seven books on Tibetan
cultural history, environment,
art, and medicine including
The Heart of the World:
A Journey in Tibet’s Lost
Paradise (Penguin Random
House, 2006). Transcribed
by Ashima Sharma, Jindal
School of Journalism and
Communication.

FROM
GLIMPSES
				OF
BENGAL

UMA DAS GUPTA

My feelings as I sit in this boat in the
noon-time all alone, in fact the idle
hiatus of this entire day, will barely rate
a mention in the pages of my biography.
But won’t this solitary afternoon on the
desolate sandbanks of the motionless
Padma leave a small golden mark on my
infinite past and future?
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Rabindranath Tagore

27 February 1895, Shelidah, East Bengal

IN the years 1889-1900 Rabindranath Tagore
spent more time on the river than on land.
The river was the mighty Padma, a tributary
of the Ganga. Rabindranath was 28 years
old when his father Debendranath Tagore
sent him to take charge of the Tagore family
estates. These were agricultural estates that
sprawled over large tracts along the river
Padma in East Bengal and also up in the Cuttack district of Orissa.
Tagore was stationed in the zamindari headquarters at Shelidah but travelled to the other
estates in the family houseboat called the
‘Padma Boat’ stationed at Shelidah. That was
how he came to live along a river and observe
rural life closely, through a decade. Everything he saw of this life attracted him. Even
seeing the calves frisking their tails as they
trotted home at the end of their grazing day.

Tagore family estate house
in Shelidah, East Bengal.
Courtesy: Rabindra-Bhavana
Archives, Visva-Bharati
University, Santiniketan.

By his own admission the sites of the banks
especially fascinated him, even the most
unremarkable of them as he himself put it.
Writing from Shelidah in 1888 Rabindranath
described the sandbank surrounding his
houseboat:
‘Our boat is moored to a sandbank on the farther side of the river. A vast expanse of sand
stretches away out of sight on every side,
with here and there a streak, as of water, running across, though sometimes what gleams
like water is only sand.
Not a village, not a human being, not a tree,
not a blade of grass – the only breaks in the
monotonous whiteness are gaping cracks
which in places show the layer of moist black
clay underneath.

Tagore family’s Padma boat.
Courtesy: Rabindra-Bhavana Archives,
Visva-Bharati University, Santiniketan.

Looking towards the
East, there is endless
blue above, endless white
beneath. Sky empty, earth
empty too – the emptiness
below hard and barren, the
overhead above arched
and ethereal. One could
hardly find anywhere such
a picture of stark desolation.
But on turning to the West,
there is water, the currentless bend of the river,
fringed with its high bank,
up to which spread the village groves with cottages
peeping through – all like
an enchanting dream in
the evening light. I say
“evening light” because in
the evening we wander
out, and so that aspect is
impressed on my mind.

How extraordinary and
beautiful our world really is: something easy to
forget in Calcutta. When
the sun sets each evening
behind the peaceful trees
along this small river, high
above the boundless expanse of sand thousands
and thousands of stars
suddenly appear – you
have to see it to happen to
grasp its wonder.’

In another letter he
observed, ‘I have been
floating along all day.
The strange thing is that
however many times I
travel this route, or indeed
any route by boat, the fact
of passing between two
banks gives me unique
satisfaction – unrecapturable once I have been on
land for a day or two. Not
that the view is always
fascinating: it might be
of a yellowish sandbank,
destitute of grass or tree,
stretching away to the horizon with an empty boat
tied to its edge and bluish
water reflecting a dull sky
flowing past: yet even this
moves me strangely.’
Sensations from the rivers
moved Tagore frequently.
He wrote for example:
‘Every morning, when I
open my eyes, I see water
to my left and the river
bank to my right, flooded
in sunshine. When we
look at a painting we often
think: if only I could live
there! This place satisfies
that kind of longing; I feel
as if I am dwelling in a refulgent landscape without
any of the hard edges of
the real world.’

He also vividly wrote of
another experience:
‘Last night the river woke
me with a violent bubbling
that made the boat billow
in the swell – probably the
inrush of a freshet: a thing
that happens almost daily
in this season. As I sat listening I suddenly had the
impression that the whole
river was alive and highly
agitated. Through the
planks at my feet I could
clearly sense the gamut
of ceaseless movement
below: tremors, quakes,
upheave and downturn, as
if I were taking the river’s
palpitating pulse. The disturbance must have been
quite something to set the
water racing so wildly.
For a long time I sat on a
bench beside the window.
Outside was a hazy light
that made the excited
river look even madder.
The sky was spotted with
clouds. The reflection of
a particularly bright star
glimmered on the waters like a gash of agony.
Both banks were dim and
drowsy with slumber but
between them surged an
insomniac restlessness,
drunk and disoriented.
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To wake up to such a
scene in the small hours
is to be given a new idea
of oneself and the world;
the normal intercourse of
daytime seems false. And
yet when I rose this morning that shadowy nightworld seemed remote and
insubstantial. Both worlds
are real, though extraordinarily different.’
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We read these descriptions and sentiments in
a series of letters that
Tagore wrote to his niece,
Indira, his second brother’s daughter. She was the
same age as him. These
letters were later published in a celebrated volume with the title Chhinyo
Patro meaning fragmented
letters. A good number
of them were translated
into English and published
as Glimpses of Bengal,
Selected Letters.
He wrote for example
about how he saw nature
at her fiercest:

‘I had been on deck sitting for a quarter of an
hour when fierce looking
clouds appeared in the
west. They were dark and
dishevelled, flushed here
and there by streaks of
lurid light. The few boats
in the vicinity quickly
scurried off into nearby
arms of the river and
anchored themselves to
solid ground. The people
in the fields cutting the
harvest put sheaves on
their head one by one and
hurried away, followed by
the cows and the calves
frisking their tails as they
trotted home.
Not long after came an
angry roar; scraps of cloud
flew up from the far west
like desperate bearers of
bad tidings from a battlefield, and then lightning,
thunder, wind and water,
began to execute a mad
dervish dance. Clumps of
bamboo seemed to howl
as they wallowed, now to
the east, now to the west,
while above them the
storm droned like a giant
snake-charmer’s pipe,
and to its rhythm swayed
hundreds and thousands
of crested waves, like so
many hooded snakes. The
clash of thunder was unceasing, as though a whole
world was being pounded
to smithereens beyond the
clouds.

With my chin resting on
the ledge of an open window of the boat, I let my
thoughts join in the terrible revelry of Lord Shiva
the Destroyer.’
He also wrote of how he
saw nature at its gentlest:
‘From the bank against
which our boat is moored
wafts in the scent of a certain grass and the warmth
of the ground. The breath
of the living earth seems
to blow over me, and I
believe she must feel my
own breath in return.’
Tagore was drawn to the
‘flowing’ river. He wrote,
for example, from a small
river called the Ichhamati
which was a part of his
regular journeys:
‘I am gliding along the
winding Ichhamati. It is
whimsical in the rainy
season, lined with green
and sloping ghats, dense
patches of kash reeds,
fields of jute and sugarcane, and villages – almost
like a few lines of some
poem that I have read
many times and grown to
love. A big river like the
Padma is too big to memorise, but this meandering
streamlet flows to the
refrain of the rainy season
and I have gradually made
it my very own.

The sky is dark with
clouds, thunder is rumbling, and stormy gusts
are swaying the tamarisks
on the banks. The interiors of the bamboo clumps
are inky-black, and over
the water glimmers a
pale twilight like a weird
portent.
I bend over my letter,
alone in the dimness,
while a freakish wind
flutters and scatters my
papers. I want to write
something that will celebrate the excitement of the
rains, a letter in keeping
with the penumbra that
softly and sensitively enfolds me. But this remains
only a wish: easily thought
but difficult to execute.
Such wishes either fulfil
themselves or never come
true. It is easy to gear
oneself for a battle, but not
for a quiet chat.’

In another letter he wrote:
‘Sometime back we left the
little river of Kaligram, as
sluggish as the pulse of a
dying man, and gradually
picked up speed in the
current of a new stream. It
led to a region where land
and water seem to merge
into each other, where
bank and river look akin,
like brother and sister in
infancy. Earth and water
lie side by side; there is
no dividing line. The river
has lost its slimness and
split into various channels, eventually fanning
out into a marshy bil with
green clumps of grass and
transparent stretches of
water interspersed. It reminded me of the planet’s
youth when land had just
raised its head above the
waters but its separate
domain had yet to be
established.’

Tagore did not like the
standstill water of, let’s
say, a canal. He could
imagine the ‘past’ in a river, but not in a canal. ‘The
murmur of the waters does
not speak of past ages’,
he wrote, and explained
himself further:
‘The landing ghat at Balia
is a real picture, with its
fine trees on either side.
The canal here reminds
me somehow of our small
river in Pune. When I
think this over, however, I
should have liked the canal much better had it really been a river. Coconut
palms, mango trees and
other kinds of shady tree
lines, its banks that slope
gently down to the water
under a carpet of green
grass thickly sprinkled
with mimosa flowers,
groves of screw-pine are
everywhere. Where the
trees thin out a bit, I catch
glimpses of immense fields
lying flat to the horizon,
the emerald of their rainy
season crops so soft and
rich that the eyes seem to
sink into the colour, and
in the midst of them little
villages sheltering beneath
coconut and date palms;
the whole scene being
shadowed by the dark
clouds of the monsoon.
Through it the wandering
canal gracefully glides between clean, grassy banks.
Its current is gentle and,
where it narrows, lotuses
and banks of reeds cluster.

Yet the mind keeps fretting
that what it sees is nothing
but a canal, cut off from
the land. The murmur of
the waters does not speak
of past ages; they know
of no mysterious origin in
some remote uninhabited
mountain cave that have
not flown since ancient
times bearing an old-world
feminine name while giving succour to the villages
on either side. And they
cannot babble, “Men may
come and men may go,
but I go on forever”. Even
the larger and the older of
the artificial lakes enjoy a
greater dignity.’

Tagore was of the view,
ecologically and historically, that land and water
were at loggerheads with
each other from time immemorial. About this he
wrote:
‘The unsheltered ocean
heaves and heaves and
blanches into foam. It
reminds me of some great
sightless monster straining at its bonds, watched
unconcernedly by men,
who build their dwellings
beside its open jaws. We
sail it as if we were riding
a lion and pulling on its
mane, but the ocean is
not so helpless – with one
mighty fling it can wipe
us out. What immense
strength! Waves that swell
like the muscles of a giant!
From the beginning of
creation there has been
this feud between land and
water: the dry earth slowly
and silently adding to its
domain and spreading a
broader and broader lap
for its children; the ocean
receding step by step,
heaving and sobbing and
beating its breast in despair. Remember the sea
was once sole monarch,
utterly free. Land rose
from its womb, usurped
its throne, and ever since
then the maddened old
creature, with its hoary
crest of foam, wails and
laments continually like
King Lear exposed to the
fury of the elements.’

Sources:
Rabindranath Tagore, Glimpses of Bengal: Select Letters, 1885-1895. Calcutta, 1920.
Rabindranath Tagore, Glimpses of Bengal, Selected Letters by Rabindranath Tagore. Translated by Krishna Dutta and
Andrew Robinson with an introduction by Andrew Robinson. Papermac, London, 1991.
[For ArtEast Festival, NFI-IIC, New Delhi, Panel Discussion on 15.3.2019]
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A river as
a metaphor
SHIV VISVANATHAN
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A RIVER IS A RITE OF PASSAGE; A FLOW OF NARRATIVE FEW MEN
UNDERSTAND. IT CONNECTS PAST AND PRESENT, UPSTREAM AND
DOWNSTREAM, LINKS CREATION MYTHS TO EVERYDAY HISTORY.
A RIVER IS A COMPOSITE OF TIME IN A WAY HERACLITUS
DID NOT UNDERSTAND. YOU CANNOT STEP INTO THE SAME
RIVER TWICE BECAUSE I AM NEVER ONE AT ANY TIME. I AM
COMPOSITE, A COLLAGE. I HAVE NO ONE FORM BECAUSE I AM
SO MANY INCARNATIONS. THE LINK BETWEEN TIME AND THE
RIVER IS CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTAND BECAUSE I AM NOT PAST,
PRESENT OR FUTURE. I AM EACH OF THEM AND ALL OF THEM
SIMULTANEOUSLY. IT WAS RAIMUNDO PANIKKAR IN HIS THE
RHYTHMS OF BEING, WHO UNDERSTOOD TIME AND THE RIVER
WHEN HE SAYS THIS NARRATIVE DOES NOT TAKE PLACE IN
LINEAR TIME BUT IT IS KAIROLOGICAL, I AM SIMULTANEOUSLY
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. I ONLY MAKE SENSE IN THE
SIMULTANEITY AND MULTIPLICITY OF TIME.

Unlike the Ganges, I am not Hindu.
I am more a dialogue of religions,
a mosaic of creation myths. All
religions from Buddhism to Hinduism to all the animisms not as a
possession, but as a commons of
imaginations. I am a perpetual
combination of elements, both
eternal and perennial. To recognize me you have to announce all
the thousand names that I carry
along. The very names testify
to my diversity. I am Tsangpo,
Narichu, Tanjookaampa, Tamyak,
Sangchen, Chimbo, Siang Dihang,
Shyama, Sema, Singla, Tilao Taluk.
To summon me you have to name
me, and in naming me you add to
my diversity.
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Other rivers feel confused with a
few names, but it is my diversity of
names that makes me belong to all
and to no one. I am the Brahmaputra. I sometimes wonder why there
is no Linguistic Survey of Rivers.
As I flow, cascade, grumble, I become a thesaurus of words, a flow
of imaginations. With my tributaries as dialects, I am a cornucopia
of languages. I translate myself so
I am, a perpetual flow of the imaginations. Christian Gods never understood language caught between
monolingualism and monotheism.
Their oneness distanced by the
many, my oneness summons the
many. I am multilingual, multicivilizational, multi-national so that
I am. The river was nature’s first
novel feeding on the folklore and
myth. Even my colour has its own
creation myths.
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My name is associated with the
great sage Parasurama who after
committing matricide washed
his hands in my waters. Lohu is
literally in the thick blood which
stains me. More secularly, during
the rains my waters have a ruddy
tinge, because of a heavy sediment of red soil. My gender, as one
of few masculine rivers, evokes
my size, the mascularity of my
currents, I am mammoth in size
and gargantuan as an imagination. Yet for all my sacredness and
masculinity, I lack the purity of the
Ganges. I am more sacred for the
tribals, for the ethnic communities.
In many ways, I am a synecdochal
river as my tributaries stand for
me. There are a few creation myths
about me in folk mythology, I am
my tributaries. Part for whole,
many instead of one, I command a
different kind of comprehension,
my tributaries helped to scale me.
So far, for all the tribals, I was a
smaller river. I emerge more as a
modest collection of folktales than
one dominant creation myth. I am
the only river scaled down, my
folktale to the insanity of localities. A cascade of folktales adds
up the river of myth. I am a quilt
patchwork of folktales rather than
one monstrous myth. There is a
message there – the Gods realizing
my size scaled me down from one
Aryan myth to a collection of local
folklore. I become modest through
my folktales, more human as I flow
through different localities. The
modesty of my narrative has to be
scaled up to sense the gargantuan
power in me. It is a game Gods
play with rivers.

One of the biggest problems a river
faces is not the people who live by
it but those who study it. As Panikkar says, you live a myth. You take
it for granted. Its familiarity is you.
It is a horizon. Logos demands
rationality, science and I always
eluded the scientist as explorer.
For him a river is landscape. It
demands the contours of objectivity, history and measure. Explorers never understand a river; they
only measure it. For them a river
is not a labyrinth, a mystery, it is
puzzle which must be solved if I
am to be left in peace. Orientalism at least left behind a sense of
mystique, while geography turned
the river into an anatomy class,
skeletal, vertebral and a trifle prosaic. Finding my origin is the stuff
of a National Geographic class, the
explorer, but it bores me. Yet it creates the stuff of storytelling from
James Hilton to the lost myths of
Tibet. A confusion of geographers
adds to the myth of the river. For
the British I was an obsession.
Controlling the Brahmaputra
meant controlling the people who
lived along the river. This idea
that conquest and knowledge go
together I find loathsome. They
created their own chimeras; that
the Brahmaputra originated in
the tallest waterfall in the world.
Geography fails in its attempt to
sanitize myth; a river must be allowed to retain its riddles. A sense
of the elusive is important for
civilization.

I am surprised that people call
Ganges a river. A river with 600
dams across it cannot be a river.
It does not flow, it stumbles, as
Swami Gayan Swaroop Sanand,
the one-time dean of civil engineering at IIT Kanpur, points out.
A river needs to flow unimpeded,
without the punctuation marks of
pollution and progress. The Brahmaputra has to offer a new model
of democracy and development.
There is one myth that India does
not understand. If Ganges is a
myth of unity, I the Brahmaputra,
embody the polysemy of diversity.
I am my 57 tributaries in the north
bank and 33 on the south. As a
highway of migration, I am a melting pot, not the way the Americans
understand it. I am a multiplicity of
races, tribes, ethnicities, ecologies.
To talk about me you have to enact
me and in enacting me you enact
the differences that make me. I am
my differences. I offer no cheap
consolations of unity or uniformity. You cannot map the ethnic
migrations around me like geological layers. I am a fraternity of
differences, dialogues, livelihoods,
ecologies. Any river is a metaphor,
I offer myself as a metaphor for
India. In my differences I am. No
national anthem, no myth of Ganges can capture that. As difference
in motion I sustain myth while I
create history. The North East is
not a margin. It evokes the centrality, the power of a new myth of
India which South Asia needs. To
ask for less is to suffer for a rivulet
of thought as the most gigantic of
rivers flows by.

THE
BRAHMAPUTRA
TEA TRAIL
DHRUBAJIT CHALIHA

THE year is 1824 and Lieutenant Charles Alexander Bruce of
the Royal Navy is commanding a 100-ton paddle steamer up the
Brahmaputra, carrying in it supplies for the Assam Company,
the first tea company of India. This included tea machinery,
cutlery, agricultural implements and large quantities of coloured
beads and mirrors to be gifted to the native chiefs in Assam,
who previously had not had the good fortune of seeing their
own faces. These gifts were provided in exchange for labour
and elephants, because unlike the British masters who ran their
vehicles in England on horsepower, their subjects in Assam
ran on far advanced elephant power. Tea plantations were vast
tracts of landscape, most often spread over more than three
hundred acres, amidst dense jungles and wild terrain. Roads
were non-existent and the only tracks were those of bullock
carts and the wider tracks of elephant paths.

A Peep into History... This is how tea was transported
from Assam to other states before the advent
of the railway.
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Left to right
Tea plucking at a plantation in the 19th
century.
Tea garden manager’s bungalow, with a
retinue of servants, 19th century.
Elephants at work in clearing of forest
to make way for planting tea.
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A healthy and happy elephant
could carry six chests of tea in a
specially designed howdah, while
an average sized country boat
could carry 150 chests. So, it took a
convoy of 25 elephants to load one
country boat to its full capacity;
and at most times there were three,
moored to each other by rope. Having been loaded, the country boats,
running on sheer muscle power,
would start on an arduous journey
downstream from their tributary
source to the Brahmaputra, a week
or ten days away, if lucky enough
not to encounter storms and illness
along the way. Braving pests, wild
animals and malaria along the journey, these country boats would finally reach the Company’s godown
at Guwahati, where the consignment would be stored indefinitely,
until the uncertain arrival of the
Honourable Company’s steamer.
The steamer herself had endured
a mammoth sea journey of 5000
miles and 45 days from England.

The shipment would then be loaded
to sail back home in this giant ship,
a tiny speck on the great river,
whose expanse of water spread
two miles from bank to bank. The
journey back to Her Majesty’s arms
was no picnic and the river voyage
would start at the Brahmaputra in
Guwahati, continue until the river
changed from male to female with
the Meghna in Bengal and onwards
to meet the great wide ocean that
would take her home to England.
Our good old nauka, meanwhile,
embarked on its own upstream
journey home to its tributary ghat,
a journey of another fortnight and
sleepless nights, to refill and return
to its mother ship the following
month.

Fast forward to 80 years later. It is
1926, and my grandfather, Jadav
Prasad Chaliha has planted a clearing of land with tea in North Assam’s Dibrugarh district and named
it Korangani, after the Koranga
trees that were cleared to make way
for tea. Despite the change in the
millennial, not much has changed
in the conditions of life in Assam
since the first river voyage. However, the country boat has been
replaced by the paddle steamer
and it now takes half the time point
to point carrying ten times the
load. Tea estates have started to
mushroom in many districts, tea
companies were formed under Her
Majesty’s banner and the river is a
sea of trading activity. Tributaries
swarm with loaded country boats
and paddle steamers, and barges
have been introduced to carry the
weight of the tea shipments.

After the East India Company’s
steps to establish the Inland Water
Transport Industry, many private
companies began to operate an
efficient and profitable trade in
passenger and cargo movement
on the river. Labour movement
became crucial to feed the rapidly
growing industry and they were
transported on the river by the
thousands. With limited availability in Assam, labour was sourced
by the British from Bengal and the
Chhotanagpur tracts and had to be
brought via Calcutta by the river.
These river voyages of over 600
miles took upto 30 days from the
river ghat at Goalundo in Bengal to
its destination of Dibrugarh in north
Assam and passengers often shared
seating space with chicken, goats,
the occasional pig or anything that
the captain of the steamer fancied
useful to his trade. These included
generous quantities of tinned food,
cigars, cartridges, brandy, Hollands
Gin and quinine (until then not
called Tonic, as we now know it).

As the boat docked to unload its
passengers and cargo, European
planters from adjoining tea estates would swarm to the captain’s
floating retail store and buy out his
inventory. This included pre-ordered provisions made the previous
year. Life as the steamer’s captain
was as smooth and as rough as the
river. The Brahmaputra is all male
and he flaunts his muscles and his
charm with equal panache. The tea
industry owes its existence to this
mighty water and continues to exist
for and despite it.

Lohit or Luit is colloquial for the
Sanskrit word Louhitya or blood
red. It is this image that endures
in the hearts and minds of the millions who have prospered or suffered by it. As the immortal bard
of Assam, Bhupen Hazarika sang
his ode to the river (in translation):
‘Despite the reigning chaos and
confusion around you, why do you
so calmly flow on?’ If he had a reply to that, Burha Luit would likely
say: ‘Because I must’.
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* Transcribed from a
presentation followed by a
tea ceremony by Dhrubajit
Chaliha at ArtEast Festival,
2018.

D

eep in to western
Tibet hangs a tongue
of a glacier in the mouth of
a mythical horse.

From the horse’s mouth drops
a trickle. A trickle that weaves
through the cold dry Tibetan
plateau, clear blue at times,
emerald at others, folding into
itself other trickles, and growing …. growing.

This trickle, born Tamchok
Khambab, wears a destiny unlike any other river on earth
and will take on manynames—
YarlungTsangpo,Brahmaputr
a,Jumna—andwillcrossthree
countries,pastregions of many
religions, and slither through
3000 km on its long way
home to the Bay of Bengal.
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YARLUNG TSANGPO, TIBET, CHINA+&.(!,(!*)#-

COUNTRIES

3000
KM ,
3

As it winds east, it reaches
the regions around Lhasa.
Now, it is no trickle. It is
simply The Great River:
the Yarlung Tsangpo and
it is about to do something
no river in the world does.
After doggedly pushing east for 1625 kms, it
changes its mind and turns
around. Bending around
the lofty Namche Barwa
like a moat, it cleaves the
deepest, wildest canyon
in the world: the Tsangpo
Gorge.
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THE GREAT RIVER ENTERS INDIA AT GELING,
ARUNACHAL PRADESH, HOME TO THE
BUDDHIST MEMBA TRIBE. ITS NAME CHANGES
TO SIANG.

,
ONE
RIVER

It is now in India. Dropping a whopping 2500m
over just 200km, with
cascading cataracts, and
foaming rapids, the Tsangpo, now called Siang, is
about to meet two more
massive rivers: the Dibang
and the Lohit.

Pro kayakers call it the
“Everest of Rivers” and
to negotiate the Tsangpo
Gorge alive is their holy
grail. In this avatar the
Tsangpo spills into the
dark, lush, thick, dense
forests of Arunachal
Pradesh.

And it morphs yet again.
Disgorged and distinctly
calmer, the three rivers
flood into an oceanlike massive river,
the Son of Brahma:
the Brahmaputra in
India’s Assam.

This about-turn brings
about a change in the
river. The mild mannered trickle, the easygoing Great River Yarlung
Tsangpo suddenly morphs
into a wild, effervescent
adolescent spewing mist
sky high and frothing
dangerous, angry white
waters.
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THE SIANG
COLLECTS
TRIBUTARIES
IN THE
UPPER SIANG
VALLEY, EN
ROUTE TO
THE PLAINS
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THE FORESTS OF THE UPPER SIANG
VALLEY ARE THICK EVERGREEN AND
MOIST BROADLEAF MIXED FORESTS.

THE THE FAMED
KAZIRANGA NATIONAL
PARK, HOME TO THE GREAT
INDIAN ONE-HORNED
RHINOCEROS, THE BENGAL
TIGER, ASIAN ELEPHANTS,
HOG DEER, IS HOME TO
A RICH ASSEMBLAGE OF
OTHER FLORA AND FAUNA
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WHEN THE SIANG
REACHES THE
PLAINS, IT IS
JOINED BY THE
DIBANG AND THE
LOHIT WHICH IS
HOME TO THE
PARSURAMKUND
(PHOTO), SACRED
TO HINDUS
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FROM THE SOUTH, THE RIVER IS JOINED
BY MANY TRIBUTARIES AGAIN, INCLUDING
THE NOA DEHING WHICH FLOWS THROUGH
NAMDAPHA TIGER RESERVE, ARUNACHAL
PRADESH
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THE RIVER NOW FLOWS AS THE MIGHTY BRAHMAPUTRA,
THE LIFE-GIVING FORCE OF RIPARIAN ECOSYSTEMS THAT IS
REPLETE WITH GRASSLANDS, WETLANDS, AND FORESTS
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THE RIVER FLOODS EVERY MONSOON AND
MUCH OF THE PADDY IN THE STATE IS RAINFED, AND DEPENDS UPON THE FERTILE SILT
BROUGHT DOWN BY THE RIVER.
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THE RIVER SERVES AS A SPINE TO
THE REGION, FERRYING HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE UP AND
DOWN, DAILY.
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Eddying like a dizzy
dervish, with two-speed
currents: a faster one
undercutting a slower
surface current, the
Brahmaputra bisects Assam, feeding and watering
millions. But its journey,
its work, is far from done.
Bending yet again southwards, the Brahmaputra
writhes its way through
Bangladesh renamed
Jumna, and meets up with
the mighty Teesta and
then the Ganges, known as
the Padma in Bangladesh.
Then, growing a hundred
tentacles, winding through
the largest unbroken mangrove forest in the world
— Sundarbans, it embraces the Bay of Bengal.
Braiding through three
countries, changing names
over five times, traversing
3000 km, falling 5300m
from source to sea, this
male-monikered river, the
Brahmaputra — temperamental and wild, is the life
force for 80 million people.
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A Delusion of Dykes
WHEN THE BRAHMAPUTRA TURNS SOUTH
AGAIN AND HEADS OFF INTO BANGLADESH,
IT CHANGES ITS NAME AGAIN — NOW CALLED
THE JUMNA — AND IS MET BY THE ONCE
MIGHTY AND NOW MUCH-DAMMED TEESTA.

Every year, come monsoon, Assam’s plains flood. It is why they
are called floodplains. The Brahmaputra with over forty tributaries
forms the spine of the valley and
carries immense amounts of water
and silt. The silt is what makes
these floodplains fertile and turns
them into food bowls for the population of the region and beyond.
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Much of the rhythm of life in the
valley — including the famed Kaziranga National Park — depends
upon seasonal flooding to replenish
wetlands and fields.
".'(-"+)0,) #,-+#.-+#,(0-+,'#&,('#&,) *26&,)(#-,02-)
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A massive conßuence of three mighty South Asian rivers Ñ Ganga, Brahmaputra, and Meghna Ñ
forms the Bengal delta, at the largest unbroken stand of mangroves in the world Ñ the Sundarbans
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THE JUMNA THROWS OFF
DISTRIBUTARIES AND WATERS MILES
AND MILES OF PADDY FIELDS, ON ITS
WAY TO MEETING THE GANGA WHICH
TAKES ON THE NAME PADMA IN
BANGLADESH.

A MASSIVE CONFLUENCE OF THREE
MIGHTY SOUTH ASIAN RIVERS — GANGA,
BRAHMAPUTRA, AND MEGHNA —
FORMS THE BENGAL DELTA, AT THE
LARGEST UNBROKEN STAND OF
MANGROVES IN THE WORLD — THE
SUNDARBANS

Dams, dykes (or embankments) and
other structures that ostensibly
“tame” or “protect against” floods
have played havoc with life in the
region. Assam alone has 4,400 km
of old embankments. Some over

60 years old. Living out afterlives,
way beyond their 25 year lifespan.
Weakened, eroded, tired, more than
ready to give way. Experts believe
that more devastation from swollen
rivers have been caused because of
these dykes than if they were not to
be there. Entire villages huddle in
their shadow, secure in the government’s assurance that the river raging beyond will not touch them.

Embankments also cut off the rivers
from their natural path of flooding the plains. As a result the silt
accumulates in the main channel,
raising the river beds and decreasing the carrying capacity of the
river. Then, to increase the carrying capacity of the river, one has
to dredge. This throws up another
host of issues, all detrimental to the
ecosystem.

But neglect and age, and interventions like dykes to protect bridges
downstream obstruct natural flows
of the river and put immense pressure on already weak structures.
They breach. The swollen waters
race and swallow whole villages.

The mindset of controlling a river,
especially one like the Brahmaputra, is one that may need to be
fundamentally altered, if one is to
seriously address the annual loss of
life and property that results from
these interventions.

FISH

Chars

DECLINE OF

Small indigenous fish find refuge, eat, and breed
around river rocks and fallen logs, in the nooks
and crannies of soft-flowing streams, and in
coves. If you take those ‘obstacles’ away, you
destroy vital fish breeding habitat.
Mining rock from rivers, destruction of wetlands, and deforestation is destroying habitat
and endangering species. Wetlands serve as
fish nurseries. By denying them floods which
replenish fish stock and create pockets for fingerlings to thrive in, or by reclaiming wetlands
completely, we are decimating fish populations.

Chars are silt islands thrown
up by the river. Called “chaporis” in Assam, they are neither
land nor water. They belong
to no one but the river — to be
reclaimed at will. They are the
floating worlds.
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Many small indigenous fish in the northeast are
in danger of becoming extinct even before science has properly recorded it. In fact, threats to
freshwater biodiversity in the northeast cannot
be accurately determined due to “lack of sufficient data” on a lot of species.
With the supply of river fish declining by 8590% over the past decade in many parts of the
Brahmaputra basin, fishermen are sliding into
poverty. They cannot find enough fish in the
river to sell, much less to eat.
In the markets of Dibrugarh, 90% of the fish are
trucked in, on beds of ice, from farms in Andhra
Pradesh. This is no exception: most cities on
the banks of the mighty, once highly biodiverse
Brahmaputra now import the bulk of their fish
from farms.
The sociological and economic hit the river fisheries are taking is no small matter, and this story
is repeating itself all over the sub-continent.

FOR
ESTS
The forests of
Arunachal Pradesh in
the Brahmaputra basin
are tropical evergreen,
temperate broadleaf, and
mixed forests. This area
encompasses multiple
biogeographic regions,
extending from southern
Bhutan to northern
Myanmar is a biodiversity
hotspot.

50

Shades
of Grey
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“This is a game of danger and courage,”
the boat-master says in Hindi. Does he
mean “… danger and daring?” The word
he uses, “saahas”, walks a tightrope
between the two meanings. We are
navigating up the Brahmaputra and the
boat-master is reading the river.
The Brahmaputra is a moody river.
The path we used in the morning has
changed by the evening. Sandbars now
rise where water flowed just hours
prior. What was deep is now shallow.
What was shallow is now deep. With
this river, nothing is as it was or as it
will be. The Brahmaputra suffers from
short-term memory loss.

Driving along the north bank of the
Brahmaputra you see futile bridges
riding high over fields. The river used
to once run there, but has moved away
since. Over the years the nature of the
Brahmaputra itself has changed. Prior
to the 1950 earthquake it flowed deep
and spanned just 2 km. Now it runs
shallow and, in the monsoon, sprawls
across 20 kms.
“Fog and Darkness,” says the boat-master. “Two reasons you should never be
out on this river.” In a game where you
have to read barely discernible shades
of grey to survive, Hoods– white or
black – are best avoided.
Navigating this river is nothing short
of art.
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SEVEN AGES
OF A RIVER
CURATED BY
SUMANA ROY

Tsangpo, Siang, Brahmaputra,
Jamuna, Padma, Meghna… and?

WE
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The missing link*

Lhasa diary

I will remember then

In a day, cold wind may blow,

the great river that turned, turning

A colourless and intangible wind

with the fire of the first sun,

Rising through the openings in your stones,

away from the old land of red-robed men

On the walls of your house and iron fences,

and poisonous ritual,

Making hundreds of holes for spiders and scorpions to

when the seven brothers fled south

sneak in,

disturbing the hornbills in their summer nests.

Fangs of darkness crowding in the dark holes will
Cut your sunrays into pieces,

Remember the flying dust

Bringing the second black night

and the wind like a long echo

see age in lines, in folds, in sagging skin.
But age can also be sensed in the sound
of the voice, for the voice is also time’s storekeeper.
This is as true of rivers as it is of humans. There’s
also the name – the changing names from infancy
to maturity. This, too, is true for both humans and
rivers. We hear of seven lifetimes and seven ages.
This river begins life as Tsangpo, then becomes the
Siang and the Brahmaputra, later Jamuna, Padma
and the Meghna. The histories and geographies of
these rivers have been documented, and yet our
curiosity about them flows upstream. And so we
turned to poetry, for a different dis-‘course’ of water
and its life – poems by our contemporary poets,
who’ve lived with the river, and what is called ‘folk
song’, songs passed as inheritance through generations, like language, like water itself. Five of these
poems, by Mamang Dai, Amlanjyoti Goswami,
Dibyajyoti Sharma, and Maitreyee Bhattacharjee
Chowdhury respectively, were written in English;
one, by Chen Metak, in Tibetan (translated into
English by Bhuchung D. Sonam); a Bhatiali song
translated into English by Shalim M. Hussain; there
are three more, the folk songs, in Bangla, and when
Mursalin Mosaddeque, a student of medicine based
in Dhaka, directed me to them, I found that they
were nearly impossible to translate. So these are
trans-creations, since both music and song are difficult to translate into any language – every language
seems foreign, like land does from water.

snapping the flight of the river beetle,

What is the seventh river, then? You might find it
in these poems, like a boatman does – it might not
have a name, it might be hidden, but it’s there. It is
that experience of the seventh river that reminds us
how we are, in the beginning and the end, made of
the same thing that makes rivers: water.

in lands beyond the great ocean

That even the lamps of your history cannot extinguish.

venomous in the caves

In a day, it may rain

where men and women dwelt,

Teardrop-like rain falling from your golden canopies

facing the night –

Hues of your white and red colours may turn

guarding the hooded poison.

Into long bloody footprints left by scorpions,
Each imprint turning to a document,

There are no records.
The river was the green and white vein of our lives
linking new terrain

Your emperors and princes will have
No stone pillars for their final testament, only elaborate
tombs.

in a lust for land
brother and brother claiming the sunrise and the sunset

One day, from the walls of your water tombs

in a dispute settled by the rocks

Yellow ducks will fly out in terror,

engraved in a vanished land.

Singing you a skeleton-coloured poem
With a tiny little hole in it, and

I will remember then the fading voices

Through this hole

of deaf women framing the root of light.

You may be able to see once the world in which you live.

in the first stories to the children of the tribe.
Remember the river’s voice:

One day, a tongue of flame may shoot up from the
crown of Iron Hill

where else could we be born,

The flame may hear the laments of your chained sun-

where else could we belong,

rays,

if not of memory

It may taste the sour air coming and going across the

divining life and form out of silence –

stone bridge,

water and mist,

Furthermore, it may feel the hunger of birds and fishes

the twin gods, water and mist,

of Yarlung Tsangpo

and the cloud woman calling

It may see the sons and daughters of aristocrats

from the sanctuary of the gorge.

decked in corals and turquoise.

Remember because nothing is ended

One day, it is possible that I will see the white walls of

but it is changed,

Tsuglakhang

and memory is a changing shape

Hidden behind the garden of willow with its smooth

showing with these fading possessions

walls,
It is possible that I will see the low terraces of the stone

that all is changed

houses,

but not ended.

Seeing them I may have to follow your pointing finger to

And in the villages the silent hill men still await
the long promised letters, and the meaning of words.
Mamang Dai
(From River Poems, Writers’ Workshop)
* This is a reference to the River Siang in Arunachal Pradesh
that was presumed to be the ‘missing link’ by the Survey
of India before it was established that the Siang is a major
tributary that links the Tsangpo of Tibet and the river Brahmaputra of Assam.

A valley of history where the sunlight does not
penetrate.
On a day like that
Silently I may call your name one more time.
Chen Metak
(from Burning the Sun’s Braids: New Poetry from Tibet,
translated by Bhuchung D. Sonam)
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By the river

Pristine waters still*

July evening. A sepia sky

…There’s something moving in the background –

Ruddy with trouble.

A river maybe?

Waters swirling dark
As the future we wear

At Sukreshwar ghat,
a serpentine line of buses unwillingly crawl.

Beneath our skins, up to our bones,

Like Gandhari, I watch the Mahabharata here

Our knees, the swarming currents

Blindfolded –

Running familial.

People walk around –
strewn somewhat, like the occasional devotion from the

What do you want this time? I ask

nearby temple.

As his glass eye peers at me, his heart
Raging as the waters below

There are cries of living here

As a train flies past.

and those trying to live.

We dream of fish

You look just like your father
He smirks
Before entering his sound proof, water proof engine.
As I stood there watching the waters
Look back at us
In perfect symmetry – two brothers
Who could not have been, any more different
While our lives floated by.
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But grew roots the moment my mouth opened.
The earth cavernous opened its jaw
To let the waters in,

the bones get stuck in my gullet;

amidst the sandy islands the Old Man River wears

cannot eat much else either,

like golden armour to fight

an old man without teeth

the surging blue waves, in a faraway country,

imprisoned in his bed, smelling of

unseen yet ever present – his enemy,

piss and filth, waiting

his one true love, his everlasting death.

I close my eyes and my mouth tastes
ilish with mustard. I gulp, and I see other fish –
a roasted goroi for the breakfast of fermented rice,
a dancing kawoi in the field after the first rain,

As if nothing was enough.
The waters climbed, this time to the window
Where we once marked with broken pencil
Where the last record stood.

a kingly bhokua caught in a bamboo net,
a rough kokila for the uruka feast,
and a single scale of a tall rahu, wearing which
she pledged her miserable life to mine.

I walked back, to where I came from
And knocked at the future.

I turn and find myself in a rice merchant’s barge,
riding the red torrents of the lunatic river. Is he

I did not know if she was

Tejimola’s father, in the quest for a lonesome lotus

Still waiting for me.

which would be his daughter, to be killed and to be

When I looked around, same spot,

born again? Is he Chando Sadagar, who would tell

Years later,

me the oozing pain of Behula’s floating mausoleum?

He wasn’t there.
Amlanjyoti Goswami

Expectancy

I dazzle like the fins of a kanduli,

on the final voyage.

I spoke first

remind me of Kamakhya sitting atop the hill –

I cannot eat fish anymore,

for the boatman to take me away

Well… I… must be moving soon

Flowers strewn somewhere along the road,

In Bhogdoi, I witness Sukaphaa’s royal procession.
In Dihing, Joymati refuses to speak.
In Barak, the Goddess dances naked.
I find my grandfather’s bones in Kolong.

In Kushiyara, I meet him again,
the desperate lover Luit, mortal enemy,
rushing to his foretold death for a new birth.
The Old Man River, he cannot wait.
He is now his own lover – Jamuna,
fertility spilling out of her uncontainable youth,
drowning villages and cities, until they
come to life again when her youth is spent

I close my eyes and my mouth tastes
ilish cooked with mustard. I cannot sleep,
an old man without teeth waiting for the boatman
to take me away. But he wouldn’t catch me a fish.
Dibyajyoti Sarma

He is the creation, the farmer
of the fish, the satiation of man’s hunger,
our very breath, dark silt, rice fields,
thatched huts, betel leaves, fishhooks.

ing in jungles deep…
Maitreyee Bhattacharjee Chowdhury

In Subansiri, I mourn for Jhonki and Panoi.

despise your desired destination but cannot return.

I turn and Luit swallows me.

There are no stains however –

In Kopili, rice fields turn golden.

at the edge of that inevitable end where you

and I see river dolphins taunt my ambition.

miscarriage of overflowing.
no red of bloodshed, or stories of innocent lives whisper-

ugly virgins, paddy seedlings and mute goslings,

He opens the cave under his withering flesh

A river maybe?

I wonder if it is pregnant, incapable of anything but the

underwater to keep company with childless widows,

rib cage with hyacinth roots and dry fish bones.

There’s something moving in the background –

the river an innocent blur in her eyes.

I cross one river to find another.

and she is an exhausted old crone – Meghna,

heart and how he now fills the emptiness inside his

distant mirth, at the madness finally complete.

Bhuvaneshwari sits quietly above Kamakhya,

I jump from one boat to another.

The lunatic river takes the rice merchant

and the boatman tells me how a mermaid stole his

and a certain Goddess peer down,

* An excerpt.
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I ask you O Padma
I ask you O Padma,
you bringer of death and beauty –
don’t you have any sense,
don’t you have a home,
where your bank begins and ends?
Looking for its bank
I set out early.
Evening’s here, my day’s gone
but bank there is none.

Mad river

Seeing the storm on the river,

You mad river

don’t kill me o Padma,

In a strange illusion you have trapped me

your storm’s in fever.

I feel scared, I tremble,

In our happy lives
You have drawn a ravine.

six oarsmen threaten.

I built a house by the Meghna,

You have taken someone’s land

Their axe wound my boat.

You have taken someone’s tin house

How do I get to the bank,

You have taken my new budding love.

how do I stay afloat?

In a strange illusion you have trapped me
In our happy lives
You have drawn a ravine.
Some of us go to Mondira
Some go to Goruchar
Some go to Norikata reserve

I had such great hopes
The ruinous storm destroyed my house re,
my house broke…

Song translated by Sumana Roy

You mad river
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My boat’s broken,

I built a house by the
Meghna...

My children lived in this house,
here they slept and woke.
I still look for them here re
on the bank of the Meghna

I built a house again, my destiny didn’t mend
The flood called again
and snatched everything away

You mad river

I am alone, I roam around

In a strange illusion you have trapped me

Water falls from my eyes,

In our happy lives

tears fill my day.

You have drawn a ravine.
Translated by Shalim M. Hussain
Bhatiyali song adapted by Manik Kana (Manik the Blind)
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I lost everything but my hopes didn’t end

This Padma, this
Meghna
This Padma, this Meghna,

Song translated by Sumana Roy

This Surma, this Jamuna,
and this – the river bank.
My shepherd-mind, it only sings –
this is my land,
this my prem, my everything;
in happiness and in sorrow,
in togetherness and in biraha…
By the Madhumati and Dhansiri
I lose and find myself, I return
time and again, without hurry
It’s a blue wave on a poem’s cover page –
this Padma, this Meghna,
this basin of a thousand rivers, their age…
Here the rivers are like women –
bak bak bak, they only talk.
The fearless sky stoops,
it touches the unguarded green –
like the heart’s love blooms within.
Song translated by Sumana Roy
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VISIONS OF PARADISE
IN THE TSANGPOBRAHMAPUTRA
GORGE

Participants
ANTHROPOCENE AND
THE RIVER
Arati Kumar Rao,
National Geographic
explorer, photographer,
writer and artist

BRAHMAPUTRA: RED
RIVER TALES
Curated by Lalsawmliani
Tochhawang, Chief,
Programme Division and
Secretary, IIC Film Club,
India International Centre

Ian Baker, Himalayan
and Buddhist scholar and
author of seven books on
Tibetan cultural history,
environment, art, and
medicine including The
Heart of the World: A
Journey in Tibet’s Lost
Paradise (Penguin Random
House, 2006)

Contributors- Ian Baker;

A SENSE OF THE
FLOW: BRAHMAPUTRA Harish Kapadia; Deb
Mukharji; Parimal
AND GANGA
Ashima Sharma, Jindal
School of Journalism and
Communication

“NODIR KUL NAI,
KINAR NAI”
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Parasher Baruah,
cinematographer

SEVEN AGES
OF A RIVER:
TSANGPO, SIANG,
BRAHMAPUTRA,
JAMUNA, PADMA,
MEGHNA…AND?
Sumana Roy, poet and
author

A BEND IN THE RIVER
Apal Singh,
cinematographer and
explorer

Bhattacharya; Jo Woolf;
Arupjyoti Saikia;
and Royal Scottish
Geographical Society

1 SQ. FT
Performance- Surjit
Nongmeikapam,
Waikhom Biken, Senjam
Hemjit
Music- Sunil Singh
Loitongbam

ON THE
BRAHMAPUTRA TEA
TRAIL
Dhurbajit Chaliha, Tea
planter

BRAHMAPUTRA –
EXPLORER ODYSSEY
Parimal Bhattacharya,
Associate Professor,
Department of English,
Maulana Azad College;
Samrat Choudhury,
author and journalist;
Harish Kapadia,
distinguished Himalayan
Mountaineer, author
and long-time editor
of Himalayan Journal

Special Thanks
Yui Nakamura
The Sasakawa Peace Foundation
Monica Banerjee

IMAGINING A NEW
COMMONS: GANGA
AND BRAHMAPUTRA
Shiv Visvanathan, Social
Scientist, Professor at
Jindal Global Law School;
Uma Dasgupta, former
Research Professor,
Social Science Division,
Indian Statistical Institute;
Claude Arpi; Kishalay
Bhattacharjee, author
and journalist

Lalsawmliani Tochhawng
Indi International Centre
Vibha Lakhera
Reachout Foundation
Parasher Baruah
Filmmaker

Santosh Nair
National Foundation for India
Jo Woolf
Royal Scottish Geographical Society

ON TIME, HISTORY
AND THE RIVER
Arupjyoti Saikia,
Professor in History,
Indian Institute of
Technology, Guwahati;
Mahesh Rangarajan,
Professor of Environmental
Studies and History,
Ashoka University;
Joydeep Gupta, South
Asia Director, The Third
Pole Project; and Claude
Arpi, French-born author,
journalist, historian and
Tibetologist;
Moderated by- Uma
Dasgupta, former
Research Professor, Social
Science Division, Indian
Statistical Institute

Meghna Sharma
Artist

YES, THE RIVER
KNOWS…
Presented by Chaar
Yaar - Madan Gopal
Singh (vocalist & poet);
Deepak Castelino (guitar
& banjo); Pritam Ghosal
(sarod); and Amjad Khan
(percussion)
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Ipsa Pratibimbita
National Foundation for India

Ashima Sharma
Intern
Khushi Gupta
Intern
Arunasree Magnati
Volunteer
Akshita Chembolu
Volunteer
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